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ABSTRACT
Curriculum Development for Internationalism:
The International Baccalaureate Revisited
(February 1981)
Manjula B. Salomon, B.A., University of Madras, India,
M.A., University of Madras, India,
M.A.T.
,
School for International Training,
Brattleboro, Vermont,
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Robert Sinclair
The purpose of this study was to develop a curricu-
lum design for international education. The International
Baccalaureate program was chosen for specific study, and a
design was generated that would link the rationale of the
program to practical curriculum development in internation-
al, or internationally-minded schools. The study was both
conceptual and practical in nature.
Four major objectives gave direction to this study.
* To review the philosophy and history that has
given rise to the International Baccalaureate
Curricula and Examination
* To identify the content-themes that are inherent
in the International Baccalaureate Curricula and
Examination, in order to identify conceptual gaps
that exist between what is being tested and what
is presently being taught, in World Literature
and World History
vii
* To create a conceptual model that would close
the identified gaps and link the rationale of
the International Baccalaureate Curricula to
practical curriculum development
* To develop a sample curriculum based on the
model/ using World Literature and World History
as the disciplines, for grades 7 through 10
To fulfill the first and second objectives, a two-
part review of the literature was conducted. The first
part 'was extensive in nature, and covered the development
of the phenomenon of internationalism, its effects on edu-
cation and culminated in the creation of the International
Baccalaureate program. The basic assumptions of Inter-
national Education were derived to give a foundation to the
awareness of international socialization that moves this
work
.
The second part of the review of literature is in-
tensive. It investigates all curricula and examination
materials of the International Baccalaureate program of
the years from 1970-1980, in the two disciplines of World
History and World Literature. This was done in order to
ascertain if what was being tested in the examination was
indeed being taught by the curricula. The discrepancies
were presented in terms of tangible content-themes, in a
series of tables. The implications of the data were re-
ported. There were four common implications, and seven
specific to each discipline.
To fulfill the third objective, a conceptual design
viii
for creating international curriculum that would close the
identified discrepancies was generated. The design was de-
veloped from a content-base, an international base, and a
curricula or primary base. Three classical curriculum
designs were examined for guidance. Criteria for organiz-
ing a curriculum design were set up and the design then
advanced. An explanation of the dynamics of the design
followed.
The fourth objective sought to demonstrate the
P^^ctical nature of this design. It was applied to closing
one major discrepancy in World History which had a comple-
mentary discrepancy in World Literature. The design was
applied and a sample curriculum that spanned grades 7-10
was proffered. This was done in both a general graphic
format, useful to curriculum planners, and in a specific
teaching module format useful to teachers. A general ob-
jective was derived. Four specific objectives were
selected, one for each grade level. Hence the closing of
the discrepancy would be a cumulative process over four
years. Entry behaviors are cited and concepts and skills
established. Several inter-disciplinary enabling objectives
are described. Learning opportunities are detailed. The
learning opportunities embrace the instructional/learning
approach chosen, the learning activities themselves, and
the content-area that the activities, both group and
IX
individual, take place in. Both formative and summative
evaluation situations are described. Enrichment readings
are suggested.
Finally, several recommendations are put forward.
They cover seven areas: improving the present research,
faculty training in curriculum development, improvement in
the International Baccalaureate curricula, teacher educa-
tion in internationalism, administration of international
curriculum development, international morality, and the
fostering of international socialization.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background of the Problem
"International cooperation is a pre-requisite to
survival," Buckminster Fuller has stated over and over.
The old east/west, north/south separations with
each nation looking out for itself are no longer
valid. The fragmentation of the world into
nations, that was logical yesterday when men
were inherently divided by time and space is no
longer valid nor socio-economically tenable.^
Other writers have confirmed Fuller's view that
global survival is possible only through multi-lateral
living. Philip Coombs, renowned economist and educational
leader, has stated in his chilling account of The World
Educational Crisis that international cooperation is the
only solution to the crisis of global survival and that
educational cooperation is furthermore the m.ost vital
approach to this solution.
Virtually every national system is an integral
part of a world wide educational system. ...
This is not only true in theory but is a vibrant
functional reality. Indeed, any educational
system which seals itself off from this whole
community is bound to be afflicted with gangrene,
as surely as a human limb cut off from the
arterial circulation of blood. And what the
system suffers, its society suffers too.
In 1976, he called for the creation of an 'educational
1
2common market’ because the educational crisis is everybody's
business .
^
Although in a puristic sense the international
community dates back to the third century B.C., the
contemporary international community dates back only to
World War I. These expatriate communities, which had
since time immemorial served in diplomatic positions all
over the world, traditionally attacked the problem of their
children’s education in three ways; (a) to send the child
home to be educated, (b) to educate the child locally
and
emphasize his own cultural values privately, or (c) to send
the child to a school that catered especially to
members of
their own nation.
However, in this century two international
organizations were founded, called the United Nations
Organization and the League of Nations. The members
were
faced with two communal concerns. The first
was the
practical problem of providing a good education
for their
children. The second was an idealistic
problem-that if
they belonged to the U.N. and to the
League of Nations and
were symbols of this experiment in
international
cooperation, they could not in all honesty
send their
children back home, or to the national
schools set up by
their communities. These two new and
hastily created inter-
national communities in Geneva and
New York had to assess
their educational needs and seek
a solution that was con-
3sistent with their international priorities. And it was not
their problem alone.
While it was formalized by the U.N. community in
New York and by the League of Nations community in Geneva,
many other international communities were mushrooming all
over the world and finding that the problem of education
for the children of the community was actually growing so
vast as to stand in the way of the success of the programs.
CERN (Centre European de Recherches Nucleaires) in Geneva,
FAO in Rome, UNESCO in Paris, NATO in Switzerland and
Brussels all agreed that the education of the children was
the top priority of their staff.
^
Pressure from the international community moved
Henri Laupier, Chairman of the International League of Human
Rights, to make a plea to the United Nations to assume the
formal responsibility for international education. "I am
quite disinterested, being a bachelor, but the creating of
a school with pupils from all over the United Nations and
with teachers from various countries giving a teaching
truly international in spirit would be an experiment of
very great interest."^
In 1947 the United Nations, under the direction of
Trygvie Lie, recognized the International School System by
formally supporting the pilot schools in Geneva, Wales and
New York and in particular, by identifying the New York
school with the United Nations. The three pilot schools
4were
:
United Nations International School, New York
International School of Geneva, Switzerland
Atlantic College, South Wales, U.K.
In 1951 the International Schools Association was
born and was based in Geneva. The search for funds began,
and the first conference for curriculum planning was
scheduled in Sevres for 1967. This was the beginning. But
although the United Nations had accepted responsibility, at
least symbolically, for the International School System, it
was off to a slow start. It was under the auspices of
UNESCO, but did not seem to fit into any of UNESCO's plans
for eradicating illiteracy from the face of the earth.
UNESCO finally provided funding through contracts given to
the International Schools Association (ISA) as the school
system was now called. The U.N.'s Bureau of International
Education also assisted in the funding, and the business of
running an international school system began.
The most immediate concern of the International
Schools Association was that their graduates be sure of
global university admission. "Then out of the common needs
of international schools sprang an idea, now a healthy
international institution which may . . . save the world.
The idea was of a common examination that would satisfy
university requirements all over the world, that would be
cr i ter ion—based on its evaluation and that would in effect
5allow students taking it to enter any university in the
world. This was agreed upon and shared with the press.
^
Other international schools came quickly fnto being
and in 1965 the International Schools Examination Syndicate
was born and occupied a separate office. In 1966 ISES
outlined the peculiar educational needs of this ever-
increasing community. The children came from all over the
world. Their educational systems were worlds apart; their
value systems were as varied as possible; the skills they
needed in their own societies were often of little or no
importance in other societies. They were primarily
peripetatic— a potentially transient population. They
could be in a country six months or six years. They were
essentially nomads—except that they had not meant to be
and in many cases did not desire to be. No one wished to
see the gradual denationalization of their children, but
neither did they want to waste a unique opportunity to live
by their ideals."^
The International School of Geneva in Switzerland
was the test case and the business of creating a curriculum
and a valid examination was started. The ISES soon changed
its name to the International Baccalaureate Office (I.B.O.).
In 1966 the U.N. General Assembly voted funds for the
development of the International Baccalaureate curricula
— as it led immediately to the International
Baccalaureate Examination. That is, funds were voted for
6the development of a two year curriculum
—
grades eleven and
twelve. Category B status was awarded the program, and the
following schools agreed to submit candidates for the 1970
examinat ion ;
^
International School of Geneva, Switzerland
Atlantic College, South Wales, U.K.
United Nations International School, New York
International High School, Copenhagen
Soborg Gymnasium, West Germany
Goethe Gymnasium, West Germany
International College, Lebanon
Braunamana High School, Lebanon
Santiago College, Chile
John F. Kennedy School, Berlin
Lycee de Sevres, France
Lycee de Hennemont, France
Phillips Academy, Andover, U.S.A.
Teheran International School, Iran^
In 1977, a total of forty-four schools from
nineteen countries entered 1966 candidates. A significant
increase is expected by 1980, by reason of the great number
of new schools that have joined the I.B.O. since 1977.
There are new I.B. offices in New York and London and more
and more schools are joining the international school
system.
In 1962 UNESCO acknowledged the need for the
7development of multilaterally international curricula and
the Institute of Education, London University and the
American Federation of Learned Societies were authorized to
begin. The
services of
specialist
,
The
was simple.
Ford Foundation further made possible the
Dr. Ralph Tyler, the eminent American curriculum
to act as consultant . 10
U.N.'s sole injunction to this first committee
The programme will strictly adhere to the basic
principles of the United Nations; that is distinction
as to race, language or religion will be barred.
With the long range goal being a truly international
education
.
-*--L
A.D.C. Peterson, who was chairman of the committee,
summarized the position as follows:
Advanced academic work
. . . will demand five
qualities. These are a capacity for concep-
tualization and analysis, a memory good enough to
enable the student to hold a number of facts or con-
cepts in the mind simultaneously, an unslaked
curiosity, a capacity for recognizing and, in rare
cases, formulating new interpretations of available
information, and a commitment to the intellectual
formulation and solution of problems. 12
Since those who participated in the curriculum and
syllabus planning meetings were those representatives of
their countries most interested in curriculum reform, it
would probably be true to say that the outcome of their
deliberations represented the highest common factor.
H
The specific objectives of the International
Curricula Committee were:
1. The development of multilaterally
international syllabuses (two year programs)
2 .
8
The planning and creation of the multi-
lingual examination
3.
The implementation, supervision and
evaluation of the above in pilot schools
The structure of the 2—year curriculum that emerged
from this committee is very briefly as follows. The
student is required to:
1. Engage in Language Arts and Mathematics
—
so as to become familiar with the two
great tools of analysis and communication
2. Study one subject from among the Human
Behavioral Sciences
3. Study one subject that exemplifies the
process of scientific inquiry
4. Have contact with aesthetic and moral values
5. Engage exper lent ially in creative,
aesthetic or social activity
6. Reflect upon the inter-relations of
the 'subjects' above.
Within this structure, the separate international
schools can create and offer their own programs, according
to their peculiar cultural needs and resources.
This, briefly, is an account of the development of
the International Baccalaureate program. A chronological,
statistical account appears in Appendix A. It has been much
heralded, but the work in formal international education
has only just begun. Much more lies ahead.
Statement of the Problem
Since the International Baccalaureate Office was
9first established in 1966, and the U.N. General Assembly
gave it its benediction the last two years of the I.B.
curriculum has had much attention paid to its growth and
nurturing. Annual meetings are held all over the globe to
introduce the curriculum to new schools and colleges. Annual
workshops in each discipline are held, with teacher par-
ticipation extremely high. Materials, concepts and methodo-
logies are constantly updated. And most important of all,
the U.N. statement of philosophy: "The programme will
strictly adhere to the basic principles of the United
Nations," is constantly reinforced. There is a tremendous
effort at these sessions to keep nationalism, and nationa-
listic approaches, under rigid control. As Ms. Lippmann
stated in her paper presented at the American Historical
Association's annual meeting in 1977, "Circumstances dictate
that the Humanities departments of the international schools
develop a new way of introducing history to their multi-
national student communities . . . there can be no emphasis
on national histor ies .
"
The two-year I.B. curriculum grows and is applauded
in the Wall Street Journal and the Times Educational
Supplement. Even more lauded is the I.B.E. by which
placement all over the world is guaranteed the candidates.
However, going beyond the thriving two-year curriculum
provided by the I.B.O., there is little that has been done
in curriculum development from grades 1 through 10.
10
In 1966 the International Schools Association orga-
nized the Conference on Primary Curricula. The main out-
comes of the conference were as follows:
1. To point out to the international community
that the work on international curricula
was only just beginning
2. To uphold the 'child-centered, project-
oriented' educational approach as ideal
for the primary level
3. To advocate a balance between purely
permissive education and a rigorous structure
for the rest of the school. 16
When the conference report was evaluated, it was concluded
that the report "was insufficiently international in its
general outline, and serves only as a first exploratory
step in creating the ideal primary international school. "17
In 1968 the Conference of Internationally-Minded
Schools amalgamated with the International Schools
Association. The now larger ISA held two conferences in
Paris, one in August 1968, and the next, a follow-up in
August 1969. The purpose of these conferences was to hold
discussions and study groups among teachers from many
countries, to create a philosophy and to suggest guidelines
for curriculum development for the intermediate school
level, i.e., between primary school and the last two years
of the International Baccalaureate curriculum.
A highly valuable report was the result of these two
conferences. The report presented a philosophy for curricu-
lum development that reflects the ideologies that went into
11
the creation of the International Baccalaureate Curriculum
and Examination. The report also presented the following
common elements to creative curriculum development at the
intermediate level: "an investigational approach to science,
mathematics and indeed to all other subjects: awareness if
not acceptance of religions and ethics; enjoyment of the
myths and legends of the world, in translation; provision
for creative activities; play or recreation; learning to
live in society; aims of encouraging adaptation to change.
While these guidelines are most helpful to schools
emerging from a national system, they do not offer course
syllabuses or a theoretical model of curriculum development.
They do not lead in any formative way to the International
Baccalaureate Curricula. What essentially emerges is that
the International School System, while providing and
updating criteria, norms, syllabuses and guides to the last
two years of life in an international school, does not offer
anything beyond a philosophy to the elementary and lower
secondary schools. Here the 'communal* system breaks down
and the individual schools manage as best they can.
Nonetheless, some schools scattered all over the world have
coordinated and implemented creative and practical
curricula, synthesizing methodologist and skills
wonderfully. Ms. Lippmann's paper, "A New Framework for
World History," which presents the approach the United
Nations International School uses, is the finest of its
12
kind
.
Other schools, however, particularly those far from
resources and materials, are exceedingly national, or even
worse, colonial. Since international schools in the newly
independent countries must first go through the process of
eschewing the colonial system of education before deciding
what would best suit their own situation, students in these
international schools are expected to switch from a national
or colonial system to a multi-national one upon entering the
eleventh grade. At this point, the entire ideal of a finely
crafted curriculum is lost as teachers and students race to
cram for yet another exam.
Stated more specifically, the problem that emerges
is that a curriculum model that links the rationale of the
International Baccalaureate Curricula to practical curricu-
lum development in international schools has not to
date
been created. That is, conceptual and practical
links have
not yet been forged between the policy makers
and the prac-
titioners of the International School System.
This study, it is hoped, will walk a modest
mile in
that direction.
Statement of Purpose
The major purpose of this study is to create a
conceptual curriculum model that links the
rationale of
the International Baccalaureate Curricula
to practical
13
curriculum development. That is, to link the ideology of
the International Baccalaureate to practical curriculum
development in the classroom.
Specifically, four objectives give direction to
this study;
1. To review the philosophy and history that
has given rise to the International
Baccalaureate Curricula and Examination
2. To identify the content-themes that are
inherent in the International Curricula
and Examination, in order to identify
conceptual gaps that exist between what
is being tested and what is presently
being taught, in World Literature and
World History
3. To create
close the
rationale
curricula
a conceptual model that would
identified gaps and link the
of the International Baccalaureate
to practical curriculum development
4. To develop a sample curriculum based on the
model, using World Literature and World
History as the disciplines, for grades 7
through 10.
CLar if icat ions of Study
This section will describe the
study will make, a definition of terms
delimitations of the work undertaken.
assumptions this
used, and the
Assumptions . This study makes two assumptions. First,
that the validity of curriculum development work that leads
to an examination is upheld by the scholars who look at
this work. The examination in question the International
Baccalaureate Examination— being recognized world wide.
14
Second, that while the International Baccalaureate
Examination offers its curricula and examines its candidates
in any language that has a written literature, the majority
of its candidates have thus far chosen to be examined in
English. Hence, this work is written in English. It is not
meant, however, to be culture-specific, but may be
translated easily for regional adaptation.
Definition of terms .
International Socialization— the process of political
socialization towards an international system.
International School System— those 150 or more schools that
have totally and formally aligned themselves to the I.B.O.
About 400 schools have a partial alignment.
International Baccalaureate Office (I.B.O.)— the office
that supervises the policies and decisions that concern the
International Baccalaureate Curricula and Examinations.
The headquarters are located in Geneva, branches are in
London and New York.
International Baccalaureate Examination (I.B.E.)— the
internationally recognized examination.
International Baccalaureate Curriculum (I.B.) (Grades 11
and 12)— that is followed in the international school
system.
International Schools Association (I.S.A.)— that is the
office for all international schools, even those with only
partial affiliation to the I.B.O.; it incorporates about
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400 schools.
Curriculum Design— a graphic representation of a dynamic
theory of curriculum.
Delimitations of the study .
1. Although this study is inter-disciplinary,
it will limit it self to two disciplines,
World History and World Literature. It
should, of course, be functioning with
other disciplines, but that would require
several people forming a working committee.
2. This study will also limit itself to four
grades; 7-10. Although elementary school
curricula in the international school system
need much attention, this work cannot
provide it.
3. This work necessitates linking teacher
awareness/teacher education with curriculum
development. While this work will not
attempt to provide an intensive teacher
education program, it will be aimed at the
international classroom teacher and the
international policy maker as audience.
Significance of the Study
The namber of schools totally committed to the I.B
program is large and growing— "since November 1976 twenty-
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seven new schools or colleges have been authorized to start
presenting students for the I.B.E. . . . and by 1978 we
should be able to reach the target of 100 schools committed
to the I.B." says A.D.C. Peterson. The number of schools
participating to some degree is vast. 20 While the continued
growth and development of the I.B. curricula is assured by
UNESCO funding, the curricula of the preceding ten years
cannot realistically expect to have funding provided for its
growth. And while a few schools (notably those with pecu-
liar access to international institutions, like the
International School of Geneva, Washington International
School and the United Nations International School, New
York) have over the decade developed curricula that grow
naturally into the I.B. curricula, most of the international
schools have not.
Since the I.B.O. has not published a single 'sample
curriculum' that might offer a guide to attitudes and
approaches and materials, most schools all over the world
fall back very naturally on the national system. So, for
instance, in the Teheran International School, Persian
History and Persian Social Studies are taught up to the
tenth grade. And then quite abruptly the I.B. curriculum
with World History and World Literature takes over in the
eleventh grade.
The Kodaikanal International School, India,
incorporated the I.B. curriculum in 1975 In 1976 the
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students took an examination with woefully poor results.
The school has in 1977 begun implementing international
curriculum in its seventh grade. They will next present
candidates for the I.B.E. in 1983.
The crying need for curricula development in
international schools is amply demonstrated by the total
lack of any materials, discussion or documentation on the
subject. Nearly all documentation, materials and conferen-
ces devote themselves solely to the last two years. This
study is significant because it directs the attention of the
educational planners in the international community towards
the lower grades in these schools, not with the intention
of detracting attention from the I.B. itself, but of
appreciating and growing towards its complexity. This
work's importance lies in providing a curriculum model that
closes the gaps between what is being taught and what is
being tested in the International Baccalaureate program.
Its further significance lies in the generating of a
sample interdisciplinary curriculum that applies the model
to learning in the classroom.
Approach of the Study
The present study is conceptual and practical in
nature. It graphically presents a curriculum model.
The
study will further present sample curriculum units
for gra
des 7 through 10. The research design is
organized and pre
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sented according to the research objectives set out in the
purpose of study.
Research Objective #1 . To review the philosophy
and history of international education that has given rise
to the International Baccalaureate Curricula and
Examinat ion
.
Methodology . The review of literature will entail
two parts. First, to undertake a review of the history,
the philosophies and ideologies of international education
that have given rise to the International Baccalaureate
Curricula and Examination. The materials reviewed range
from treatises on the phenomenon of internationalism to cer-
tain U.N. documents related to the International
Baccalaureate. Second, to undertake a review of the curri-
cula materials presented by the International Baccalaureate
Office for the last ten years. From this would emerge
content-themes that are currently being taught. Altogether,
the two parts of the literature review will answer research
objective #1 and will lead to research objective #2.
Research Objective #2 . To identify the content-
themes that are inherent in the International Baccalaureate
Curricula and Examination in order to identify content gaps
that exist between what is being taught and what is being
tested at present, fn the disciplines of World Literature
and World History.
Methodology . There will be undertaken an analytic
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study of two sets of content-themes
. Those being taught
and those tested. A graphic presentation of the gaps will
be illustrated. The gaps shall arise from data that are
generated from the analysis of the examination and from
the existing curriculum materials.
Research Objective #3 . To create a conceptual
model that would close the identified gaps and link the
rationale of the International Baccalaureate to practical
curriculum development.
Methodology . The researcher will analyze different
curricula models and identify elements appropriate to the
position taken by the International Baccalaureate. The
curricula models chosen for analysis will include Tyler,
Goodlad and Taba. A conceptual curriculum model that
incorporates elements from these models will be presented.
Research Objective #4 . To develop a sample
curriculum, based on the model, using World Literature and
World History as the academic disciplines, for grades 7
through 10.
Methodology . The researcher will generate and
present sample curricula units for grades 7 through 10,
based on the model, and using World Literature and World
History as the academic disciplines. Each step in the
model will be applied to the creation of a written
curriculum that can be field tested by interested educators.
In other v/ords, the sample curriculum will be presented in
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a form that can be used by teachers in a classroom setting.
It is anticipated that World Literature and World History
will be part of the curriculum gaps identified previously.
Review of Literature
The review of literature will entail two parts. The
first will research the philosophies and ideologies that
have gone into the development of International Education so
as to provide a framework for judgment. The second part
will be a research study of the curricula and examination
materials presented annually by the I.B.O. for the last ten
years. From this dove-tailed review of literature would
emerge criteria that would provide a rationale for further
curriculum development.
Ideology of
International ^ >
Education
I.B. creation I.B.
and imple- ^ Curricula
mentation and
Examination
(
' 70 -’ 80 )
Framework for
rationale of
curriculum
development
Chapter Outline
Chapter I— Introduction . This chapter
devoted to a discussion of the study. It will
nature of the problem to be studied, determine
of the study, define significant terms, state
will be
state the
the purpose
the importance
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and delimitations of the study, state the procedures to be
used and outline the substance of the remaining chapters.
Chapter II . This chapter will conduct the first
part of the review of the literature related to the nature
of the problem and the purpose of the study. First, a
review of the philosophies that lead to the creation of
the International Baccalaureate program will be conducted.
This review will guide the judgment for further curriculum
development and maintain the ideology intended in the
original creation of the International Baccalaureate.
Chapter III. This chapter will conduct the second
part of the literature review. A review of the International
Baccalaureate curriculum materials and of the examination
materials since its origin will be presented. This review
will provide the content-themes that are inherent in the
International Baccalaureate curricula and in the
International Baccalaureate Examination in World History
and World Literature. This chapter will identify the
gaps that exist between what is being taught through the
present curriculum and what is being tested in the
examination. The analysis of the discrepancies will be
reported
.
Chapter IV. This chapter will contain a graphic
presentation of a curriculum design that is intended to be
used for curriculum decision making. There will also be an
explanation of the elements that make up the model.
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Chapter V . This chapter will present a sample,
thematic, interdisciplinary curricula based on the model,
using World Literature and World History as the disciplines
for grades 7 through 10.
Chapter VI . This final chapter will contain a
summary and implications. It will advance recommendations
for the implementation of needed curricula changes in
International Schools, so that these schools will create a
better connection between their curricula and the skills
and knowledge assessed by the International Baccalaureate
Examination. It will put forward specific suggestions for
in-service training of teachers and make recommendations
for further studies about the International Baccalaureate
Curricula and Examination. It will finally make recommen-
dations on International Education that are of a wider and
more philosophic nature.
CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: PERSPECTIVES FOR
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Introduct ion
The review of literature necessary to serve as foun-
dation for this work is in two distinct parts. This chapter
develops the perspectives that are integral to an
understanding of international education. The development
of these perspectives begins with an analysis of the
historical phenomenon of internationalism, so that we may
understand not only its emergence and growth, but how deeply
it affects the human community.
The focus moves in the second section to the educa-
tional needs of an international society. The third section
traces the formal history of international education and
ends with the widely accepted UNESCO definition. In the
fourth section the inherent concepts and qualities of inter-^
national education are analyzed and a redefinition offered.
The fifth section describes the creation of the inter-
national school system. It further suggests a checklist of
criteria for the ideal school, and faces the reality of the
typical school. The sixth section describes the growing
need for an international curriculum and examination and the
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resulting creation of the International Baccalaureate
progranme to meet these needs.
The final section contains some findings of the
UNESCO International Equivalences Committee. This section
ratifies the basic ideological approach to international
education adopted by the International Baccalaureate.
The Phenomenon of Internationalism
From national awareness to international awareness . The
scholars and observers of internationalism agree that what
we commonly refer to as the 'international' system dates
back only to 1648 and the signing of the Treaty of
Westphalia. This is, of course, historically speaking; for
academically and economically international characteristics
had long before displayed themselves. But at the Treaty of
Westphalia— signed at Onasbruch and Munster, and marking
the end of Papal power—was born the European nation-state
system.
The nation-state system contained in itself the seed
of the international system and this grew in form and inten-
sity over the next several centuries. The nation-state gra-
dually developed certain characteristics that culminated in
complementary attitudes and awarenesses exhibited by its
members
.
Andrew Scott, in his lucidly analytic account of the
functioning of the international political system, provides
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a list of the chief characteristics.
This researcher asks license for the lengthy quota-
tion that follows. No synopsis, however succinct, could
capture the vital qualities of nationalism that Scott lists,
along with the radical changes each one undergoes on the
road to internationalism.
The significant actors in the system were
nations
.
There were few other actors of note, except the
Church and an occasional alliance.
The nations that composed this system were,
to a very considerable extent, impermeable, self-
contained units. The capacity of one nation to
reach inside the borders of another nation to
influence its people or processes was slight, except
for dynastic relationships.
One nation might influence another, but only by
means of external pressure. A nation was moved by
others as a billiard ball is moved by the impact of
other billiard balls. Internally each ball was
relatively inviolable.
Relations between actors were, therefore, those
of a formal, government-to-government nature.
The consequences of conflict within a nation
seldom reached beyond the borders of that nation.
The internationalization of internal conflict, that
is, was not a common feature of the system.
The powerful nations were located in Western
Europe and the system was therefore dominated by
events in Europe.
Many areas in the world were politically
irrelevant as far as the functioning of the system
was concerned. They were irrelevant in the sense
that they lacked the capacity to generate system
wide disturbances, except occasionally and
indirectly through their impact upon a European
nation. They did not have a continuing effect on
major decisions within the system. The peoples in
these areas were, for the most part, in a dependent
or colonial status.
Power was distributed relatively evenly among
the major actors in the system. No actor was able
to maintain clear predominance for long.
Traditionally, such authority as existed in the
international system was associated with the nation-
state. Authority reaching across national lines
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existed when some powerful nation was able to exertit, save for the Church, of course.
Some of the more powerful nations had reached
out and had come to control lands distant from thehomeland. A number of colonial systems haddeveloped
.
Although dynastic and other differences mightdivide nations, deep ideological schisms were rare.The relative absence of serious ideological dif-
ferences made it possible for nations to align and
realign themselves as the situation demanded. It
was rarely felt that alliance with a particular
nation would necessarily be wicked or immoral.
The means for the diffusion of ideologies across
national boundaries were limited primarily to books,
pamphlets and personal contacts. There was little
deliberate diffusion of knowledge and skills
throughout the system except in connection with the
colonial activities of nations and the small-scale
activities of private groups and missionary
societies
Cultural diffusion was slow and limited in its
reach. In a few cases something akin to a regional
culture might be said to have existed, but the tech-
nical means for a wider diffusion of culture were
limited
.
There was a moderate amount of trade among
national actors but examples of a large-scale, one-
public transfer of resources among the nations were
rare
.
A set of ideas had come into existence that
explained and justified the system. This set of
ideas might be called the ideology of the nation-
system.
Because the system revolved around the nation-
state, the ideology naturally incorporated doctrines
that bolstered the nation-state. These were;
A. National sovereignty
B. Non-intervention
C. National loyalty
Nation-states were the key actors in this system
and their functioning was justified by the principle
of national sovereignty. The doctrine of national
sovereignty taught that each nation, by virtue of
being a nation, was a law unto itself and owed obe-
dience to no lawful superior.
This principle, when generalized to all nations,
served to justify and perpetuate a system in which
it was deemed appropriate for national units to pur-
sue national interests free from binding moral or
legal constraints.
The doctrine of non-intervention is a corollary
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of the doctrine of national sovereignty. if each
=
property sovereign and a law unto itself,hen all efforts by one nation to interfere in theaffairs of another nation are clearly improper. Ifthe nation-state was the building block of theinternational system, it was natural that the
system's ideology would emphasize the importance ofloyalty to the nation. According to this ideology,the primary political loyalty of the individual was
-Phio^ nation-state in which he resided.This allegiance would not, of course, stand in theway of an individual's loyalty to monarch, family orfriends. ^
In the event of a conflict between politicalloyalties, it was assumed that loyalty to the nation
would take precedence over all other loyalties.
Failure to behave in a loyal way toward one's
nation-state was treason, a crime often punishableby death.
It was assumed that there would not be com-petition among nation-states for the loyalty of theindividual. It was also taken for granted that
there were no serious competitors on the inter-
national scene for the loyalty of individuals,
except nation-states.
Loyalty to the nation sometimes provided a
substitute focus of attention for societies that
were becoming progressively secularized.
three doctrines were both descriptive and
prescriptive. That is, they were useful in
describing the functioning of the system and they
also prescribed the principles in accordance with
which men should behave in such a system.
It was assumed that these principles were
'right' and 'just,' insofar as these terms had any
meaning in the context of world politics. It was
also assumed that the application of these prin-
ciples would produce a system that would be rela-
tively the only system conceivable.
Whether the national actors in this system were
monarchies or republics, the 'public' in each nation
rarely played a significant role in the shaping of
foreign policy.
For the most part, ideological factors were not
a significant influence within the nation-state
system. Secular religions capable of generating the
fervor of men toward political objectives were rare.
The absence of sharp ideological cleavages also
tended to limit the objectives of one nation with
regard to another. During armed conflict there was
little motivation for the enslavement or exter-
mination of the enemy or for the final destruction
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of another nation.
The techniques available to a nation for thepunishment or control of another nation were
limited. For this reason, also, defeat in a war
seldom meant enslavement or national ruin.
'Power' was thought to involve primarily physi-
cal force. Other sources of influence were few in
number and relatively insignificant whether nations
were engaged in collaboration or conflict.
Because relations among nations were on a
formal, government-to-government basis, the tech-
niques of state-craft available to individual
national actors were limited to those associated
with formal interaction.
Because relations among nations were almost
exclusively formal, the level of interaction in the
system was necessarily limited.
The tempo of scientific and technological
advance, though accelerating, remained moderate by
contemporary standards.
Conflicts of interest in this system might be
settled by means of negotiation among interested
parties. There were no special institutions con-
cerned with the solving of problems, however, and
with the legitimation of political change.
If disputes could not be settled amicably, war
was both a normal and a respectable means of
settlement
.
The essential nature of this system
—
proud,
independent nations, acknowledging no command as
superior to their own wants, with war as the ulti-
mate arbiter of all differences—militated against
prolonged peace.
War and peace were regarded as clearly iden-
tifiable conditions in the relations among nations.
War was war and peace was peace and the differences
between the two were clear-cut.
The categories of war and peace were thought to
exhaust the possible relations among nations. If
nations were not at war, then they had to be at
peace, and vice versa.
A number of characteristics of armed conflict
among nations were widely taken for granted.
A. The capacity for surprise attack was
1 imited
.
B. The initial blows struck against an enemy
would not do catastrophic damage to the
enemy nor crush its capacity to strike back
or to continue the struggle.
C. When attacked, a nation usually had
sufficient time to organize its defenses,
militarily and politically.
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D. The tempo of conflict was moderate.
E. Military weapons and skills seldom took
major leaps forward. If the offense scored
an advantage it was likely to be temporary,
for the defense was presumed to be always
capable of catching up with the offense.
F. The more military power a nation had, the
greater was the security of that nation.
G. Although the ravages of war were acknowledged
to be dreadful by all parties, they were not
so dreadful that ambitious nations ruled out
the possibility of war as a deliberate
instrument of national policy.
Because the destructive capacity of war fell
within acceptable limits, there was no need for the
elaboration of doctrines of limited war.^
From Scott's analysis what emerged clearly is the
social phenomenon we call nationalism. This phenomenon is
still flourishing, as is the nation-state, but since
Westphalia every characteristic has changed dramatically
.
2
Scott again characterizes the special aspects of the
change
.
New kinds of actors have developed and have come
to play roles of importance in world politics.
Through most of the history of the nation-state
system, few nongovernmental transnational organiza-
tions have had an impact upon international affairs.
Now, however, the number of organizations is
substantial—The Ford Foundation, Rockefeller
Foundation, CARE, the Red Cross, and so on.
The supranational organization is a new type of
actor on the world scene. The first example of this
type did not come into existence until the treaty
creating the European Coal and Steel Community went
into force in 1952.
Of great importance has been the development of
international organizations, which began at the end
of World War I. These organizations have become far
more numerous since World War II, and their func-
tions have grown rapidly.
International organizations now have a powerful
impact upon the functioning of the international
system. The United Nations, for example, is a revo-
lutionary force in the world in a number of ways.
International organizations sometimes have great
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influence over the functioning of a nation and mayeven undertake operational activities within a
^
nation, as the UN did in the Congo.
represents men's efforts toreach out for new organizational forms to cope witha variety of pressing problems. Taken together,these organizations have created important new
system"'~^°^''''''^
capabilities in the international
Two generations ago, when an opportunity emergedor a problem developed, men turned to the nation-
states because there was no other alternative. Now
almost as automatically, men assess situations with^
an eye to the utilization of international If an
appropriate international does not exist, a new one
may be created.
Nation-states no longer provide the only source
authority in the nation-state system. organizations
and regional groupings, their existence and their
actions, provide new of authority. Under some con-ditions these forms of authority may conflict with
authority from nation-states.
The hitherto impermeable nation-state is someti-
mes penetrated by the activities of international
organizations. It is frequently penetrated by the
activities of other nation-states. In fact, though
not in theory, a great many nation-states are
now highly porous.
The assumptions on which the theory of the
nineteenth century nation-state system were based
were products of an era in which the level of
inter-communication and interaction among national
actors was low. Under those circumstances, the
concept of national sovereignty and the idea of the
self-contained, impermeable nation-state had some
j ust if icat ion
.
Nations today are not sovereign, in the
meaningful sense of that term, are not
self-contained, and are not impermeable. This
statement is true for all nations but is startlingly
in the case of the newer 'incubator' nation which
need assistance almost from the moment of their
birth
.
Relations among nations are no longer confined,
for all practical purposes, to those involving
formal, government-to-government contacts.
The ability of one nation (or of an inter-
national organization) to reach inside another
nation is important not only to those nations but to
the international system as a whole. Influence in
the system is no longer confined to external
influence. Nations can now seek to use both exter-
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Sbjectives!^''"^^ influence in the pursuit of their
The development of internal influence hasfostered the development of a wide variety of newtechniques of state-craft. These techniques includeeconomic aid, technical assistance, military aid,information activities, cultural exchange, economic
warfare, covert political warfare, and so on. Therelative importance of traditional diplomacy has
necessarily declined with the emergence of the newerforms of statecraft.
The range of possible relationships among actorsin the system has increased greatly with the use oftechniques of internal influence and informal
penetration
.
The level of interaction among nations has risen
as a consequence of the development of informal
penetration and other factors. This change could
not fail to have an impact upon the functioning of
the international system.
The internationalization of internal conflict
has become far more common than it was before the
twentieth century. Nations are often interested in
conflict within other nations and seek to influence
it. The Russian Revolution, the Spanish Civil War
and the Chinese Revolution are among the more
spectacular examples.
There have been notable shifts in the distribu-
tion of power in the international system since the
nineteenth century. The nation-state system had its
origins in Western Europe, but the relative power of
leading European nations, including Great Britain,
has undergone a sharp and substantial decline.
Colonial empires associated with these nations have
dissolved
.
Actors not located in Western Europe, such as
the United States, the Soviet Union and Communist
China have emerged as important new power centers.
For fifteen years after World War II international
politics was organized on a bipolar basis—neither
of the major power centers was European.
If many geographical areas were once politically
irrelevant, now scarcely any area may be said to be
so. Scarcely any area is so insulated from the rest
of the system that it is incapable of generating
system-wide disturbances. Time and again, in the
last two decades, troubles have developed in lands
far removed from the established power centers. In
the end these troubles have made heavy demands upon
the time and attention of the great powers and have
been the focus of prolonged discussion in the United
Nations. For all practical purposes, the geographi-
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cal extent of the
world-wide
.
ii^tcrna t ional system is now
Power and influence are now less often thouqhtof primarily in terms of physical force. A varietysources of influence are now recognizable. Actorsthat are not 'powerful,' in the traditional sense ofthat term, may yet wield a good deal of influence.
The physical attributes of 'power' are,
nevertheless, probably more concentrated than they
were during the earlier period. The gap between the
resources available to the super-powers and to the
smaller nations is enormous. A powerful nation maybe able to assist in the reconstruction of a con-
tinent, extend aid to a large number of nations,
and influence events, in many parts of the world.
Since World War II the implications latent in
the principle of the self-determination of peoples
have become obvious. The number of nations has more
than doubled.
The development of the nation-state, which
started in Western Europe, has spread over the
globe. Virtually every part of the world is now
organized on the basis of nation-states.
In the relatively short period since the
beginning of World War II, the established colonial
systems, based in Western Europe, have been
dismantled. The breakup of these systems and the
emergence of the new nations are, of course, asso-
ciated processes.
The new nations are emerging into a world in
which nationhood is very different from what it was
before the turn of the century.
For a variety of reasons the role of public opi-
nion has come to have a greater bearing on foreign
policy matters in many countries than it did in the
nineteenth century or even the early twentieth cen-
tury. The 'public' (or the publics) has therefore
come to be a more significant target than it once
was for decision-makers within the nation and out-
side the nation.
In the twentieth century ideological doctrines
with a demonstrated capacity to generate evangelical
fervor and political action have emerged.
These ideologies, when associated with active
political movements, and when propagaged by means of
the techniques of informal access, have demonstrated
a capacity to reach across national boundaries.
Because of the fervor they can generate, and the
concrete programs with which they may be associated,
these ideologies have sometimes divided nations and
peoples from one another quite sharply. In
addition, they may contain virulent elements that
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deny humanity and worth to the enemy and that mavtherefore be used to justify unrestrained policiesThe development of sharp ideological cleavaqe^inders, although it does not necessarily prevent
national alignment and realignmLt of
'
cenJu^y!
characteristic of the nineteenth
In the past two decades organized, large-scale
and°a^^
directed toward the diffusion of knowledge
variety of skills throughout major portions ofthe international system have developed.
Programs of technical assistance, training andeducation have been established both by individual
nations and by international organizations.
This educational effort on the present scale iswithout historical precedent during the history ofthe nation-state system.
The transfer of resources from one actor in theinternational system to another, in the form offoreign aid of some kind was massive during WorldWar II and has continued at a high level since then.This transfer has been engaged in by inter-
national organizations, regional groupings, andindividual nation-states. The United States alonehas transferred goods and services valued at more
than $100 billions since the end of World War II.
The volume of this aid, from all sources, is withouthistoric parallel.
Key doctrines associated with the nation-state
system, such as those of national sovereignty, non—
and national loyalty, have been undermined in impor-
tant ways.
The doctrine of national sovereignty ill accords
with the realities of an international system
characterized by;
A. Political interdependence
Economic interdependence
Military interdependence
The military vulnerability of individual
actors
E. Vast disparities in the power and
influence wielded by actors
F. Extensive informal access
This doctrine is an important source of
intellectual confusion and sometimes leads observers
to mistake a legal fiction for political reality.
The doctrine of non-intervention is equally out
of accord with contemporary reality. It was
fashioned for a world in which nations were set
apart in space and did not interact significantly; a
world in which there were no countries so much more
powerful than others that they 'intervened' simply
B,
C
D,
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by being and acting; a world that had not yet disco-
residing in the systematicd large scale use of the techniques of informalpenetration. The doctrine of non-intervention wasdesigned, in short, for a world that has ceased to6 X 1 S u •
Because of the capacity of some ideologies toinfluence the thinking and behavior of persons
across national boundaries, men are exposed toIdeological appeals in a way that was uncommon in anearlier period, though not, of course, unknown.
Exposure to an alternate or competing ideology
will sometimes challenge the loyalty of the indivi-dual to his nation.
Established ideologies and some new ideologieshaye demonstrated a capacity to compete, sometimesquite successfully, in the same arena with nationa-list ideologies. The transnational appeal of
communism, under certain circumstances, is one
example; and the ideology of the movement for
European integration is a second.
Once serious ideological competition has
developed, the nation-state in which an individual
resides can no longer assume that it, and no other
political entity, will automatically be the focus of
the individual's loyalty. The history of World War
II and of the decades since has made it clear that
an individual will sometimes give his primary
loyalty to other entities— nations, political
movement, supranational organizations, international
organizat ions--rather than to his own nation.
The techniques available to one nation for the
control of another are many and varied. If the
controlling nation is prepared to be ruthless in its
behavior, these techniques can be quite effective.
The desire to control and exploit other nations is
now reinforced by the technical capacity to do so.
In addition, when a nation has gained control of
another it may be able to sustain this position
indefinitely. The Soviet Union, for example, deve-
loped the art of satell it ization to a high level.
However, strains may remain and the control mecha-
nism may sometimes malfunction or break down
altogether
.
The tempo of technological innovation relevant
to the international system has increased sharply.
Instead of one innovation coming on the heels of
another, innovations are now likely to come in
clusters. Thus, the international system is
confronted with the task of adjusting to the impli-
cations of a half-dozen significant innovations
simultaneously. These may come in the areas of
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communications, transportation, weaponry,
agriculture, and so on. ^
for-
exists in the international systemdisputes and conflicts of inteLstThe machinery is rudimentary and is incapable o^supporting all of the burdens placed upon it, butthe yery existence of institutions designed toeffect and to legitimate political change is
significant. ^
With the adyent of limited war and measures forin ormal attack, war and peace are no longer yiewedas completely separate and distinct.
.
range of conflict techniques has emergedto till in the great gap between all-out war, on theone hand, and frictionless peace, on the other. ItIS now perceiyed that there are many forms of
conflict and many forms of collaboration.
Reflectiye obseryers can no longer assume that
when nations are at war there must be a total
conflict of interest between them, or that when
nations are at peace there can be no significant
conflicts of interest. It is understood that
nations at peace may neyertheless haye significant
conflicts of interest, whereas those at war may also
share significant common interests. To be sure, not
all decision-makers are reflectiye.
Many important characteristics of armed conflictduring the nineteenth century haye been altered by
eyents
.
A. The capacity for surprise attack is now
impressiye. Warning time may be minutes,
seconds or eyen zero time.
B. Initial blows that one nation can now direct
toward another may be catastrophic.
C. If full-scale warfare begins among the major
powers, the nation attacked will haye little
time to ready its military and political
defenses
.
D. The tempo of the conflict, once begun, may
be extremely rapid.
E. The rate of innovation in weaponry is very
high, and new developments are often of
the utmost importance.
F. National security can no longer be assumed to
improve with each increase in the military
power of a nation.
G. The destructive capabilities of the major
nations are staggering. Because of the
damage that can be done to a nation in the
event of all-out war, and because of the
danger that a small conflict might escalate
into a large conflict, gains/cost calcula-
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tions relating to war have been radically
altered. As the probable costs of wars rise,the circumstances that would justify a nationin resorting to full-scale war are harder to
t ind
.
If decision-makers are to behave rationally,they must view the precipitation of full-scale warin a very different context from that in which ithas customarily been viewed.
If the calculations of the potential aggressorhave been modified, so have those of potential
victims. If a potential aggressor must move care-fully lest It precipitate an all-out war, a poten-tial victim will b0 awarG of thG aggrGssor*s
concern. The threats of the aggressor may thereforebe less terrifying than they otherwise would be.
To the extent that the coercive capacity of
military power is weakened, the functioning of the
nation-state system is altered and relations among
nations are changed.
Because warfare has traditionally been an impor-
tant means of settling disputes among nation any
alteration of this function is certain to affect the
working of the nation-state system.
Given the likelihood that armed conflict among
national actors will continue, and given the
destructive nature of full-scale warfare among the
great powers, those powers have a common interest in
finding a way to limit warfare.
It is not surprising, therefore, that doctrines
of limited warfare are in the process of emerging.
The more powerful nations are learning that it may
be sensible, in some circumstances, to wage war
against an enemy— but on a limited basis.
^
From this analysis, we see clearly the
distinguishing and corresponding characteristics of
nationalism, and thence of internationalism. The impetus of
the change is best felt through the J-curve theory applied
to world history.
The history of internationalism .
i. The theory of the J-curve . What has been and is
happening to the planet Earth and to the human condition
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within It, that forces the attention to the growth of the
international system, has been recounted at great length by
many scholars. The most economic and lucid explanation is
the graphic one of the J-curve. Lee Anderson defines it
thus
:
A J-curve is a graphic representation of the pattern
of change in any system that grows by doubling, that
is, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64. . . . This type of
growth is geometric or exponential change. For a
long time the rate of change is slow, indeed, so
slow as to be hardly perceptible. Then at some
point the rate of change dramatically accelerates.
When this type of change is graphically plotted the
result is a curve that resembles the letter J. A
line that is for a long time essentially horizontal
suddenly bends and almost vertical.
^
Figures 1 and 2 displaying J-curves on various important
sets of statistics will further illustrate the intensity of
the change that our time in history is undergoing.
The examples have specifically been chosen to be
able to move to the next step, which is to apply the theory
of the J-curve to the total human condition. The total
human condition, which contains all the aspects of the
graphs and much more. The impacts of the various J-curve
transformations are ultimately fused into one result—what
Lee Anderson calls "the globalization of the human
condition." This work will call it "the internationalization
of the human condition."
That this transformation has been and will be
traumatic is acknowledged by all. Alvin Toffler calls it
Future Shock. To fully appreciate it, one has got to apply
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Figure 1. J-curve of the world's population
growth, past and present.
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Source: McHale 1972, p. 1
Figure 2. J-curve illustration of increase in
travel speed.
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the J-curve to world history.
11- Application of the J-curve to world
We shall have to begin in the cave with paleolithic man.
Several field historians have rendered excellent overviews
of global history. But none applies it to the J-curve with
such force as does Edwin Reischauer. Lee Anderson selects
him as the most international of the world historians and
this work gratefully follows suit and quotes him at length.
glance back at history, we can discern therapid accelerating pace at which the world isdrawing together. Primitive hunting and gathering
man lived not in 'one world' but in a myriad ofisolated, family-like groups, which were only
slightly in touch with even close neighbors and vir-tually unaffected by groups living at any greatdistance. Agriculture produced larger, more complex
communities and eventually city states and small
empires, which rubbed together in military conflict
with their immediate neighbors and traded evenfurther afield. There was, for example, a con-
siderable exchange of goods between Sumer in
Mesopotamia and the cities of the Indus Valley in
the northwestern corner of the Indian subcontinent,
even though these areas are separated by some 1,400
miles of sea routes and even more forbidding moun-
tains and deserts. But contact between truly
distant regions, such as Egypt and China, was either
nonexistent or such a slow and indirect process that
neither side was aware of it.
Gradually interaction increased. In the cen-
turies just before and after the time of Christ, the
great classic empires of the Mediterranean area, the
Indian subcontinent, and China not only brought
together diverse areas and large populations under a
single rule but also developed more trade and other
contacts than had existed before between these far
islands of high civilization. Alexander the Great
actually penetrated to India in 237 B.C. in his
search for more worlds to conquer. As a result of
the Roman demand for Chinese silk, the so-called
silk road of caravan trade developed between the
Mediterranean and China through Central Asia, and
across it goods and influences passed in both
directions. From their conquests in Central Asia,
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of Rome-they called
the Roman Orien""are°rLorden;
come by sea to the southern borders* of the Chinese"^*^mpire in what is now Vietnam. But the classic
still essentially separate
in^th^M 9reat contemporaneous empires of Rome
Indian area, and the two Hanynasties in China never came into direct contactwith one another. ^u ud r
opnntL^^K showed, the seminomadic
Moh^!
that lived between the three great nodes ofhigh agricultural civilization served as a trade
them. When the great classic empireswaned and these seminomads gained in military
strength through cavalry tactics, they also gave thegreat sedentary civilizations a common strategicproblem. Drawn by the wealth of the agricultural
regions, the nomads repeatedly pillaged these areasor settled down to rule over them. On the whole,the greater population and tighter political organi-
zation of China made it a harder region to penetratethan were the Middle East and India. In any case,the chief motion of nomad conquest was from east to
west, as wave after wave of seminomads from EastAsia—Huns, Turks, and Mongols— rolled withdisastrous force westward into the histories of
India, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe. A
return wave of religion rolled eastward through
Central Asia over the same routes of trade and
conquest. Buddhism in the first seven centuries of
the Christian era spread from India throughout East
Asia. Islam, originating in the seventh century in
Arabia on the southeastern edge of the Mediterranean
world, penetrated by land deep into India and
through Central Asia to the northwestern corner of
China
.
For well over a millennium the seminomadic
peoples of Central Asia served as the chief contact
between the great centers of high civilization, as
traders, as transmitters of religions and other
cultural influences, and as conquerors. The Mongols
of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, subduing
China and Korea to the east and conquering deep into
the Middle East and Russia to the west, ruled over a
larger proportion of the world's population and its
known land area than any empire before or since.
The Mongol Empire also marked the high point in this
phase of transcontinental contacts between the great
classic areas of civilization. It was in the late
thirteenth century that the Venetian Marco Polo was
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through the vast domains of theMongol Khan, enter his service in Pekinaget his dazzling view of the glories of^Chin^at the height of its period ol wo^Id ?LdeJship
politi^Sl”®^^''’"'
’"®'=hnical skills, and social Ldtical organization,
impoJtan^^fhSn^
''''''' however, ships proved much morer t t a caravans in bringing the worldogether. Coastal trading within the Mediterraneanarea and between it and India goes back to
has^beonnVo'''^
Christian era merchant shipsbegun to venture around the long southward
coast^Sf
of Southeast Asia to the southern
o China. But large-scale oceanic trade didnot commence until around the seventh and eighthcenturies. At first it was largely between the
particularly between the
India, and China. it was pushed on theone side by the expansionist energies of Moslem
ersians and Arabs and pulled on the other side bythe lure of China's great wealth and the excellence
of Its manufactures, especially porcelains and
silks. By the eleventh and twelfth centuries, ithad grown to great proportions. In the early phases
of the coastal Asian trade, Hinduism and Buddhism
were carried by it to Southeast Asia. In the fif-teenth century, it brought Islam also to this
region
.
At the end of the fifteenth century, the
Europeans, after probing their war around Africa,broke in on this already flourishing trade along the
coasts of Asia and, with their now sturdier vessels
and greater firepower, quickly became masters over
much of it. At almost the same time they also
discovered the Americas and circumnavigated the
globe. Thus by the early sixteenth century a new
age was clearly dawning. The major areas of high
civilization had come into direct contact with one
another by sea, and man’s hitherto flat habitat had
curled up to form a giant ball. In these two ways
the world had started to draw together into a single
great community.
The next three centuries saw an increasing domi-
nation of international trade by the Europeans and
their over-running of the Americas and in time the
Australian continent. European nations established
footholds around the globe and extended their petty
rivalries at home into military contests for
leadership in the Western Hemisphere and even in
India and Southeast Asia. The age of European
imperialism had dawned.
The bulk of the people of the world, however.
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still lived in isolated cultural and national
compartments, little affected by what went on
conquests andtrade had some impact on the economies and thought
The^^nf?^' external, peripheral stimuli.influence of these relations on the lives andthought of most of the other people was much less.Despite the growing British involvement in India,tor example, Englishmen and Indians continued tolive in two almost completely separate worlds. Thesame could be said of Dutchmen and Indonesians. TheMiddle East remained impotent to influence Europe
and determinedly resistant to Western penetration.Except for its southern tip, Africa was almost
untouched. Continental Southeast Asia still
remained relatively free of Western domination.
China, with close to one-quarter of all mankind,
succeeded in keeping the rest of the world at arm'slength, confining Western trade and residence to twotiny contact points in the deep south, at Macao andCanton. Korea was still almost entirely secluded
except for its relations with China. And the
Japanese, after exuberantly exchanging goods with
the Europeans in the latter half of the sixteenth
century, enthusiastically adopting their military
technology, and flirting with Christianity, relapsed
by 1639 into a harsh and entirely effective
self-isolation. At the start of the nineteenth
century, 'one world' was not much closer to being a
reality than it had been at the beginning of the
sixteenth
.
The nineteenth century and particularly its
second half, however, saw a rapid advance to a new
stage in international relations and with it another
clear shrinking of the globe. There were a variety
of factors behind this change. One was the mechani-
zation of production in the West, which suddenly
gave it a great economic advantage over the rest of
the world in certain types of industrial products.
Another was the concomitant strengthening of the
national unit in the West as a military as well as
economic force. More specifically, the application
of steam power to navigation greatly increased
Western domination of the seas and the capacity to
transport both military power and the fruits of
machine production to distant shores.
Western political domination and economic
exploitation of areas already colonial, such as
India and Indonesia, increased greatly, and patterns
of economic domination were established in politi-
cally free but economically weak areas like Latin
America. France and Britain established control
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over large areas in the Middle East and divided upmuch of continental Southeast Asia between them.Africa was carved up and, with the exception ofEthiopia and Liberia, parceled out to voracious
In a series of wars andincidents, beginning in 1839, China was pried openbit by bit to Western economic, cultural, and poli-tical penetration, with ultimately disastrous con-
sequences for the traditional economy, political
system, and social order. Japan similarly wasforced by Commodore Perry and the American Navy to
open Its doors in 1854, and Korea had to follow suit
within a few decades. European rivalries and theEuropean balance^ of power were spread to the whole
world. A new naval port or merely a coaling stationin East Asia, a more rigid treaty with a Middle
Eastern ruler, a new economic concession in Latin
America, or a new chunk of jungle terrain in Africa
were all factored into European power rivalries,
which were seen as precariously balanced around the
globe
.
By the early twentieth century it was clear that
the world had become far more unitary than it had
been before. It also seemed to most observers
that this had been accomplished by the swallowing of
the rest of the world by the west.
. . .
The period of the two so-called world wars and
the two decades between them may be seen as another
significant new stage in the evolution of a world
community. The very name 'World War' for the great
European conflict of 1914-18 shows the growing
consciousness of a unitary world at the time, even
though it really is a misnomer. The war did extend
into a corner of the Middle East, because of
Turkey's alliance with Germany, but this was a side
show; otherwise, the spread of the war beyond Europe
was only a by-product of the extension of European
power around the globe in earlier years. The United
States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, all
extensions of English-speaking peoples overseas,
became deeply involved by sending troops to the
battle zones in Europe and the Middle East; Asian
and African colonial troops were brought to Europe;
and the German colonies in Africa and the Pacific
were seized by their enemies, specifically by the
Japanese in the case of the German foothold in China
and the islands of the North Pacific. But for most
of the peoples of the world, this was not their war,
and many probably remained quite oblivious to it.
Still, World War I came closer to being a truly
global conflict than any previous war in history,
and from it came world-wide shocks which showed that
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the world was indeed becoming more unitary. Thesending of railway rolling stock from India to theMiddle East produced a famine in the subcontinentbecause of the weakening of the distribution system.The disappearance of European goods from Asian^
markets gave a tremendous stimulus to the growth of
export industries. The Russian Revolution
of 1917, resulting from the collapse of the czarist
regime during the war, produced waves of new ideas
and aspirations that beat with varying force on most
nations. Western or non-Western, throughout the
whole world. Perhaps the clearest sign of the new
age was the effort at its end to establish a world
order through the creation of the League of Nations.Even though the concept was not an entirely new one]the understanding and abilities of the statesmen of
the time proved far from adequate for the task. Still,the scale and seriousness of the attempt showed that
there was a much broader realization of the needs
for an organized world order than ever before.
World War II was truly a 'world war.' It was
fought throughout most of Europe and deep into the
heart of Russia, across the whole of North Africa,
from the eastern borders of India throughout
Southeast Asia and all of East Asia, and far across
the vast expanses of the Pacific. Virtually all the
peoples of the world were deeply affected by it in
one way or another, and the closing phases showed
that an entirely new era in international relations
was dawning. The beginning of the nuclear age
signaled another abrupt contraction of the size of
the globe.
World War I had been fought, at least by some,
as the 'war to end war.' World War II, through the
nuclear weapons it helped develop, actually became
the war that foretold the end either of war between
major powers or of civilization. Suspicion and
rivalry between nuclear powers became, not the old
game of balance of power, but a worldwide balance of
terror determining the survival of humanity. 'One
world' of life or death— a common global destiny for
mankind— had suddenly become a reality.
At the close of World War II, many people showed
at least a dim awareness that the world had entered
a new age. The most obvious sign of this was the
new and much more determined effort to achieve a
world order— this time through the United Nations.
Though far from being an effective mechanism, except
for peripheral and not highly controversial issues,
the United Nations more than a quarter century after
its birth still stays alive as a hope. By contrast,
the League of Nations had heard its death knell in
the Manchurian Incident of 1931, only a little overdecade after its inception, and before it completedsecond decade another world war had broken Lt!
^
millenniums for mankind to move
la?pd
almost completely self-contained and iso-te tiny groupings of paleolithic times to themited indirect trade and cultural contacts of theperiod of the great classic empires. In the nextmillennium, man moved through the periods of contactby means of the nomadic peoples and early oceaniccommerce to the great breakthrough of an incipientone world around 1500. it took less than four cen-turies from then to the next breakthrough of apparentworld unity through Western domination in the second
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nineteenth century. The next phase ofWorld War I, the League of Nations, and the worlddepression was a mere matter of decades. And the
new phase since World War II is moving even faster.
If charted on graph paper, the history of the
emerging 'one world' would show the same bold
upward— sweeping curve that seems to characterize
most measurable human affairs. Whether it bepopulation, economic production, energy consumption,
the constructive and destructive power at human
command, the volume of world trade, or the speed andfrequency of other sorts of communication between
the various parts of the world, we find the samebasic pattern of growth. This is not surprising,
because they are all interrelated phenomena. There
was a slow, almost imperceptible creep upward over
the early millenniums, a decidedly more rapid rise
in recent centuries, still faster growth in recent
decades, and a headlong pace today, apparently
headed almost straight toward an entirely impossible
infinity.'
To summarize swiftly, the first millenniums of
history are practically a straight line on the J—curve;
after 500 B.C. or so a faint lifting of the curve. After
1500 a faster pace (with 1648 as an important point
perhaps). And these last decades an acceleration that
brings the bobsled race to the mind's eye.
It is now worth our while to investigate the chie
qualities and systems of the new phenomenon.
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The new interdependence
.
i^ts distinguishing qualities
. The new interde-
pendence has been proclaimed by everyone from philosopher
to educator to statesman. From Buckminster Fuller to
Philip Coombs to Henry Kissinger. We quote Kissinger:
the traditional agenda of international affairs—balance among major powers, the security of nations-
no longer defines our perils or our possibilities.
. . . Now we are entering a new era. Old inter-
national patterns are crumbling; old slogans are
uninstruct i ve ; old solutions are unavailing. The
world has become interdependent in economics, in
communications, in human aspirations.^
If 1638 marked, albeit paradoxically, the beginning of the
nation-state system, 1914 marked, also paradoxically, the
beginning of the international system. The symbol we settle
on was the creation of the modern passport— the quixotic
identification that establishes one's nationality at the
same moment one is entering other nations, so special at
fii^st, so commonplace now. The passport surely is the ulti-
mate symbol of clinging to independence while living in
interdependence
.
Interdependence, like all the other global phenomena
we have been discussing, has been emerging and defining
itself for a very long time. It now has some clear,
distinguishing characteristics. Chiefly, these are;
Its extent or scope leaves virtually no corner
of the globe unnoticed. Afghanistan, which most
travelers would term 'the end of the world', is
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now an important spot on the map.
frequency of occurrences with global
impact now can be counted at almost
a daily rate.
The depth of the impact of the event of
interdependence covers intense reactions
to almost all of humankind, and in a very
personal way
.
Lee Anderson adds other qualities of the New
Interdependence, but this work finds them ambiguous. From
the literature on the subject, the three most clearly
distinguishable are the scope, the frequency and the depth
of the impact of interdependence.
ii. Its systems
. The peculiar qualities can be best
seen in a survey of the systems emergent from interdependence.
The most important systems are:
Communications—which breaks down further into
- the satellite communication system
- the world news agencies like Tass and Renter
- Radio and T.V.—with international markets
- journals and magazines— albeit for the
literate
—
Time
,
Newsweek
,
vying for first
place, with international editions, and
Playboy a close second (not requiring literacy!),
proving all sorts of human commonalities.
Languages—which divide into
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the common artificial languages that seem to
flourish all over the world, like computer
languages, mathematical languages, scientific
formulas, musical languages, road languages,
sign systems, code systems and visual languages
the so-called 'world languages.' The U.N. has
formally recognized five. But only three
have achieved world status. Ali Mazrui sets
the criteria in his study, A World Federation of
Cultures
. "A world language has to be
intercontinental, must command at 100 million
speakers and must be adopted by at least ten
states as a national language. (For whatever
it s worth, English is the leading world
language— the official language of 44 states
and of 80 U.N. delegations and of most
multinational businesses and science. This
is in itself a significant comment on the
effect of colonialism on indigenous language
and culture
.
)
Transportation— the tale of the growth of world
transportation needs no retelling. From the camel caravans
to the river barges was an important enough change, but the
bend in the J-of transportation came with the railroads and
the colonial administration that created them. From then it
was headlong into swift and specialized transportation
—
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steam ships and submarines, airplanes and jets and
Concordes, and finally now to space vehicles. One important
development that is an offshoot of transportation has been
the cutting of canals from the attempted Isthmus of Corinth
to the Suez and Panama canals. They reflect man's decision
to make transportation truly intercontinental.
Economics
—The aforesaid systems really grew out of
and in support of the world economic system. In no other
sphere is our interdependence so clearly displayed. Money
and trade leap all cultural barriers.
The bend in the J-curve of the world economic system
that takes it swiftly past local and regional economies is
probably the development of European capitalism. It had
considerable political and social repercussions in the colo-
nization and the swift emergence of the middle class. But
the really important changes were
“ the extent of trade which went far beyond the old
silk and spice routes and crisscrossed each other
as goods went back and forth
” the direction of trade
, which is not south to
north, east to west only anymore. The 'Eurodollar'
has been replaced by the 'petrodollar.' OPEC
upset this balance of powers. Now eggs in Iran
are stamped 'Bulgaria' just as frequently as
radios in America are stamped 'Japan.'
- the quality of trade has also expanded from
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luxuries to all sorts of basics and specialities.
One of the most significant changes is in manpower
or labor. Slaves from Africa to America has
changed to U.S. 'experts' going to the Middle East,
the most staggering change is, of course, in the
volume
.
The form the new world economic system took has been
seen dramatically in the formation of the new multinational
corporations, and the new international economic organizations
that sought to guide and control big business. The impact of
the multinational needs no reinterpretation. And the
international economic organizations like the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund, have not been truly
successful in creating new international economic orders that
reflect change. The swift creation of OPEC and its blow to
the existing order might portend things to come.
The systems of interdependence culminate in a poli-
tical system of global dimensions. While the Treaty of
Westphalia marks its formal beginning, it was European colo-
nization that ironically marks the beginning of transcon-
tinental empires and the resultant devastating impact on
populations, languages, cultures, and economies. But the
new political order that is arising is really the result of
de-colonization. Oddly enough, the European colonial powers
have receded in world impact and the U.S., a non-European
power with considerably fewer colonial feats, has in fact
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inherited the revolt of the third world nations. "No single
theme will prove to be of greater importance than the revolt
against the west. "10 The United Nations Organization is the
ultimate symbol of the international political system—
a
platform where the 120 or so third world nations cast off
the garments of their colonization, align and realign them-
selves in the effort to determine what they are, now that
they are no longer what they were. Much of the hatred, the
frustration, the vengefulness has descended on the
Americans—hence the string of burning American embassies
across the Third World. H What one is witnessing is the
development of a new international political system, rising
like a phoenix out of the ashes of the past.
A final symbol— the growing number of international
terrorist organizations, with at least the same impact as
the U.N. Appendices B and C will show a comparative list of
doings by the U.N. and by the terrorist groups.
The ultimate system of interdependence and the one
most painfully eschewed is the global cultural system . This
is the aspect most felt in daily life, by the man in the
street. It is this system that can be exploited in endless
ways to endless purposes and makes paradoxes of human
personality. While no culture is totally pure and free of
influence and impact of other cultures, the dominant culture
in the present-day world scene is certainly 'Western,' which
translates easily into 'American.' The non-western world.
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for reasons of survival which any basic anthropology book
will explain, has initiated and adapted with amazing
success, the ways of Western culture. But survival is not
the only reason. Culture is wedded to economics, culture
arises out of the economic environment and western culture
IS a comfortable one. The double standard that the newly
emergent nations of the world are accused of displaying is
in reality a longing for the economic conditions of the West
and the complex pleasures it brings, together with the
simple values of their traditional cultures. The painful
reality is that economic change brings its own cultural
change. That the West got there first allows us to condemn
the cultural changes as Western. While this is not
necessarily so, the change will still be painful.
Lee Anderson conceptualizes the on-going cultural
change as in Figure 3.13
This researcher concludes that traditional cultures
must move away from the global and still 'Western' one,
cross fertilize with others and return with power to the
global culture, possibly with the force of regional impact
(which might explain why the Ayatollah is a household word
in the Western world today).
Internationalism and Education
With this awareness of the elements of
internationalism, the second section looks at international
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Figure 3. Anderson conceptualization of cultural change.
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society from three points of view and makes the links bet-
ween internationalism as an ideology and education as the
vehicle that conveys its meaning into practice. The
problems of internationalism are defined and the solutions
probed
.
International society— three views
. Any rationale for
international education must perforce base itself on how it
views international society. The literature on the subject
condenses into three traditional views.
The idealistic view sees international society as a
sort of "community of man." Historians and sociologists and
philosophers have found this attitude most useful. Others
have found it overly sentimental. Certainly, it is the view
most volubly held by Americans, since it is, as James A.
Nathan points out, "in the great Idealist tradition of Locke
and Jefferson." He goes on to add that the "unity of man"
view has ennobling effects on and expectations of the struc-
ture of international society. Moral vision is a powerful
force whether it flies behind the symbols of traditional
religions or behind the new doctrine called
internationalism.! (An interesting note is that the Papal
Encyclical Pacem in Terris
,
demonstrates the traditional
doctrine advocating the new one.)
The realist view is 'state-centered' and advocates
the interests of the state as the common denominator of
international relations. This theory obviously gained in
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strength as the Soviet Union loomed in importance in
American thought, other nations without the 'state-centered'
view have traditionally allowed the United States to project
the fear of the Communist threat for them.
Nathan visualizes it thus; "As an analytic
framework, this conception of domestic order characterized
by centralized authority is usually contrasted to a vision
of chaos and danger which is peculiar to international
society . "
2
If the studying of international relations is based
on national security, then that in turn rests on developing
allegiance to the state in young people—citizenship
education, in other words.
The third and most scientific view of international
society considers it in biological or sociological terms
—
that of an organic system. That is, it views international
society as an evolving global system. The fundamental pre-
mise is no longer separate national securities or economic
developments, but the search for world security and global
development. In fact, these educators are calling to young
people to develop allegiance not to the state, but to the
world—World-citizenship education, in other words.
World citizenship education; the ideology of international
educa t ion . James Nathan, who has compiled the most fulsome
account of the development of the 'global systems' approach,
traces it back to William G. Carr's book Education for World
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Citizenship
.
The book appeared in 1928, and was immediately
heralded for its new approach. A host of articles and com-
mentaries followed, chiefly in Education for World Society
,
a journal established in 1951.
The new 'global social system' approach called for
world citizenship as a 'natural' need in the development of
the human system. Arguments are made that such a larger
loyalty to the world community does not contradict loyalty
to one s own country any more than a child's growing love
for his country stops him from continuing to love his
family .
^
The concepts 'state' and 'nation' narrow the
individual's sympathies and in that sense are obsolete and
almost a threat to the security of the whole. Thus,
"International Education must concern itself with the repla-
cement of the symbols of the state with the symbols of the
human community.
Internationalism and education: problems and solutions .
There is certainly no need to enter here into an account of
the problems that internationalism presents. The develop-
mental account in section A, however brief, suggests suf-
ficient possibilities to even the untrained mind. To
simplify the complexity of world-crises UNESCO documents
have long categorized them into three all-enveloping
divisions: Security, Poverty, and Ecology.
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The solutions that emerge through the morass of
rather frightening futuristic literature are two-fold.
Firstly, that humankind could steadily move away from inter
nationalism and its complexities and resplit into stages
back to communal groups and perhaps even the cave. The
looming threat of nuclear warfare might certainly help this
along
,
But except for the Pessimists
— arising almost like a
philosophic cult—nearly all sociologists, historians,
educators, and philosophers, turn their attention swiftly to
the other solution; namely, the developing of a successful
internationalism with several tools. The 'major force' is
seen by nearly all to be 'education.'^
Kenneth Boulding sums it up;
My thesis is that the principal lack of education in
this day is to convey from one generation to the
next a rich image of what I call the "total earth."
The universe we can leave for the next generation
but for this generation the prime task is to convey
the idea of the earth as a total system. This is anidea around which one can organize a whole educa-
tional process, not only in the social sciences, but
in all the other sciences and the arts and the huma-
nities as well.
We start with the concept of the earth as a
series of approximately concentric spheres, such as
the lithosphere, the hydrosphere, the atmosphere and
the biosphere. Finally, we have what I call the
sociosphere—which is the sphere of man and all his
activities In our day, the sociosphere is becoming
increasingly dominant over the others— the
sociosphere is beginning to affect the biosphere and
it will be very surprising if in the next generation
man does not get his busy little fingers into the
business of genetic evolution.^
Problems within the solution: morality, practicality
.
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re^l
_
evance. and immediacy
. That the offering of educational
solutions to the promising and yet potentially dangerous
phenomenon of internationalism is riddled with problems is
quite apparent. Let us look at four major criticisms:
Morality. The question really is whether there is
an international morality, and if not, should there be one?
The Western concept of morality, so long imposed, is now
being seriously challenged by the third world. The recent
crisis of American hostages being held in Iran is a typical
example of the types of issues that arise. The question in
crux is "Are American lives worth more than others? Are 50
American hostages more important than tens of thousands
languishing in South American jails? Are 4 Americans dead
in Kent State worth more than thousands dead in South-east
Asia? Is human life in this day held to be equal?
Essentially, we seem to be arriving at the conclusion that
Internationalization cannot be synonymous with Westernization
any longer.
Practicality
. The question of the given world
citizenry participating and implementing any of the afore-
said educational options is very abstract. Nathan admits
clearly the weaknesses of the International Education
solution. "It is as if we were all functional cells of an
organism with means of controlling the total organism, as of
little importance or understood as how a particle of skin
relates to a particle of the card io-vascular system.
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The realities of life are still so clearly at the
national level, or even at regional or local levels. How
can these
-world citizens- participate in the destiny of the
earth?
Further, separate nations are at different stages of
their socio-political development. Some are just tasting
the sweetness and bitterness of their new nationhood. Must
they not regain their sense of national identity before they
eschew it for a larger international sense of identity?
Relevance . It is fashionable in America, following
the tradition of Dewey and others, to advocate change as
good in itself. Change is progress and progress is good. A
great challenge to the entire philosophy of change is being
offered the West and the Westernized: Is not change with
relevance the only significant change? This, one suspects,
will prove the most difficult concept for the West to
reformulate
.
Immediacy
. Interdependence is not an abstract
concept, but an immediate reality. The problem is that
while that is so, the traditional methods of dealing with it
are named obsolete, yet they are familiar and often dear.
The new suggested methods are still unformed. We are being
asked to take a great leap with little more than the vision
of internationalism in mind. This, then, is what Nathan
warns is the greatest problem of international education;
that in daily life, on an individual basis, one can be
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caught "between two worlds: one dead, the other powerless to
be born"—Matthew Arnold.^
International Education
The above analysis of the problems inherent in the
undertaking of international education leads immediately to
a survey of what, in fact, has actually been undertaken.
The efforts have been two-fold. First, the American effort.
Second, the combined efforts of various groups of nations,
which this study will call the international effort. The
survey unfolds some very fundamiental needs in international
education that will serve to guide this study.
The history of international education
. The history of
international education can be traced from the earliest
journeys of scholars who, from the Greeks to the Persians,
traveled from court to court seeking the centers of learning.
In the Christian world the centers of learning established
themselves in monasteries and into universities, and scho-
lars went from one to the other seeking the boundaries of
knowledge
.
However, the first formal statements about inter-
national education came along in the seventeenth century.
In 1957 UNESCO published a series of articles and
papers that can in fact be used to trace the history of
international education. The earliest writings are of a
seventeenth century churchman, John Comenius, who set out a
clear platform for an international colle
centre for peace studies.
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gc
, as a possible
In 1876 the first International Conference on
Education was attended by fourteen nations. John Eaton, the
u.s. Commissioner of Education, asked at this conference for
an organization that would be responsible for further
meetings on international education. But no records of it
have survived.
2
In the 1890s, a German scholar called Molkenboer
attempted to set up a European international school, with
the aim of creating a future 'community of Europe.' The
private sector expanded the idea, but the various govern-
ments discouraged it and it soon died.
At the turn of the century, the European Francis
Kemeny published his theory that nationalism and inter-
nationalism compliment each other, do not erode each other,
and even contain each other. His thinking was certainly in
the vanguard, and he caused a certain flurry in European
educational circles by insisting that the true equality of
the races was fundamental to international education and
thence to peace.
His curriculum calls for international teacher
training, international agreement on educational 'basics'
in structure and discipline and organization, the creation
of text-books that seek to eliminate racial hatreds.
Kemeny 's ideal school though never a reality, fired
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the imagination of other philosophers and philanthropists.
A flood of visionary planning hit Europe and America. The
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace was set up and
Peace Day was celebrated each year in honor of The Hague
Peace Conference.
The most serious pre-war attempt to formally inter-
nationalize education was made by a single person. Fannie
Fern Andrews was asked by President Taft in 1911 to set up
an international conference to plan an international Bureau
of Education. A number of European nations were invited to
attend. The rest of the world was ignored, with one
exception—Japan, who was considered honorary white for the
occasion. Only France and Switzerland accepted.
Nationalism was high in Europe. World War I followed, and
the entire venture failed.
With the war over, the world began to turn its
attention towards the vision of living together in peace.
During countless meetings over the League of Nations, Fannie
Fern Andrews, representing the U.S., again presented the
allied governments with a plan for an international Office
of Education. The League could not agree on any of the
necessary steps in setting up such a bureau.
The lack of explicit recognition of the importance
of education in the League's mission hindered the
development of International Education for several
decades
.
Many nations, jealous of their sovereignty, feared
that the League would impose a particular scheme of
education upon them and so place serious limitations
on their activities.^
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It did, however, set up the Committee for Intellectual
Cooperation, which became later a model for UNESCO's
educational activities.
In the ultimate analysis, of course, these endeavors
were hardly international, as they were mostly American-
European attempts. But they were clearly the beginnings of
a movement.
The push for International Education continued, again
chiefly through the proselytizing efforts of individuals such
as Maria Montessori, and 1925 a private organization called
the Bureau of Education was established at Geneva. In
1929 this was strengthened with intergovernmental sanctions.
Buergenthal and Torney mark the establishment of
UNESCO as the single most important factor in the swift
development of International Education.
The UNESCO constitution represented the culmina-
tion of several years of work by the Allied
Ministers of Education meeting in exile during the
War. It is permeated with the conviction that edu-
cation is an indispensable element in the construc-
tion of a lasting peace. Thus its Preamble
proclaims
:
- that since wars begin in the minds of men, it is
in the minds of men that the defences of peace
must be constructed.
- that ignorance of each other's ways and lives has
been a common cause throughout the history of
mankind, of that suspicion and mistrust between
the peoples of the world through which their dif-
ferences have all too often broken into war . . .
- that the wide diffusion of culture, and the
education of humanity for justice and liberty and
peace are indispensable to the dignity of man and
constitute a sacred duty which all the nations
must fulfill in a spirit of mutual assistance
and concern.
- that a peace based exclusively upon the political
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and economic arrangements of governments would notbe a peace which could secure the unanimous lastingand sincere support of the peoples of the world,
and that the peace must therefore be founded, if itIS not to fail, upon the intellectual and moral
solidarity of mankind.
. . .
The UNESCO Recommendation concerning Education forInternational Understanding, Cooperation and Peace,
and Education relating to Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms is one of a continuing set of
efforts of this organization to discharge the
responsibilities set forth in its constitution.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
adopted by the General Assembly in 1948, is anotherlandmark recognition of the importance of the infu-
sion of human rights into international education.
Its Article 26 states that education "shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all
nations, racial or religious groups, and shall
further the activities of the United Nations for the
maintenance of peace.
^
With the creation of the United Nations, formal
International Education at the precollegiate level developed
in two distinct and separate ways. One was the establish-
ment in 1953 of a network of 15 secondary schools, in as
many countries, closely associated with UNESCO. The United
States was conspicuous by its non-participation. The
UNESCO-Associated Schools developed curricula within the
national system that had the general objectives of increased
knowledge of world affairs and the developing of inter-
national understanding. It has been a most successful ven-
ture with 1000 participating schools in 63 member states.
The four underlying bases of the curriculum are
- the U.N. and its work
- human rights
- other countries and their cultures
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- the environment.
The other development of International Education at
the precollegiate level was a completely different endeavour.
It was the development of the International School as a new
educational phenomenon. This will be described in detail in
® section. However, it is appropriate to mention here
that it is not national in its conceptualization, but
international. Its roots arose out of the needs of the phe-
nomenon of internationalism we have looked at in former sec-
tions and is a significant implementation of the theory of
internationalism.
In the United States, the launching of the Soviet
Sputnik in 1957 sent a tremor of apprehension through the
ranks of politicians and educators. Their reaction was in
the shape of funding for language studies and area studies.
The approach was clearly too narrow to be called inter-
national education.
In 1966 President Johnson spoke to Congress thus:
International Education cannot be the work of one
country. It is the responsibility and promise of
all nations. It calls for free exchange and full
collaboration. We expect to receive as much as we
give, to learn as well as we teach. Let this nation
play its part. To this end, I propose:
To strengthen our capacity for international
educational cooperation
To stimulate exchange with students and
teachers of other lands.
To build new bridges of international
understanding.
^
The message won Congressional approval of the
International Education Act. Most educators now deem this
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an impotent gesture, since it was unaccompanied by any
funding that would ensure its implementation. Nevertheless,
It had its impact, clearly seen in the establishment of the
Institute of International Studies in the Office of
Education
.
In the late '60s the International Educational
movement gathered momentum. It followed two not unlinked
paths. One was the American interest in International
Education, significant in its motives, funding and impact.
The other was the work of the UNESCO.
International education; the American effort . In 1966,
the U.S. office of Education funded a most important
document. It was An Examination of Objectives, Needs, and
Priorities in International Education in the United States
Secondary and Elementary Schools . It will hereafter be
referred to as the Becker/Anderson report, after its two
principal authors. They compiled position papers by scholars
and philosophers on the subject of International Education,
reduced the arguments to a definition and a taxonomy of
educational objectives. These were evaluated and reevaluated
by a board of educators from all disciplines and all levels
The Becker/Anderson report, while always aimed at an
American audience, has nonetheless had a wide international
influence. This has been quite simply because it is philo-
sophic in its approach and international in its attitude,
which two factors give great credibility to the volume.
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Buergenthal and Torney call it
truly a landmark. It has been widely quoted andexpanded the group of those who pursue such objec-
havrtr^°™i^a teachers who happL toe traveled extensively or studied other culturesto a concerned group of teachers, curriculum
specialists, and administrators of various per-suasions who have a vision of the global system andhow education can prepare an individual student tolive more effectively in it.^
It has stated for many nations, organizations, and
individuals the basic concepts of International Education.
Certainly, one cannot help being struck by the
extent of the influence of the Becker/Anderson report on
the UNESCO report.
With the appearance of this 'Holy book' of Inter-
national Education, the U.S. Office of Education broadened
its scope of International programs. It challenged the
specialized services of area studies and foreign languages
centers in universities to serve the needs of schools.
And in 1974 the EthnicHer itage program was
established under Title IX, symbolizing the radical change
in American motivation in International Education. American
minorities were being encouraged to gain strength in their
own ethnicity, and thence to appreciate others. To many
international educators this portended well. Perhaps the
United States was no longer considering the world in terms
of potential problems or prospects; but were discovering a
new strong viewpoint on humanity.
The most recent American effort in international
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education is seen in the Report to the President by the
Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies
.
As a symbol of federal recognition, the Commission was
charged by President Carter to submit findings and recommen-
dations as a partial realization of the Helsinki Accords.
The findings were that American education was abysmally
backward in international education and hopelessly incom-
petent in foreign languages. The commission bluntly states
that the American public has no perceptive vision of the
world beyond its borders. This is clearly hazardous to the
country's interests, namely security.
The commission evokes foreign language study and
international education inseparable in concept, although it
separates its findings and somtimes its institutions.
In summary, the principal recommendations are thus:
(1) Foreign language competency should become part
of the American public's skills through educa-
tional requirements and job requirements.
(2) International education should be a compulsory
part of education from Kindergarten through
12th grade and controlled by the Department of
Education, As a direct result of this all
teachers certification requirements will
include international education.
(3) Colleges and universities should establish
centers for advanced international training
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and research, with a primary focus on the
improvement of undergraduate training in
international studies.
(4) International Educational Exchanges, which
have suffered severe cutbacks in the last
decade, should be restored and expanded to
allow formal and non-formal international
education
.
(5) International education should reach all
citizens the media and non-formal educational
methodologies are most valuable in achieving
this end—World Citizenship training.
(6) To make International Education part of
international business training
—
particularly
using the large numbers of foreign students as
resources
.
(7) All of the above to be the responsibility of
the governmental authorities, but monitored by
the private sector. There has been created a
national Council to insure its implementation.
The Iran and Afghan Crises hang over the report.
How the U.S. responds remains to be seen.
International education: the international effort . The
efforts of the rest of the world were seen, not so much in
individual national endeavors, but through international
organizations. These are still sometimes regional in atti-
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tude but the international influence is growing.
The Council of Europe maintains an educational
branch that works for European prosperity, and the
Organization of African Unity, led by Julius Nyerere, has
new educational philosophies and ideals to offer their
emerging nations.
At the same time that the Becker/Anderson report
was being compiled, UNESCO launched a series of projects
concerning international education.
The most philosophic of these was the commissioning
of the study. Learning to Be
,
by the International Commission
of Education, headed by Edgar Faure. It is a very general
examination of educational issues and developments, and
has been clearly used by Ul^ESCO as a reference book, even to
the exact language used in its recommendations.
The UNESCO recommendation concerning education for
international understandings as an integral part of the
curriculum and life of the school was adopted in 1968. The
implementation was largely a national issue. UNESCO was
still offering mostly the guiding philosophy.
In 1968, UNESCO commissioned Toward a Mankind
School by Goodlad, Klein, Novotney and Tye. It offers much
more specific guidance to schools, but is still philosophic
in approach.
UNESCO's ultimate recommendation is that international
education is peace education and much of its work in the '70s
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has been to this end. This researcher will consider the
details of this in the section dealing with learning objec-
tives Suffice to mention here the Handbook to Peace
commissioned by the International Peace Research
Association a most valuable document, if only to show how
vast, complex, and ever-changing the task of educating
internationally is.
En^rging needs. The educational needs that clearly emerge
from the literature are multifold.
- a sense of real i ty about global interdependence
and hence about international education (without
a yielding of all idealism)
- a sense of futurism to ensure continued
relevance
- a framework of guiding principles
- a series of implementing organizations
- a set of channels for continual, multi-level
feedback
These needs will be the axis around which the next
section is built.
A Redefinition of International Education
This section opens with the widely accepted UNESCO
definition, so as to provide a framework of reference by
which to further pinpoint some of the characteristics and
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concepts of international education. it offers, in
conclusion, a redefinition that sets parameters for clear
and far reaching action in educational settings.
The UNESCO def in ition of international education
. Neverthe-
less, UNESCO has put forward a succinct, albeit limited
definition of International Education. "Education shall be
directed to the full development of the human personality
and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding,
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial and reli-
gious groups, and shall further the activities of the United
Nations for the maintenance of peace.
With this formal statement by the executive body of
the global educational system, it is fit to close this
section
.
P^^^~statement
. James M. Becker makes the point that inter-
national education is not a discoverable field lying nascent
in its entirety for humankind to stumble upon. "It is, what
the world agrees it is; which immediately implies that as
the world is in a state of constant flux and movement, so is
the field called international education."! Hence, any
description is transitory, and may fit one situation but not
another at any given time (hence also, the multiplicity of
titles applied to this field of educat ion-World Affairs
Education, Global Education, Multi-cultural Education,
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World-Citizenship Education— to name a few.) They each suit
better than the others, at one point or another in their
application. This work will call it international
education—encompassing though the term may be— for reasons
of convenience.
International education therefore, by its very
nature, can have no permanently right or wrong answers. But
its impact is undeniable, and as Becker puts it, "How
International Education is viewed or conceived substantially
conditions what happens and does not happen with respect to
curriculum development, basic research and teacher
education . "
2
If the conceptual implications are limited and
narrow, the curriculum research and teacher education will
be accordingly affected. If the conceptualization is broad
and encompassing it will be reflected in the curriculum,
research and teacher education.
Concepts of international education . Some of the most
fundamental concepts of international education are multi-
faceted. It is a peculiar phenomenon, but serves to point
out the quicksilver nature of the field. The following will
illustrate
:
i . Some concepts are tangible .
- international education will always involve
factual knowledge of other people
Other concepts are intangible .
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international education involves a 'deep'
knowledge of other people. 'Deep' is constantly
open to interpretation,
i i • Some concepts are stated
.
- international education has a primary purpose
of reducing ethnocentricism
Some concepts are inart iculated
.
- international education has a primary purpose
of discovering our commonalities—by first
discovering that culture is merely another
camouflage
.
iii* Some concepts are accepted
.
- the formal research and work in the field of
international education has mostly taken place
in the West
Some concepts are challenged
.
- internationalization is not Westernization
i V . Some concepts are traditional and established
.
- that our common survival demands our mutual
interest in each other
Some concepts are emerging .
- other countries interest us because they are
potential 'prospects' or 'problems'
Some concepts are still hidden .
- other countries capture our attention because
of our finer curiosities and our finer emotions
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Characteristics of international education
. These concepts
emerge in certain clearly visible characteristics:
1. International education is education about
the countries, cultures and peoples of the earth,
ii. It is not discipline-bound, and in fact to
influence attitudes and create social
dirnates, must be inter-disciplinary in
practice
.
iii. It is character-education, with the new
mutually affective international character
that is emerging from the new consciousness
of new needs.
iv. It has varied motives and the strongest is not
necessarily the purest and vice versa.
V. International education places national
interests and national development against
the background of the international system, which
gives it a distinct relevance,
vi. International education is especially an
optimistic education.
Guiding philosophies . Before this study endeavours to
walk a modest mile in the direction of curriculum develop-
ment for international education, it will be profitable to
be aware of some philosophies that might serve as beacons,
i. Interdependence is not an abstract concept
but an immediate reality.
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ii. Mono-culturalistic social institutions are
woefully inadequate to deal with the complex
problems of a culturally pluralistic society.
111. An interdependent world with inadequate social
institutions has two ways to go— towards a
complex international system^ or towards a
resplitting of nations, regions, groups back
to the cave.
iv. An apologia a sense of idealism has so far
presented itself with all the practicality of
international education imbuing it with an
expressively optimistic philosophy.
Re-definition
. International education can be defined,
therefore as a social education that prepares the learner
for multi-national human interaction, through a specific set
of developed skills that influence attitudes and create
social climates.
A sense of idealism has so far permeated all of the
efforts to formalize international education, as section
five will detail.
International School System
Formal and nonformal . This study considers the formal and
the non-formal areas of International Education not as dif-
ferent and varying approaches but as merging and complemen-
tary systems . The premise is that much of the influence of
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education falls outside the realm of the formal educational
systems of the world. To ignore this area of influence
would be short-sighted. it would, on the other hand, cause
a new chemistry to take place if the nonformal system served
to complement and enrich the formal system of international
education. More specifically, one is talking about the
international education process continuing beyond the school
day. However that may be, this study includes the nonformal
system as a concrete and vital part of the
conceptualization, but focuses in detail on the formal
systems as much more within the realm of its praxis. The
particular formal international education system that this
study will apply its theories and concepts to will be called
the International School System.
International communities: educational needs . The
International Community is as old as the flock of scholars,
who walked across Europe seeking out the centers of
learning. From earliest times a true scholar reflected the
signs of a liberal education. He sought it in the
monasteries and universities of the Christian Church. And,
born as it was of the Greek-Lat in-Germanic-Judaic
influences, the Church provided an international education
of at least the western kind. The "Wander Jahre" was
experiential learning in its purest form.
The contemporary international community dates only
to World War I . The creation of passports in 1914 stamped
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a great finality on the mobility of people. At the end of
World War I nationalism was a priority and people turned
inward to heal their wounds. 1 Colonialism certainly slowed
the international process as well. For example, newly
emerging countries like India had first to eschew the colo-
nial system of education before they could look beyond.
Crawford Young tells us that
Cultural Pluralism is a quintessent ially modernphenomenon. As a global pattern, it is really a
creature of the present century
. . . standar-dization and codification of languages was a criti-
cal step towards it; the accelerating growth of an
educational system and other media are providinq the
vehicles.-^
Nowhere are the influences and demands of a multi-
ethnic fluid population felt more clearly than in the inter-
national communities of the post-war years. These are not
permanent but are in a constant state of which adds a
further dimension to an already complex population.
They have already felt strongly the realities of
i-ethnic life. They have watched themselves and their
children and their communities grow away from strongly
stated identity patterns and cover themselves in multiple
layers of cultural consciousness.
They have some commonalities. They have a common
earth, the resources of which are vanishing so rapidly that
they have drawn together to save it. They have some common
ideals that they have expressed about in such documents as
the Charter of the United Nations. They have some common
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goals, like survival and personal happiness. They have
some common institutions .
3
And beyond all these, they are individuals.
Culturally pluralistic living makes for strengths and
weaknesses, enjoyment and pain, simultaneously. The ulti-
mate question is one of identity. The eternal mystery of
"Who am I?" and thence to "Who is he?” and thence to "Who
are they?" Eric Erikson says that "Identity is a process
located in the core of the individual and yet also in the
core of his communal culture.
The question that looms ever larger before the
international community has been "What is my communal
culture?"
For the children it can range from super-nationalism
(maintained almost desperately) to its reverse— a non-
comprehension of patriotism such as their parents knew it.
Judith Z. Lippmann outlines a more specific needs
analysis of the international parent and the international
student done at the United Nations International School in
New York.
The parents demand an academic program that will
make it possible for their children to return to
their national systems, or to move on to a third
system with a minimum of dislocation and confusion.
. . . They want the students to be given a positive
picture of their own national heritage, but also
some understanding of the personalities and forces
that have shaped others' histories— they ask for
traditional skills.
The students' needs were even more complex.
These students know more of the world. Yet, they
have all sorts of different attitudes and all sorts
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of different gaps and areas expertise, and theironly common cultural is watching television.
. ! .
ThL world from a very new vantageey have already participated in some of mostimportant events of the century. World War seemsjust as distant as World War I seemed to of us whenwe first studied history. They live the threat ofnuclear destruction on the one hand and thepeaceful exploration of the universe on the other.To them their country is more often wrong than rightin Its foreign policy, and they find it hard to
understand the kind of patriotism that formed anintegral part of our own early exposure to our
national history. For them there is nothing vague
or unreal about the "non-Western World." Theyhave seen the reassertion of independence by the
nations of the Third World. They hear of Vietnam,China, Japan and India every other day on radio ortelevision. They accept political assassination,
riots, and city-wide electrical failures as part of
everyday life, regrettable but unavoidable. They do
not believe in technology and progress in the
unqualified manner of past generations. Many of
them sense that traditional Liberalism,
Conservatism, and Socialism have proved unequal to
the challenges of this last quarter of the twentieth
century; that they are viewing the theoretical and
technological playing out— the swan song, if you
will—of the ideals and goals of the last three
centuries. These students are more outspoken.
. . .
One of them referred to England as part of the
"non-Eastern World.”
. . . They expect that what
they will learn will touch their lives directly by
giving them information, insight, and skills that
will be of practical use outside of the classroom.
.
. . They asked for tools to understand the present.^
This was the population, then, that created the
school system. Dorothy B. Goodman, founder the Washington
International School, summarizes it thus.
It had all begun in Geneva, right after World War I,
with a staunch band of Wilsonians. In 1924, under
the leadership of Arthur Sweetser, officials of the
new League of Nations, and their spouses, banded
together to found a new school, the International
School of Geneva (known as Ecolint) which would
serve their children through a curriculum designed
to enable them to fit back into their national
schools when and if necessary, and at the same time
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draw upon the rich intellectual and cultural tradi-tions of the many national strands represented inthe League. They dreamed of building a new kind ofeducation which would point the way firsHor
lal^er
international communities and
within national systems. They
^
scholarly work on curriculaand their effort to preserve the children's dif-
within a 'world nest' would promote mutualunderstanding and the ultimate goal, world peace.
^
The International Schools Association
. The Geneva
International community remained extraordinary in its stead-
fastness to its educational ideology and praxis. Other
international communities continually floundered over their
children's education. The United Nations community was sup-
ported in its efforts by Henri Laupier, Chairman of the
International League of Human Rights. He made an appeal to
the United Nations to assume the formal responsibility for
International Education.
In 1947 the United Nations, under the direction of
Secretary—General Tryguie Lie, recognized the International
School System by formally supporting the pilot schools in
Geneva, Wales, New York, and Singapore, and in particular
by identifying the New York School with the United Nations.
The following United Nations press release (August 26, 1947)
defined the philosophy. "The programme will strictly adhere
to the basic principles of the United Nations; that is,
distinctions as to race, language or religion will be
barred, with the long-range goal being a truly international
education
.
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Initially it might seem surprising that so much
effort was needed to create a multi-lateral International
School System. But this community of international students
though It grows apace, has long been ignored by educators.
In 1964, London University and Columbia University produced
"The Year Book of Education," and the theme was "Education
and the International Life." In a publication of 500 pages
one meager article refers to this student community. 7 in
1966 UNESCO published "A World Survey of Education”— a four
volume comprehensive report. Nowhere are the international
schools even mentioned.
^
Although the United Nations had accepted responsi-
bility, at least, symbolically, for the International School
System, it was off to a slow start. It was under the auspi-
ces of UNESCO, but did not seem to fit into any of UNESCO's
plans for eradicating illiteracy from the face of the earth.
The school system legalized itself under Swiss Law.
Henceforth, it would be called the International Schools
Association. UNESCO finally provided funding through
contracts given to the I.S.A. The Bureau of International
Education also assisted in the funding and the business of
running an international school system began.
The most immediate concern of the International
Schools Association was that their graduates be assured of
global university admission. Then out of the common needs
of international schools sprang an idea, now a healthy
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international institution which may quite literally save the
world . "
9
However this may be, the idea was of a common eva-
luation system that would satisfy university requirements
all over the world, that would be criterion-based in its
standards of equivalence, that would in effect allow stu-
dents taking it to enter any university in the world.
In 1966 the U.N. General Assembly voted funds for
the development of the International Baccalaureate.
Category B status—which is very high—was awarded the
programme, and the following schools agreed to submit can-
didates for the 1970 examination:
International School of Geneva, Switzerland,
Atlantic College, South Wales, U.K.
United Nations International School, New York
International High School, Copenhagen
Soborg Gymnasium, Copenhagen
Goethe Gymnasium, West Germany
International College, Lebanon
Braunamana High School, Lebanon
Santiago College, Chile
John F. Kennedy School, Berlin
Lycee de Sevres, France
Lycee de Hennemont, France
Phillips Academy, Andover, U.S.A.
Teheran International School, Iran
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In 1978, a total of 57 schools from 33 countries
entered 2,222 candidates. There are IBO offices also in New
York and London and more and more schools are joining the
international school system. 10
The Ideal International School
. The International
Baccalaureate Office has not yet clarified what constitutes
an international school. R.J. Leach has utopian dreams of
a boarding school where alumni like Indira Gandhi drop in on
a weekend for a chat.H
Ronald Terwilliger, in his account of the inter-
national school system for Educational Forum
,
states other
' rigid criteria
.
'
of its af f i 1 i tat ion
,
each school hasdeveloped its unique program of instruction free
from the constraints usually imposed by local educa-
tional ministries. From the wide variety of educa-
tional plans which have evolved internationally,
several general characteristics can be identified
which apply to each institution to a greater or
lesser degree.
- A prime requisite for a school to be classified
as international is the enrollment of a significant
number of students who are not citizens of the
country in which the school was located.
International schools enroll children representing
as many as 30 or 40 nations of the world, each with
its own distinct cultural heritage.
- Another important characteristic of the inter-
national school is reflected in the composition of
the board of directors which should ideally be made
up of foreigners and nationals in roughly the same
proportions as the student body being served. Only
if the policy making function is firmly in the hands
of persons with a diversity of national backgrounds
can the school impart the special climate in which
internationalism flourishes.
- The staffing policy, a third characteristic,
usually requires that teachers with diverse national
backgrounds be employed. Although this practice
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also varies widely from school to school, there isgeneral agreement that an Instructional programdesigned to promote a world view can best con-ucted by an international teaching staff. inaddition, it is felt that teachers that have them-selyes experienced a period of cultural adaptation
whi those new studenj^W o have difficulty adjusting to the social andcultural atmosphere of their new school.
- Most schools are incorporated as private edu-cational foundations within the host country and arefinanced by parental tuition payments supplementedby grants from various international corporations
and their related private foundations. The language
of instruction is usually English, with provis*on
made for studying a second and a third languag¥ indepth, including the language of the host country.The host country language, in fact, often becomes
the "language of playground," especially in
those schools which enroll a significant number ofhost country children.
- The curriculum is a special hybrid, a
distillation of the best content and the most effec-
tive instructional practices of each of the national
systems
.
Frederick Starr and Dorothy Goodman suggest other
criteria. This researcher has compiled the following
checklist of criteria for the ideal international school.
1. Identity—That the schools belong to the I.S.A.
for purposes of legality and identity.
2 • Curricula—That it prepare some of its students
for the International Baccalaureate.
3. Population—That it attempt seriously to maintain
a multinational population in the student body, faculty and
administration alike.
4. Decision-Makers—That its decision-makers are not
dominated by any one nation, and ideally are representative
of the population they serve.
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5. Funding—That its funding is free of at least
nationalistic controls.
6. Ph ilosophy—That it is 'internationally-minded'
no matter what its population, by undertaking global
approaches in its curriculum and looking at the 'essential
unity of mankind.
'
7. Languages—That it attach a particular importance
to language studies, fostering the attitude that linguistic
communication with more than one group of humans is the norm
8. Approaches—That it foster a truly multi-lateral
internationalism in the teaching methodologies employed and
the material used.
9. Teacher Selection/Education
—That teacher
selection not be by arbitrary or merely Western standards,
but by an international sense of values. And that both
and in-service Teacher Education be an on—going
process
.
10* Hazard—Awareness—That each school be constantly
aware that internationalization should never be a euphemism
for Westernization (or any other dominant national or
regional phenomenon).
The range of reality . In the "Year Book of Education"
compiled by the London and Columbia Universities in 1964,
R.J. Leach wrote a brief article introducing the
International School System and suggesting a system of
classification. It provides a keen insight into the possi-
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bilities and limitations of internationalism in schools.
One group of international schools have been founded
by a single person, usually the Headmaster, in answer to the
needs of the growing international population. They are
seeking to stimulate international understanding among their
students and are probably successful to some extent. They
are working somewhat in the dark and desperately need
guidance in curricula and in-service teacher training. They
are usually not guided by any influential body like UNESCO
and are solely dependent on the Headmaster for inspiration.
Switzerland is full of such schools. Iranzanian, Teheran
International School, Iran, is another such.
The second grouping is the "expatriate" schools,
set up in one nation and serving primarily one other nation.
Recently these schools have become infiltrated with students
and staff of other nationalities, giving them a new
"internationalism." Woodstock School and Kodaikanal School
in India are good examples. They were originally missionary
in character and catered to Americans, but with the
withdrawal of missionaries from India they reshaped them-
selves to cater to the new multi-national population. Some
of the American Schools abroad, for example the American
International School of Athens, fall into this category.
However, one nation or another still tends to dominate in
these schools.
The third group is formed by some kind of governmen-
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tal action
-two or more governments supporting a school.
The John F. Kennedy School in Berlin is a recent example and
the European Common Market Schools are also of this order.
The fourth group of international schools are sup-
ported by some special body. The interesting difference is
that the financial subsidy is free of the usual constraints
and controls that "assistance" brings. The International
School of Geneva, the United Nations School, New York,
Atlantic College of Wales, World College of Singapore and
others have this enviable status.
The final grouping, and perhaps those with the
purest claim, are the new "internationally-minded" schools.
These are private or public schools within the national
systems of various countries which have through their own
philosophy sought international understanding. Many of them
were already conspicuous in their countries for imagination
in education. At the Conference of Internationally-Minded
Schools in Paris in 1949 they hastened to affiliate them-
selves with the International School System. Most of them
had no awareness of a network of international schools that
spread over the world. The Phillips Academy, Andover, and
Nor thf ield-Mount Hermon School are two examples of private
"internationally-minded" schools. Francis Lewis High School
in New York and The Franklin School, also in New York, are
examples of "internationally-minded" schools in the public
school system. They are " internet ionallyminded" primarily
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in the areas of curricula and philosophy, and not
necessarily in population. For example, their syllabi
include World Literature as well as American Literature, and
World History rather than American History.
Given this broad classification, it becomes easy to
see the range of population groupings among students,
faculty and decision makers. It also implies the range of
quality in philosophy, methodologies, curricula and
materials
.
Teacher selection ranges from necessity-based hiring
to the most careful criterion-based selection. This
researcher's survey shows additionally that in those schools
where teacher education was most crucially needed (that is,
in those schools where the population was more than usually
peripetatic, where the teacher ratio was largely western
and/or unqualified, where materials were almost totally
western)— the least attention was given to cultural
orientation, in-country preparation and on-going inter-
national education.
The range of diversity is perhaps best represented
by the following mini-case studies. They provide a
comparison of teacher education in three schools within
this researcher's range of experience.
Case study 1; Phillips Academy, Andover . Conducts
an annual 6-week programme in Language Studies and Global
The international student population is maintainedStudies
.
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at 10%. The faculty is representative of the student body,
and materials are international. Teacher selection is
carefully monitored and teacher preparation meetings are
conducted d^. This is an experimental programme that has
expanded slowly. Funding has supported the internationalism
of the venture. The school's philosophy has been one of
academic excellence and they do not undertake more than they
can control. As a result, it has not affected the main
school year and remains an excellent 6-week programme.
C_ase study 2; U.N, International School
. In the
corresponding department at the U.N. School there was a
similar solidity in the decision making, funding, staffing
policies, and approaches. The commitment was completely
different it was total and ideological, the academic
quality was definitely in second place. Teacher selection
was even more carefully programmed. Teacher education
meetings were on a weekly basis.
Case study 3; Teheran International School
. In the
corresponding department at the Teheran International School
funding and decision-making were primarily bi-national.
Faculty was fairly representative of the student population.
Faculty and student turnover was extraordinarily high.
There was no attempt at cultural orientation beyond the
practical Persian language classes which were offered free
to the faculty but with inadequate emotional preparation
they were hardly ever taken advantage of. In-service pre-
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paration meetings were held once a term, and in three years
there was one meeting where philosophy and curricula were on
the agenda. Yet, Teheran International School was the most
'international' of the numerous schools claiming that affi-
liation in pre-revolutionary Iran.
In all of these schools change is visible and often
dramatic. Classmates and teachers occasionally disappear
overnight as they are abruptly recalled or transferred by
their governments. The only real constant is change. The
educational programme that these schools implement must of
necessity be based on that premise.
The creation of the International Baccalaureate
arose in fulfillment of these psycho-social needs. It is
detailed in the next section.
The International Baccalaureate Programme
The origins of the International Baccalaureate Programme
.
From 1924 to 1970 the international schools, now almost 400
in number, taught to several different national examinations.
The International School of Geneva taught to five different
national examinations— the Swiss Maturite, the German
Arbitur, the British GCE's, American College Boards and the
French Baccalaureate. Within a decade the expense and
frustration of this had raised a cry for international
intellectual cooperation. By teaching to national examina-
tions the students were split into national groups—which
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destroyed the very ideology that had created the inter-
national school. It was a galling discovery.
By 1962 dissatisfaction was rife, and led by the
International School of Geneva, the International Schools
Association sought to give shape to its vision.
If the international schools could create their own
programmes for the last two years of school; and if the exa-
mination that measured success in the programme could be
recognized, then a truly international education
would be available to all who sought it. This was the
vision
.
A.D.C. Peterson gives a very fulsome account of the
development of this programme. In 1962 the International
Schools Association received a small grant from UNESCO to
explore the possibilities of an international social studies
curricula and examination. This was done at the annual
Social Studies Conference and was so highly promising that
in 1963, the Twentieth Century Fund set up a grant for the
I.S.A. to authorize a committee to explore the plausibility
of an international examination.
This committee grew into a small organization that
had separate legal identity as the International Schools
Examination Syndicate (ISES). It used Ecolint as a labora-
tory school and beginning with History and Languages, set to
work planning and developing an international curriculum and
examination
.
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The international school system was now strengthened
by the affiliation of the United World College System.
Under the direction of Lord Admiral Mountbatten, the United
World Colleges had long sought an alternative to national
examinations. Now, beginning with the Atlantic World
College in South Wales, they became very involved in the
planning of the International Baccalaureate Programme.
In 1967 the work being done on the international
baccalaureate attracted the attention of the Ford
Foundation. They made available a large grant— this time
the purpose was to establish an international university
entrance examination. The services of three educational
consultants of the highest repute were offered by the
Foundation; Dr. Ralph Tyler, Dr. Frank Bowles, and Dr.
Henry Rosovsky. The task of this committee has been spelled
out by Peterson.
They remind us of how immense the undertaking was.
(a) Could programmes be worked out which would suit
the teaching needs and ideals of international schools and
at the same time be acceptable to universities in many
different countries?
(b) Could agreed methods of examining these program-
mes and internationally acceptable examiners be found?
(c) Supposing that these first two conditions were
met, how could negotiations best be carried out to secure
a guarantee of international recognition for the
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International Baccalaureate?
(d) Could enough schools of high standing be per-
suaded to abandon national examinations for the
International Baccalaureate, in view of the known anxiety of
parents about their children's chances of university
entrance and their reluctance to see them involved in
' experiments?
'
(e) How was an International Baccalaureate to be
financed?"
1
Dr. Ralph Tyler expanded the aims of the programme
to serve beyond the international school system, so that
national systems may benefit from it as well in the future.
This has since proved an invaluable influence, as the
phenomenon of internationalism becomes daily more tangible.
The detailed and complete I.B. programme was pre-
sented at the 1967 Sevres Conference, held at the Centres
Internationale des Etudes Pedagog iques . The excellence of
the plan is best attested to by the number of schools that
agreed to submit students for the 1970 examination.
At this conference the United Nations International
School became part of the planning committee. Its very
great influence was two-fold: (a) it underscored the great
need for programmes for the less academically talented
students, and was thus responsible for the creation of the
subsidiary exams; (b) it was the first school to adopt the
I.B. exclusively as its curricula and examination. It
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Illustrated the tremendous stop between Intention and
action, and served to inspire other schools.
The chief part that remained of the project was to
prove that it would satisfy university entrance requirements
all over the world. Again, Dr. Tyler offered a plan which
gave some measure of security to the universities. The I.B.
ffered as a 6 year experimental programme from 1970-
1976. The universities or central governments of various
countries were to be asked to grant provisional recognition
to the I.B.
A research unit would be set up in a major European
conduct a continuous evaluation toth
examinations and of the sub-
w?th
those who entered universities
^^^lification. If, at the end of sixyears, the examination appeared to be performing
^ useful function, the authorities
recognition^?
permanent their provisional
The schools participating and the universities approached
were provided with detailed syllabi, trial examinations,
and vade-medums. The I.S.E.S. changed its name to the
International Baccalaureate Office (I.B.O.) and began to
get ready for the 1970 examinations and the subsequent
university admissions to many countries all round the
globe
.
In some countries like the United States the univer-
sities control their own admissions. In other
countries Italy, Sweden, and most third world countries— the
state exercises a central control. The first country to
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grant provisional recognition to the I.B. was France, m
Britain every department of every university had to separa-
tely grant recognition to the I.B. That they all have done
SO testifies to its astonishing credibility.
American universities presented the problem of early
acceptance. The standards of the I.B. were therefore
accepted for advanced placement rather than for admission.
In the last ten years, the fact of his or her even under-
taking the examination ensures the student applying to
American colleges of acceptance almost by itself. Other
universities that gave recognition to the I.B. were
approached singly as students sought acceptance there.
Altogether, more than 35 countries granted recognition to
the I.B. curricula and examination. In the United States
more than 125 colleges have welcomed the I.B.
The financing of the I.B. has been long
controversial. It has been under the auspices of UNESCO,
but has reaped little monetary benefit from this. Its
financing has depended on foundations, chief among which
has been the Ford Foundation. Other foundations that have
agreed to match Ford Foundation's support have been The
Dulverton Trust, Gulbenkian Foundation, Twentieth Century
Fund, and Wenner Gren Foundation, and the Exxon Foundation.
Grants from the Departments of State of various governments,
UNESCO, and various banks and corporations have helped.
Since the experiment has proven successful and the
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International Baccalaureate is seen as a necessary element
in the world's provision of education, plans are now
underway to permanently establish the I.B. under the
United Nations control— financially, as it is now
philosophically,
3
As the Times Educational Supplement put it, "We are
now talking about an actuality, rather than a blueprint. "4
Tjie ideology of the I.B
. The participating members of the
I.B. planning committee included national representatives,
national and international experts, curricular evaluation
consultants, teachers, and most original of all, four
different groups of students who had taken the trial
curricula and exams. This was the beginning. Planning and
evaluation meetings take place every year to change or main-
tain the ideology as required. The documents that were
studied at the beginning of the I.B. programme (and that
have since been added to) are listed in Appendix D. The
task ahead was two-fold: First
,
the committee had to agree
on the organization of the curricula and the examination
based on the highest common denominator of equivalences of
all the member states of the U.N. This is discussed in
detail in the next section. Second
,
to establish the educa-
tional philosophy underlying the curricula and examination
of the International Baccalaureate programme in terms of
general objectives.
Mr. Peterson summarizes the objectives in his book.
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International Ba ccalaureatt^
. This work ^iux K cannot undertake
to report the philosophic debate that led to the agreements
on the general objectives. Both Mr. Peterson's book, and
dames D. Wagner's dissertation, "The Origins and Growth of
the I.B." (defended in 1979 at the University of Connecticut
at Storrs) give detailed accounts of it. Suffice to offer
here a summary of the general objectives arrived at.
The most marked difference that emerged in the phi-
losophy was that the American system had lost its core of
common educational objectives in the supermarket atmosphere
of early specialization. The European system on the other
hand had lost its flexibility and students crammed in an
encyclopaedic fashion up to fourteen different subjects.
The creators of the I.B. agreed that "the concept of general
education is not one of encyclopaedic general knowledge but
of learning to learn through the experience of the main
modes through which man improves his capacity to understand,
to modify, and to enjoy his environment ." 5 in essence then,
"the development of those mental powers and capacities which
can make of all of us more sensitive and humane persons and
of some of us scholars and intellectual innovators."^
The "main modes" are in fact represented in the
general objectives. The student, at the end of the two-year
curricula, is expected to:
( i ) Commu n icate — —with more than one group of humans
( Languages
)
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(2) Analyze
—mathematically
(3) Understand— the rudiments of human behavior
(social sciences)
(4) Inqu^—scientifically (physical sciences)
(5) Develop—moral and aesthetic values
(6) Experience
—creative and social activity
(7) Reflect upon the nature of truth and )cnowledge
(Theory of Knowledge)
To conclude, the I.B. offers a humanistic liberal
education. It is a rigorous balanced programme of common
human educational skills. The final objective is not
learner-oriented as are the others. It is seen in the
curricula approach of the programme.
(S) Approach to give the student a general fra-
mework within which to develop individually.
Simultaneously, to develop an understanding of the methodo-
logies of each subject. This is to be achieved through
basic outline studies, and the study of a few topics in
depth
.
The organization of the I.B. curricula
. The general consen-
sus of member-states upon the number, distribution and eva-
luation of disciplines was as follows:
The student best receives experience in "the five
main modes of learning through which man interprets his
environment .
"
i. Language A—native fluency accompanied by a
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serious study of literature, including world
literature in translation. This is usually
the student's first language.
ii. ^nguage B— second language fluency, including
some study of literature. The second language
is vital to enable communication with more
than one group of humans. Language B does not
require the same depth and breadth of
understanding of cultural and historical
contexts of language as the first language,
iii* Study of Man—one of the following options:
history philosophy
geography psychology
economics social anthropology
This invites him/her to study basic concepts in
human behavior
iv. Experimental Sciences—one of the following
options
:
biology physical science
chemistry scientific studies
physics
Thus the student would become familiar with the
processes of scientific inquiry.
V. Mathematics— the student would develop the tool
of analysis.
V i . One of the following options :
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a second language B
an additional option
under iii or iv
plastic arts
music
a classical language
further mathematics
This is the structural framework of the curricula. Within
It a student may find the widest diversity. The student may
study and be examined in any language which has a written
literature. None is devalued, and last year we examined in
37 different languages. But the study of language cannot be
altogether avoided. The study of science may vary from that
of a group of students at Lester B. Pearson College in
Canada, who have had a research paper published in the
Canadian Journa l of Chemistry
, to that of the students in
Teheran, who until recently were following a biology course
in temporary laboratories adapted from the greenhouse of the
former Chinese Embassy. But the student cannot reject alto-
gether some experience of the scientific methods. The
Study of Man" course may be articulated through a social
anthropology course related to the tribes of Nigeria or a
course on the United Nations, "Peace Keeping and
Aggression," taught in New York. But some attention must be
directed to the study of what Thomas Huxley described as
"Men and their Ways"—his antithesis to "Things and Their
Forces . "
^
The student must take at least three subjects at the
higher level for a full diploma. This gives him the occa-
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Sion to concentrate on his particular interests, but within
the community of discourse and shared values.
The International Baccalaureate also offers two com
mon courses.
C^^^ative and Aesthetic Experience
— to engage
experientially in creative, aesthetic or aocial
activity, on an individual basis, provides with
imagination for the peculiar emotional needs of
students, schools and the societies they are in.
It is a recognition that the student must develop
more than just intellectually. It is a
recognition of our common humanity and within
it, of our individuality.
viii. Theory of Knowledge— Peterson gives the following
excellent apologia for the Theory of
Knowledge— a course that pulls the whole balanced
programme together.
If the whole philosophy underlying the distribution
requirement is that what matters is not the absorp-
tion and regurgitation either facts or of predi-
gested interpretations of facts, but the development
of powers of the mind or ways of thinking which can
be applied to new situations and new presentations
of facts as they arise, the same philosophy is
exemplified in the treatment of individual subjects,
and it is through them that we seek to give general
education. By the serious study of history we hope
not that the pupil will memorize, although he needs
to memorize as a means to an end, but that he will
learn to think historically so that when faced with
a problem in politics or commerce, or literary
criticism, or any other human predicament, he will
not neglect, but will be able to assess the histori-
cal element in his situation. . . . The purpose of
the Theory of Knowledge is to make explicit in the
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minds of the pupils the differing methodologies ofthe carefully planned range of subjects which they
T ^
succeed in its purpose if no holderof the International Baccalaureate enters the uni-versity unaware of the difference between moral andaesthetic and the problems of their inter-relation
and without having thought about the differencesbetween the
in sociology.
)roof” in mathematics, in physics and
Finally, each student does an 'extended essay' of
3000-5000 words, in a subject of his choosing. This allows
for deep scholarly research in his own area of special
interest. Both teachers and students have year after year
oxpressed gratification with the extended essays
The organization of the I.B. examination
. Although the most
important contribution of the I.B. is the creation of inter-
national curricula for the last 2 years of school, it is the
I»B. examination that evaluates the effect of the curricula
that has gained it much recognition. This has its advan-
tages and disadvantages.
Again the influence of Ralph Tyler's evaluation
theories are clearly visible. The I.B. examiners had before
them the criteria of validity, reliability, and
credibility. Again the agreement of national methods of
examining placed against the above criteria resulted in an
examination of the highest common denominator: a quote from
Peterson illustrates again:
The aim is to seek a balanced assessment of the
candidate's performance in each subject, and so of
his general fitness for entry on a university
course, by using a battery of different assessment
methods. The different forms of assessment are
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selected with the intention of testing those areas
”hich they are
rllu^t r^f tC. the balanced
renahic^-’^^?"' give a more valid and more
of the extent to which the can-date has achieved the objectives of the course
writtPn^^^
examination carried out solely bypapers or solely by an oral examination.The elements in this battery are:
multiple-choice questions
short-answer questions
essay questions
face-to-face orals
tape-recorder orals
pract icals
assessment of projects
extended essays
^®achers
' assessment of course work.^
The I.B. programme has been commended for not merely
the breadth and vision of its curricula but also the balance
of its assessment design, and the sensitivity with which it
is implemented. The following are samples or explanations
of each examining device, taken from the examinations bet-
ween 1970-1979, or from evaluation guides from these years.
Multiple-choice questions
. These are almost totally
reliable, and highly valid. The I.B. carefully creates
items that test for more than recall.
Economics— 1977 .
Which of the following policies would be most
likely to increase employment?
a imposing a pay roll tax
b. reducing tariffs on finished goods
c. devaluating the exchange rate
d. selling securities.
Short—answer questions
. This type of examining
balances the slight unreliability (due to the subjectivity
of the examiner), through a more extensive and fairer
sampling of the curricula.
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Physics
— 1970
.
The energies of the first and second excited stat»=of the hydrogen atom are 10.2 eV and 12.09 eV
^
respectively. v
energy, in joules, of
levell?
3 transition between these
b. What is the frequency of the spectral linedue to such a transition?
c. What is the wavelength of this line?d. In what part of the spectrum does the linelie?
—say questions. The range is from a four-hour
essay in Language A to three one-hour questions in History.
- Why is the theme of a young man or woman
gradually gaining self-knowledge so popular
among novelists?
(Language A-World Literature)
- What do you know about the moon? (physics)
F^ace~ to-face ' orals
. The main disadvantage is
unreliability, since no two orals can be identical.
Nevertheless, the advantages outweigh this completely, and
the face-to-face oral has been retained as part of the
Language A examination. The reasons are;
(a) A 'branching' dialogue seems the best way of
ensuring that the literary works chosen both in Language A
and World Literature have actually been read.
(b) If one of the objectives of the course is to
develop an interest in literature which is genuine and
likely to be lasting, a face-to-face oral, however subjective,
is the best way of determining how far this objective has
been achieved.
(c) The face-to-face oral is high in validity.
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(d) It is important to the International School
system itself. Schools are so widely separated that this
annual contact is crucial for reasons of educational
exchange
.
(e) The ablity to think and speak under some duress
IS a skill needed in an increasingly electronic society.
(f) The students voted emphatically for it.
Cassette orals
. These have the advantage of greater
reliability and the disadvantage of less flexibility. As
they too reflect the needs of a technocratic era, they have
been retained for Language B.
^racti cals-
-sciences
. How to assess a practical
course has always puzzled examiners. The I.B.O. does so by
two methods.
1 - which scores high on reliability is a film that
stops at certain points to pose questions, which the students
answer in writing. The questions allow for 'reactions' or
' alternatives .
'
2 — which scores high in validity is an internal
assessment of laboratory skills, with a further external
assessment of the laboratory situation. The criterion for
the above has been provided by the Hudfield Foundation.
Assessment of projects . So far the I.B.O. has had
projects internally assessed. Where they have been group
projects such as the U.N. School's 'Law of the Sea'
conference, the teacher grades each student's efforts.
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stressing
not wholly
jects have
co-operation rather than competition. Although
satisfactory as far as assessment goes, the pro-
been retained for the high sense of satisfaction
they give.
^sessment of extended essays
. Both students and
teachers have consistently been highly enthusiastic about
It. It is assessed internally as well as ensuring some
degree of reliability through discussion in the orals (both
kinds). These can be in Language A or B. Recent titles
give an idea of the range:
Israel after the Six-Day War
Engl i sh—Teach ing in Japan
Freedom and the Individual
Creative Writing: Lilion Be
. . . and I
A Study of Contemporary Poetry of Pessimism
Teachers' Assessment of Coursework
. To offer justice
to a teacher's assessment of a student's work over a whole
course, each submits a record of their assessment of the
student's work over the course. The examiner takes his
assessment first, then looks at the teacher's assessment for
confirmation. Thus the teacher's assessment helps the
examiner's assessment but does not actually enter into the
grading.
Appendix E will show the distribution of testing
methods employed.
The I.B. examination is commendable for these reasons
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It is criterion-based, not performance based.
There is no slipping of standards, no curving of grades.
The criterion is of the highest common
denominator of global standards.
*
•A variety of testing methods represent the
world's range of agreement techniques.
* rpuThe same variety discourages one-method cramming.
Validity and reliability are maintained, but not
with such rigidity that individuality is sacrificed.
Credibility is achieved by the validity,
reliability and individuality of the exam— all maintained
at the highest standards.
*
_U TThe I.B.O. recognizes that some qualities,
achievements and skills are highly intangible and are best
internally assessed.
The world's recognition and judgement on the worth
of this international curriculum and examination is best
seen in some extracts from the UNESCO report on
International Academic Equivalences.
The International Equivalences Report
In 1971 UNESCO commissioned a study of the inter-
national academic equivalences of the member-states of the
U.N. The rationale behind the study was two-fold
—
pedagogic
comparability and academic acceptibility to Higher
Education. Some conclusions that are of value to their work
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are as follows:
The study sought to establish a pattern of com-
pulsory disciplines studied in the terminal phase before
admission to universities. The pattern shows certain common
elements in all the countries surveyed.
proficiency in the mother- tongue
proficiency in another modern language
- Mathematics
- Science
- Social Studies
- Fine Arts,
The study further compared school curricula.
the aims of secondary education in all countries
fall approximately into the same categories. The
overarching aim must be to prepare pupils for their future
life. This aim has three orientations: a) to prepare pupils
for employment (vocational); b) to prepare pupils for
further study (academic); c) to prepare pupils for non-
academic professional training (training).
While the aims are the same, the different nations
kep distinct methods of teaching. "—only the upper secon-
dary school curricula could be considered. Even here little
has been done upon comparative methods except by the
International Baccalaureate Office."
Finally the study commends the pedagogic approach
taken by the IBO to international education.
Ill
In 1953, 15 European governments signed the
Equivalence Agreement on Admission to Universities at the
European Convention of the same name, (political approach)
—There have been several bilateral agreements that
have generally not been successful, (bilateral approach)
The International Baccalaureate has secured a gra-
tifying degree of international recognition that is
constantly growing, largely because it has considered the
problems of accept ibi 1 ity from the pedagogic rather than
from the political viewpoint. It is this educational
BPP^^oach that is advocated in this report, as the third and
^ost valid procedure for dealing with equivalences,
(pedagogical approach).”
Appendix F will show some of the relevant
equivalences
.
Conclusion
What this first part of this review of literature
has achieved has been essentially to provide a set of
perspectives of such a variety and depth as will allow the
ideology of international education to be maintained through
all the practical curriculum development this present
research hopes to undertake.
Hence, in conclusion, the following assumptions
about necessary practical skills in international education
have been drawn;
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Awareness of global society.
Awareness of one’s place in global society
( interdependence
)
- Cross-cultural abilities {involving communication
training
)
Training in global socialization (integration)
Training for futuristic choice-and its problems.
But, before this study endeavours to walk a modest
mile in the direction of curriculum development for inter-
national education, it will be profitable to be aware of
some premises that might serve as beacons for curriculum
development and implementation for international education,
i. Interdependence is not an abstract concept
but an immediate reality,
ii. Mono—culturalistic social institutions are
woefully inadequate to deal with the complex
Problems of a culturally pluralistic society,
iii. An interdependent world with inadequate social
institutions has two ways to go— towards a
complex international system, or towards a
resplitting of nations, regions, groups back
to the cave.
iv. An apologia— a sense of idealism has so far
presented itself despite the practical nature of
international education, imbuing it with an
expressly optimistic philosophy.
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It is this juxtaposition of necessary skills and
ideological premises that is sought for in this present
research. The vision is awesome, the proxis must needs be
inspired
.
The second part of the review of literature con-
centrates on a detailed survey of existing written curricula
and examination materials in two disciplines of the
International Baccalaureate programme. This is to provide
the bridge to practical curriculum development in
International Education which is the main purpose of this
study.
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: THE INTERNATIONAL
baccalaureate curricula and EXAMINATION
Introduction
This chapter will undertake a close analysis of two
academic disciplines included in the International
Baccalaureate Curricula and Examination. The two selected
disciplines are World History and World Literature. The
purpose of this chapter is to examine the International
Baccalaureate Curricula and Examination and determine (a) if
what IS being taught in the curricula is being tested in the
examination and (b) if what is being tested in the examina-
tion is being taught through the curricula.
The first section of this chapter will outline the
research procedures adopted for this study. The second sec-
tion will move into the detail analysis of the curricula
under a certain necessary breakdown of categories that per-
mits a comparison to take place. The specific cognitive
objectives and the recurrent content-themes will be reported
for World History and World Literature. The third section
will look closely at the World History and World Literature
examinations of the years 1970-1979. The same breakdown of
content categories will be maintained as far as possible.
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The recurrent content-themes will be derived and reported.
The fourth section will seek to determine if the
International Baccalaureate Curricula and Examination
fulfill each other. Any resulting discrepancies that exist
will be reported. A graphic presentation of the discrepan-
cies will be Illustrated, and an analysis of the discrepan-
cies will be conducted. The major reason for locating the
discrepancies is so further rationale curriculum developmen
can take place based on the findings. Finally, implication
for improving the curricula will be derived from the
findings.
t
s
Research Procedures
This section outlines the research approach taken by
the study. The research procedures followed three main
thrusts
.
Analysis of the curricula
. First, a close analysis of all
existing written International Baccalaureate curriculum
materials in the two selected disciplines of World History
and World Literature for grades 11 and 12 was conducted.
All curriculum materials put forth by the International
Baccalaureate Office from the years 1970—1979 were surveyed.^
They included Teacher's Guides, lists of Suggested
^^terials. Curriculum Guides, and Suggested Course Outlines.
Further guidance was sought from several books that have
attempted to explain, ratify or critique the existing
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curricula. Three dissertations were examined to cast light
on its origins and assun.ptions
. Several conferences and
syn,posiums were attended where questions crucial to this
study were discussed. Also, some final enlightenment and
clarifications were sought through interview and letter,
from creators, administrators, teachers and students par-
ticipating in this international adventure. As far as was
possible, each discipline was examined under similar
categories. The breakdown of curricula categories went
thus
:
World History
General Objectives
General Curricula Framework
Rationale for Course Development
Structure of the Courses
Historical Skills
Specific Cognitive Objectives
Recurrent Content-Themes
World Literature
General Objectives
General Curricula Framework
Rationale for Course Development
Structure of the Courses
Proffered Syllabuses
Specific Cognitive Objectives
Recurrent Content-Themes
This systematic analysis of the curricula is the
first thrust of the research process. A parallel analysis
of the examination occupies the second part of the research
procedure
.
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^lysis of the examination
. Second, an analytic review of
the existing written examinations in World Literature and
World History for grades 11 and 12 took place. This thrust
of the study includes 10 years of examinations. The exami-
nation questions have been stated in terms of recurrent
content-themes so as to compare readily with the curriculum.
All varieties of examination questions were included in the
review. The content-themes of the examination will be
listed under the content-themes of the curricula for ready
comparison
.
Analysis of the discrepancies
. From the data gathered
through the procedures described in the previous two
analyses, this thrust of the research will seek to detect
specific discrepancies between the curriculum for what is
being taught
,
and the examination for what is being tested
.
The methodology will function on two levels: a comparison of
curricula content— themes and examination content— themes in
each of the two chosen disciplines, a study of stated speci-
fic curricula objectives against their appearance in the
examination questions of one chosen year. This will also be
done for each of the chosen disciplines. Implications that
arise from the analysis will be used as a rationale for
further curriculum development.
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World History and World Li teratnrp Curricula
General statement of curricula
. By way of introduction, it
would seem fit to examine briefly the general objectives
that govern the International Baccalaureate program. The
stated objective that guides the I.B. curricula in all sub-
jects IS that the student is offered a general conceptual
framework within which to develop individually.
Simultaneously, to develop also the methodology of each
subject. This is to be achieved through basic outline stu-
dies in each area, together with the study of a few signifi-
cant topics in depth. In other words, the German
educational concept of ' exemplar isches lernen' or 'exemplary
learning
' .
The general range of educational objectives to be
cultivated by the stated I.B. curricula and identified by
the I.B. examination are as follows;
a capacity for conceptualization and analysis, a
memory good enough to enable the student to hold a
number of facts or concepts in the mind
simultaneously, an unlocked curiosity, a capacity
for recognizing and, in rare cases, formulating new
interpretations of available information, and a com-
mitment to the intellectual formulation and solution
of problems. ... Of paramount importance in the
pre-university stage is not what is learnt but
learning to learn. ^
The significance of world history and world literature .
This work has selected for its particular attention the two
disciplines of World History and World Literature primarily
because in internationally-minded schools, two disciplines
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demand scrupulous attention in their treatment.
Languages, which are the key tools of communication,
are of paramount importance. Families in most of Asia,
Africa, Europe and parts of Latin America are bilingual if
not trilingual. Sociolinguists point out that within
societies subordinate groups learn the language of the domi-
nant group. The result eventually is to the disadvantage of
the dominant group. Continuing the same comparison the
affluent North Americans are most frequently mono-lingual
and therefore linguistically underprivileged and deprived.
In internationally-minded schools the linguistic
area therefore is two-fold: (a) that the students are adept
at more than one language. This ensures that they can com-
municate with more than one group of human beings. (b) That
through their primary language they study the culture and
literature of the world. Thus they develop their moral and
aesthetic values within the framework of world-cultures.
Any language that has a substantial body of written
literature is accepted by the I.B. In 1979, 37 languages
were submitted by the different schools.
The second discipline requiring early attention is
World History. Given the multi-national, multi-cultural
classrooms of today, national histories are woefully
inadequate. Further, narrative and merely chronological
accounts are worse than useless. They are burdensome.
International History or World History then replaces
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national history in the I.B. curricula. The approach cannot
be narrative because of the immensity of the content. it
has to be conceptual so that reapplication of the concepts
and formulation of the new concepts can occur in widely dif-
fering historical contexts.
Format o f this course
. The I.B. curricula is offered at two
levels Higher and Subsidiary. The I.B. examination tests
at both levels. This study assumes the level of the Higher
curricula/ since the subsidiary level offers fewer content-
areas and therefore less complexity, but not less conceptual
depth
.
In addition. Languages will assume Language A Higher
level, since this is the linguistic level when cultural and
human communication can best be expressed.
< In the survey of objectives and in the analysis of
the content themes for both World History and World
Literature, the materials offered by the I.B.O. from 1970 to
1979 have been considered.
World history .
General objectives . To comprehend the social,
cultural, economic, ideological and political issues that
affect the Twentieth Century World. The curricula should
offer
:
- a broad outline of world history
that is issue-oriented
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that lays stress on the interrelations of people
events and ideas
that includes geographical considerations
Ge neral curricul a f ramework
. The selection of the
twentieth century is designed to meet the increasing
interest of students in the contemporary world. In some
schools the history of the last seventy-five years should
provide an adequate basis for developing a true
understanding of the subject (provided that earlier histori-
cal processes affecting the twentieth century are grasped)
since the student will have been engaged in some continuous
study of earlier historical periods, before starting on the
International Baccalaureate course. In others, it may well
be that the course itself must cover a longer period if the
sense of history is to be developed within it. The two
options. Contemporary History (late 19th century to the pre-
sent day) and Modern History (mid-eighteenth century to the
present day) are designed to satisfy these two situations.
Rationale for course development
. In History one
comes up against a difficulty that most other subjects do
not have to face. There is no such thing as French Physics
or Mexican Calculus, but there are such things as French
History and Mexican History, both vast and complex fields of
study; and they are only two of the many local and national
histories to be considered. The International Baccalaureate
in history is not intended to be an assortment of national
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examinations of which schools may select one. it aims
rather to be truly international in character and this seems
to call for a broad outline of world history. On the other
hand the danger of superficiality inherent in such a solu-
tion is too obvious to be overlooked. The curriculum tries
to steer a middle course by combining national histories and
continental histories with international issues.
History teachers have been most eager to promulgate
the idea that history is not just a series of facts strung
together in a certain chronological order, but also a net-
work of relationships between persons, communities and
organizations, based on certain geographical considerations.
Taken to its extreme, however, this view has tended to lose
sight of the fact that continuity in time is an essential
element in all history. Only the interrelation of linear
time development and group and personal activities constitu-
tes the reality of history. Thus the I.B. courses in
history seek to lay great stress on the interrelations of
people, events, and ideas; this inevitably implies the study
of issues on a world-wide basis.
In presenting these courses, the I.B.O. is aware
that there are different aspects of history to be
considered. At one time history was seen largely in politi-
cal terms, especially by teachers and particularly by
examiners. Today it is generally recognized that the
social, economic, cultural and ideological activities of
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society are basic elements of historical developments; that
indeed they are the fundamental springs of much political
activity. Thus the courses in history and the examinations
by which they are tested for the International Baccalaureate
will not concentrate solely on political history. At the
same time, it must be recognized that history, as taught in
schools, is only one part of a pattern of education and that
students who are working simultaneously in a number of
disciplines require an easily accessible framework in each.
Thus the International Baccalaureate examinations in history
will include questions on all the aspects mentioned, but
will have a certain bias towards political history, which
provides the most easily accessible framework of continuity.
In selecting the periods to be studied it is realized that
there are two schools of thought. There are those who main-
tain that history includes developments up to the present
and there are those who consider that a certain amount of
time must elapse between an event and its meaningful analy-
sis of historical techniques. The I.B.O. have developed
curricula to accommodate each of these points of view. The
contemporary history course may be defined as dealing with
events which have occurred within the living memory of the
community; the modern history course, while including these
events, also allows the study of events which have been
longer under discussion and which are in some cases more
exhaustively documented. In both cases, it is assumed that
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earlier periods have been previously studied.
As a complement to the development of two
syllabuses, provision has also to be made for different
modes of study. Traditionally, schools have taught history
as a course of lectures supplemented by reading and possibly
discussion. More recently, there have been attempts to
introduce students to the techniques of handling source
materials and to encourage them to undertake research pro-
jects on their own. I.B.O. has tried to provide for each of
these ways of teaching history. While preparation for the
first two parts of the examination remains essentially a
group and class activity, it is intended that the third part
should provide the opportunity for individual research and
experiment by the student, particularly leading him to the
exercise of individual judgment and some skill in the
handling of basic evidence.
Structure of courses . Part 1 is an outline course
of some problems of contemporary world history serving a
two-fold purpose: it ensures that pupils will deal with the
problems of countries outside the area selected by the
school for more detailed study, and includes a number of
worldwide issues which cannot be confined to any one of the
areas offered for selection and which encourage the topic
approach. The topics offered for selection are relatively
vast and a degree of choice both of material and examination
technique is offered.
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Part II concentrates on one geographical area
—
although each is a large one. Here it should be the aim to
make a more closely integrated study of historical
relationships, and to develop and apply more sophisticated
techniques of historical analysis. The areas offered for
selection are large and some choice has to be allowed for
within the limits of each. No detailed syllabus is
prescribed therefore, the choice of emphasis being left to
the teacher. However, it should also be stressed that in
modern times no one area is completely uninfluenced by the
events of the world as a whole.
III requires the detailed study of a narrow
sector of history. It is the intensive counterpart of the
extensive survey in Part I and the applications of some
techniques learned during the work for Part II. Each stu-
dent will propose a topic which is approved by both his
teacher and the chief examiner will be studied under the
supervision of the teacher. He will then present the result
of his own research in the form of a long essay. It is
hoped that in any one class as wide a range of subjects as
possible will be chosen and that the development of the work
will be discussed at regular intervals in seminar groups as
well as in individual tutorials.
Historical skills to be acquired . Part I requires
that the student be able to discuss the issues listed in the
curricula from an historical point of view and in the
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general context of twentieth century history.
In Part II the student will be expected to display a
more detailed and accurate knowledge of the historical
events on which their reasoning is based. They should be
aware of historical relationships and should also develop
and apply more sophisticated techniques of historical
analysis
.
Part III requires that the student has developed
some skills in the analysis of historical documents and in
the discussion and defense of views formed in individual
work. A wider chronological range is expected and the stu-
dent should, within the limits of school level history, be
able to discuss the divergent views of professional
historians on the subject they have chosen and give reasons
for their own interpretation of it.
Specific cognitive objectives
.
- the development of an understanding of the nature
of historical evidence
- the development of the capacity to marshal facts
and evaluate evidence and to discuss issues from
an historical point of view
- the development of the capacity to readjust
historical views in the light of new evidence or
new interpretations of familiar evidence
- the acquisition of a sufficient body of historical
knowledge within the topics or periods studied to
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provide a respectable basis for all of the above
- the development of a sense of historical continuity
- the ability to support their positions in
discussion
- the ability to express themselves logically and
lucidly^
£ontent themes; Contemporary History
.
Part I
1
.
2
.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10
.
The causes, practices and effects of warsThe economic problems of the inter-war periodhe rise and rule of single party dictatorships
The nations
^
The establi^h'^^
technological culture
organiz^tloL'"""^
""" international
religion and politicsNationalism and neo-nationalism
East/West relations after 1945
Social and economic problems of developing
Part II
a.
b.
c
.
d.
e
The emphasis
sequences of
area of the world.
Part III the following are samples of topics for
extended essays:
1. Lenin as a political thinker
2. Industrialization and social planning in China
since 1949
3. The economics of decolonization
4. The impact upon Latin America of "dollar
Africa
Western Asia, including Pakistan
The Americas and Canada
Eastern Asia, including India and AustraliaEurope and the Soviet Union
of this period lies in comprehending the con
the diminution of Europe as the central powe
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5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10
.
11
.
12
.
d iplomacy
"
The world slump of 1929 to 1932The art and influence of the cinema
Industrialization and pollution
Japanese expansion in the twentieth century
discr!minILonNationalism in the Middle East
Neutrality in world politics
The promotion of indigenous culture in Africannations
Content-themes; Mode r n History (mid-18th century to
Present ) .
Part I the student will be required to deal with
the same topics as those for Contemporary History.
Part II A more detailed and comprehensive study of
one of the same five areas listed for the Contemporary
History course above, but from the middle of the eighteenth
century to the present day. The emphasis of this period
lies in understanding these two centuries as the outstanding
age of revolution.
III As for the Contemporary History course,
with the proviso that the subject may fall within the wider
period: a few examples;
1. Independence movements in Latin America in the
early 19th century
2. Belgian colonial policy in Africa during the
period
3. The impact of improved communications on
international relations in the period
4. Reformist movements in Islam in the
nineteenth century
5. The influence of the French Revolution outside
France
6. Westward expansion in the United States
World literature.
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5^iH£aLoMectiy^. The main objective of the World
Literature curricula is to "lift the student's eyes from his
own language and literature and enable him to see something
of what spreads in all directions round it."l
The curriculum should offer:
- a world-wide view of literature
- that serves to broaden literary horizons
that stresses the grasp of language
- and common human concepts
and allows contact with the literary sources of
the common heritage of large parts of humanity
General curricula statement
.
A range of suggested literary texts is intendedto give a wide view of literature, while permitting
at the same time the detailed study in depth of atew chosen masterpieces. Familiarity with worksfrom world literature in translation serves tobroaden horizons, while a thorough knowledge of agreat classic like Goethe's Faust strengthens the
student's grasp of both the language itself and thehuman concepts it attempts to convey.
2
There can be no formalized curriculum for World
Literature that would afford the kind of flexibility the
discipline necessarily demands. The range it requires
covered defies categorization. The I.B.O. therefore only
stipulates the ' literary areas ' covered by the World
Literature curriculum and the number of texts from each
area
.
By literary area is meant the body of work which one
may attach to a language (Sanskrit literature. Italian
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literature) within that area; to a group of languages (Latin
American literature, African literature) or to a culture
(Greco-Roman literature, Islamic literature). if schools
wish, they may also have their World Literature program on a
theme. By t^ is meant an entire work or a defined section
of an extended work, such as one book from the Bible or the
Illiad .
3
^ructure of the courses
. The sole requirement
placed by the I.B.O. on the World Literature courses refers
number of texts or works and the areas they are
selected from.
twelve
In the earlier years,
areas were as follows:
namely from 1970-1974, the
1. The Bible 7. Europe
:
Classical Antiquity
2
.
India 8. Europe The Middle Ages
3 . China 9. Europe The Renaissance
4 . Africa 10. Europe 17th and 18th centuries
5 Latin America 11. Europe 19th century
6 . North America 12. Europe the contemporary period
The cou rse was expected to Study either one author from five
areas or several from three areas.
The choice of areas will be guided by the needs of
the pupils and the conditions of the country in which the
school is located.
In 1974, the twelve World Literature areas underwent
some small changes in the Asian ca tegor ies
:
1. The Middle East 7. Europe
;
Classical Antiq
(including the Bible) 8. Europe The Middle Ages
2. India 9. Europe The Renaissance
3. China and/or Japan 10. Europe 17th and 18th
centuries
4 .
5.
6 .
Africa
Latin America
North America
11
.
12
.
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Europe: 19th century
Europe: the contemporary
period
There was also the stipulation that in general texts should
be drawn from a different culture from that represented by
the rest of the primary language syllabus.
In 1979, there was a further change in the distribu-
tion and depth of attention. The stipulation was that "the
school should study at least f^ works chosen from at least
continents and from language areas (preferably one
work before the 8th century A.D.)."5
The changes are seemingly slight but are in fact
deeply significant, reflective as they are of changes in
attitude
.
for the first time in 1979, a geographic cast is
applied to the World Literature course, when
schools are asked to study two continents and two
languages
the pressure to select one work from before the
8th century A.D. ensures that the other three
continents have a fair advantage
- to allow for range and depth in the World
Literature course, there has been a reduction in
the number of authors to be studied in the
primary language. This allows student and teacher
more time for world literature.
Specific cognitive objectives.
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- a practical core in the style and art of creative
and discursive writing
the ability to appreciate literary works
the sharpening of critical faculties so as to
engage in a variety of cultural viewpoints and
literary styles.
Ra^^onale for course development
. The I.B.O. holds
the position that there can be no formal world literature
curriculum offered to the various schools. They offer
instead (in Teachers* Guides written in 1970 and not updated
since) suggestions on possible course patterns or outlines.
The Teachers' Guide is written with a certain air of
casualness as compared to the guides on the Sciences or
Humanities. Phrases such as "caution is preferable to
ridicule" and "modesty is the best policy" reflect on the
International Baccalaureate Office's extraordinary unfami-
liarity with non-European cultures and literatures. It
assumes the great difficulty felt by its teachers when
called upon to teach Chinese and Indian literature. There
is never the assumption that the teachers might have dif-
ficulty teaching 20th century European literature.
The General Guides devote a couple of sentences to
the World Literature curricula. To compare: in the same
General Guides Chemistry merits 50 pages of carefully
planned curricula. Therefore, the only place to look for
specific objectives around which to create a World
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Literature curricula is the Teachers'
manual that the working philosophies
committee have become concrete in the
course-outlines and possible content-
Two assumptions underlie the
Guide. It is in this
of the I.B. planning
form of suggested
themes
.
three possible course
outlines
:
that the course will be team-taught, calling on
the skills of several teachers
that there will, unavoidably, be large gaps in any
course
Structure of courses
.
course could take one of three
lopment and planning;
Course I, recommended
the I.B. programs, keeps the
Literature completely separate
other
.
With these premises, the
suggested steps in its deve-
particularly for the start of
several areas of World
and independent of each
Its advantage is simply that colleagues can treat
each section as they see it, the teacher in charge
need not be called upon to fill in gaps where hedoes not yet fell competent, and if there are time-
table difficulties in team— teach ing
,
the order of
the sections can be left completely free.
All the pressures, ambitions and separations
which characterize modern Western civilisation have
suddenly swept over Africa, and African novels and
poetry are a poignant and som.etimes naive expression
of every kind of alienation from which the West
suffers, as well as the perhaps inevitable aliena-
tion of black man from white man. The Greek city
state was a unique theatre for man; the virtue of
Good Government was the "idee fixe" of Rome,
republican or imperial: historians from Herodotus
to Suetonius wrote of critical moments in their
history when the dialectical ideals of freedom and
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the other. in the mid-20th from one to
comfortable mass societv ^ materially
sioned with Prophets and h tired or disillu-uu t'ropne as reconciled 11-Qc.if 4.^the existence of the Outsider- ^ 2 kprose and drama of the early 19 th
^ Po^try,
Germany, Russia and Engl^ndy e^^y^CtsIL"waT"""
'
functions of ' peace and freedom, ther God and of man. Today we are impressedIf he can represent even one of these things.
are four areas whose fifth, the 20th
ury, defines itself. The sections have little
other, and in none of them arethe ideas overshadowed by the quality of thewriting, nor need one fear the quality of the
overshadowed by the ideas. The onlylimitation for the teacher is that both must be suf-ficiently powerful to secure his and his students'
enthusiasm. If it is felt that the whole programmehas too directly political a character, each or allof the sections can be altered. If one takes such aprogramme as it stands, it is or could be obviously
contingent to several literature syllabuses alreadytaught in the school, with the consequent advantages
of depth as well as spread and of not needing atthis early stage to dig up material too unlikely.
^
The treatment of the course proclaims its
casualness, the importance given to schedules and to ease in
teaching
.
Course II— the chosen areas can be studied so as to
bring out a theme or preoccupation running through them
"though this may be difficult when it comes to India or
China .
"
It must be admitted that there are few themes
which run right through literature from Berlin to
Peking. But those that exist are clearly vital and
permanent— love, loyalty, death, courage, freedom,
expediency, fear, beauty. Some at least exist in a
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student's experience before literature and beyond
ri;hess^ and embarras deches e, some kind of limitation, some con-
^ova?tv and"f "h • """" -eded-
instanL in love or in power, for
for a^Crt^^th^^
same five areas of study, we havet start: t e order imposed by the gods and themoral demands of society in Greek tragidy; the senseo CIVIC responsibility in certain ancienthistorians; biographies in imperial Roman times;Greek and Roman epic heroes. The medieval epichero, the simple mirror of his clan, and the deper-sonalised virtues and vices of medieval religiousdrama are outside the scope of this first course;but not so the world of conscience opened by the NewTestament. There is hardly any lyric poetry orpolitical writing or drama from the 14th century toShakespeare and beyond which does not raise thequestion who exuberant, how ambitious or how intro-
verted has the individual become? (It is fairly
obvious that this subject could be treated on drama
alone, and nearly run on lyric poetry alone.) The19th century sees the rise in literature of indivi-duals more intense, varied and original, and also
more destructive, just as the respectability andlove of law of the 18th century was being destroyed
,
round them. But later the century also sees thehero's defeat by his own passions, the trap of
bourgeois society, the battering of fate and the
impersonal forces of a new industrial and admi-
nistrative society— he loses his justification, his
moral confidence, his luck, and becomes
"superfluous." The 20th century again provides all
the material one needs from Kafka to the present;
while African literature reflects something like
1500 years of this experience telescoped into 80
years and expressed only in the last 20 or 30 years.
Indeed, most areas outside Europe will provide com-
parable material, since the tension between the
individual and society is universal.”^
One must notice that while the teachers' curricula
can offer instances and examples from European literature of
any age, it cannot offer any examples in African or Asian or
Latin American literature.
Course III— to study a particular literary form as
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represented in the different areas, or a particular type of
li terary character or a favorite literary situate,..
Oedipus as seen by Sophocles and Cocteau
^rl Ti-'
-
--
hi ^:pio:!;s^n^-no-?i^^--
comprehensivetheme of martyrdom by adding (say) a version of qi-
Ca^hedral?^'^
Chatterton and Eliot's Murder in tL'
a certain type of character or situationforever identified with Cain, Antigone, FalstafrDon Quixote, Hamlet, Childe Harold? and wher^ilit
Dossibi?i”f picaresque novel has
F?nn
-Lazarillo, Tom Jones, Huckleberry
to h r Krull, for instLce.previously said, thelate 19th century novel presents the individual in avariety of pred icaments— Flaubert
' s Emma, Hardy’sTess, Dostoievski’s Raskolnikov, Galdos's Miau,Conrad's Nostromo.^
The course confesses itself to be 'a thing of shreds
and patches'. Again, there is no attempt to give any
suggestions about the non-European selections of the course.
In addition to these three rationales for courses,
there are four syllabuses actually offered by the I.B.O.^
Syllabus 1—The Renaissance and the Individual
The most important matter is the choice of
landmarks. These are:
Chaucer: the Prologue to the Canterbury Tales
Villon: a group of poems including La Belle
Heaulniere and "fait Margie"
Machiavelli: the second half of The Prince
Shakespeare: Hamlet
The landmarks chosen are all obvious ones and
are grand in themselves, irrespective of content.
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that
Some
There are some suggestions on background reading
would connect these works-like Dante and Bocaccio.
major inquiries to make into the texts:
Chaucer: Is it history? is it theatre? is
religion?
Villon: What is class? What is religion?
death?
it
What is
Machiavelli: Has the personal become political?
Why the rejection of love?
Shakespeare: What is cowardice? Who are the
cowards? Why is love such a burden?
Why was Hamlet the play of the 19th
century?
Through it all, an historical progression is recommended.
Syllabus 2—The Absurd
Kafka's Metamorphosis and selected parables
Camus: The Outsider
Ionesco: The Bald Prima Donna, The Rhinoceros (Pt. 1)
Pinter: The Dumb Waiter, Dr, Strangelove
Background readings in Alice in Wonderland,
Musil's Young Torless, and Freud.
Major inquiries should evoke the 'suspension of
disbelief
'
.
Kafka: Which is illusion? Is God or devil? What is
the aim of our struggling? What, in fact, is
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paradox?
Camus: Is there any difference between youth and age?
Why does religion enrage him? Are things and
events quite different categories? why is
death so prominent?
Ionesco; is there a real world after all? is it
all illusion? Then why does he write
stage plays? What is inadequate about
his logic?
Pinter: Why does nobody listen to anybody? What is
the menace of which they are afraid? At
what level, if any, is contact between
humans possible? The world of Dr.
Strangelove and the bomb is one where a
literally automatic frustration and nega-
tion of hope is brought about by tortuous
lonescoid logic.
Syllabus 3—Greek and Roman Authors
This world literature course is aimed to be par-
ticularly valuable for the majority of students, who study
neither Latin nor Greek. It is not merely a study of the
classics, or of antiquity, but a deep excursion into the
common heritage of a large part of humanity. The human
experience, thought and emotion they convey can be brought
out and applied to the permanent concerns of humanity.
It is best to start with some recent study and
E.g.
, the dig at Mycenae could
proceed to the classics,
introduce Aeschylus.
A leading idea or preoccupying theme is also
commended. Eclecticism is warned
approaches offered are:
against. Three possibl
1
- A guiding theme or preoccupat ion
It IS essential to adopt only the most aenersland most easily understood, which are, afthrsame
noH
' important of themes: such as "theg ds and Fate in human existence.".
. wKt textsshould be studied to follow up this theme-^ oL ortwo of the Books of the Illiad and/or the*Odvssevwhere the gods are but men, exceptional in strengthand power, but endowed with all the feelings and^passions of humanity. A tragedy of Aeschylus,however, shows them as dreadful and sovereignpowers, stern and just: while for Sophocles ?heirpresence is more formal in relation ?o the interplay
emotion. Euripides, however,treats them in an entirely different light—withviolent or ironical scepticism.
The same theme may be found in the Latin
authors: Lucretius, materialist though he is,believes in the gods, but imagines them living in anuntroubled peace unaffected by human scurryings toand fro. One or two of the Books of the Aeneidhowever, would show them as directly implicated
' inparty politics. Cicero ("De Fato" or "De naturadeorum" ) is a useful guide to the Epicurean or Stoic
views on life. ...
There are many other equally possible themes:the moral demands of society, civic responsibility,family relationships (what cannot be got out of
Homer, Sophocles and Virgil in this connection)friendship, ambition, death, exile, woman, feasting
and triumph, etc.
2. A particular form or genre
again merely technical or documentary
treatment must be avoided. A study of this kind
should be based on human interest and open wide
horizons. One of the forms which comes immediately
to mind in speaking of classical antiquity, is
tragedy. Beginning with its religious and liturgi-
cal origins one or more of the tragedies of
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides and possibly Seneca,
or perhaps only the first two, might be studied to
see the development from a purely religious and
l^arge had a very
very "Lder;- type of drlma^' structure, to
s??iL^^on?^ fi^rlf'S
linked up to modern or contempSrary“drama
chronological extensions o^onra^othL'^^e^'g
^n a^nd-!-i-;o:^^rir?:e“o^L-- - - -
-j » A single author
Some teachers are tempted to introduce a vprv
positbrorthf exacTr:i:w''!s"ss ble of the various aspects of a literatureThis IS quite illusory. The education which formed
n the study of a single author: Homer, or Virqil or
pra“cti« °\T7r- h"" r'" ho ^ecommenl thisctice. if a teac er hesitates in the choice of atext most suited to the adolescent of 16-18, wewould recommend the "Aeneid," not only for its pro-
inexhaustible
wealth of Its content. There is everything in it:
an^T Latin gods, the classical Greekgods, the public and private mores of the Romanhistory of Rome from its origins to theBattle of Actium, the story of the ancient races whofirst peopled Italy, etc. ID
Syllabus 4— Indian Literature
The aim should be to maintain a balancedprogra^e in terms of literary genres for comparison
with other literatures already studied. A chronolo-gical approach is probably the best method, since so
much of recent writing refers to earlier Indian
myths and religious writing and traditions in much
the same way as more recent European writing hasGreek and Biblical sources as a cultural background.
Some external or "bridge" literature is used toprepare the students of varied backgrounds for agreater appreciation of the internal and primary
works. For example, Hermann Hesse's Siddhartha is
read in the students' own time, and E.M. Forster's A
Passage to India is used as a class text. Gandhi's”
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autobiography My Experiment withThe_Discovery India shnnfH-KT
referenced
Truth and Neh
available for
ru
' s
A possible method of procedure i c; i
Rig-VedrsoL^Sf ^^°”"°hrupan!shadsdnd the
^
me O whose hymns go back to 1500 B.C.the^same time students read Siddhartha on their
narrative^con^ • the-iong philosophical
lent d ? taining episodic development so preva-in Indian literature. In this manner the st^t can see both what a European writer has createdin admiration of the original sources, and Ln com!pare the work with the sources. The Life of Buddhacan be found in The Dance of Siva and~Other Tales."sections of whicn will be read for preparation forduring these early weeks. Students
also have access to Ross, Three Ways of
indispensable guide to Buddhist
and Hindu doctrine.
^Sections from the Ramayana and Mahabharata
—
early Indian epics— should follow. “These works canbe (perhaps briefly) compared with Greek epic. Onceagain working on their own, students should read theBhagavad Gita, itself a section of the Mahabharata.
During the following two weeks, Kalidasa's
S^hakuntala, an early Sanskrit drama of the classicalperiod, IS studied in relation to the use of drama-tic conventions, plot and characterisation. Thisplay is available in Great Sanskrit Plays
, trans. P.Lai. If time allows, stories from the fourth cen-
tury A.D. Panchatantra can be read. This book is a
manual of instruction for princes, and in some ways
resembles Aesop's Fables.
The second major part of the course is devoted
to literature of modern times. Forster's A Passage
to India is read (students may also read Orwell '
s
Burmese Days for comparison) and discussed during a
period of two or three weeks. Following this, there
should be two weeks devoted to the reading of poetry
and short stories by Rabindranath Tagore. To
conclude the reading for the course, students read
and discuss Raja Rao's Kanthapura
,
a noval written
in 1937 concerning the problems arising when
Ghandi's struggle for independence came to a typical
Indian village. It deals directly with many modern
problems of the merging of several cultures, while
at the same time reworking the older tales of
Damayanti, the Ganges, Shakuntala, and Krishna,
which by now should be thoroughly familiar.
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The final week should
assessment of the entire
Written work will of
appropriate
.
be a discussion and
course
course be done where
Bibliography
Main Texts
Oroon Ghash, The_D^ce o f Siva and OtherNew American Library (Signet) N.Y.
E.M. Forster, A Passage to India
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, New Directions, N.Y.
R. Tagore, Poems and Short Stories
Kalidasa, Shakuntala from Great Sanskrit PlavsDirections, N.Y. ^ New
Additional and background reading
Three Ways of Eastern Wisdom. SimonSchuster, N.Y. The Bhagavad Gita (with aintroduction by Aldous Huxley)
H. Hesse, S iddhartha
,
New Directions, N.Y.
M. Gandhi, My Experiment with Truth
J. Nehru, The Discovery of India
G. Orwell, Burmese Days H
and
useful
This course— the only complete one offered by the
I.B.O., was created by two teachers at the U.N.
International School, New York, in 1969. It suggests a
chronological approach. It states two content- themes and is
little more than a bibliography.
Recurrent content- themes . The researcher has placed the
specific content— themes that are suggested in the curricula
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within the framework of the ten literary world
the I.B.O. This allows the comparisons and
remain within the same structure and allows
The content-themes
—both stated and
follows
:
^ Middle East (including the Bible)
Conscience in the New Testament
2 . India
Independence: its triumphs and problems
The merging of cultures
3 • China and Japan
NONE OFFERED
4 . Africa
Racial alienation
5 . Latin America
NONE OFFERED
6 . North America
NONE OFFERED
• Europe: Classical Antiquity
The order imposed by the Gods
The moral demands of society
Civic responsibility
Epic heroism
Loyalty and expediency in love
Loyalty and expediency in power
Destiny as a force
references to
for consistency,
emergent
— are as
8 .
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Europe; The Middle Ages
Medieval man vs. medieval society
Freedom vs. order
Medieval vices and virtues
The church: religion or theatre?
The importance of the physical
Europe; The RenaissancP
Individual vs. society
Ambition and greed
The individual and politics
The individual and cowardice
The individual and morals
Love as a burden
Europe; The 17th and 18th Centuries
Tragedy-comedy
The normal vs. abnormal
Satire
The European novel
11 • Europe: The 19th Century
The destruction of the individual
The trap of bourgeois society
The individual and fate
The changing industrial society
1 2 . Europe: The Contemporary Period
Man vs. man
Illusions
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Machines
Contradictions
Frustrations
Is God the Devil?
Death: the preoccupation
Youth and age: is there any difference?
The Anger against religion
Fear: the new causes
The world and man as antagonists
Conclusion
. It can be clearly seen that while the World
History curriculum has been developed with care and offers
much structure, the World Literature curricula is loose and
oriented to Western culture. Both the content-themes and
the language of the curricula materials reveals this. The
next section discovers how this curricula is tested.
World History and World Literature Examination
This section looks closely at the World History and
World Literature examinations. The purpose is to ascertain
what content-themes are offered in the examination. All
questions from the years 1970-1979 were analyzed and the
content-themes derived were placed in a list under the
corresponding content— theme offered by the curricula, so as
to be readily comparable.
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Recurrent contentj^then^ World History . The International
Baccalaureate Examination reflects the highest common deno-
minator of the several member-states’ standards of histori-
cal skills. That broad statement includes historical
viewpoints, processes, procedures and evidence. Questions
are most often open-ended, so the range of answers is wide.
Questions are not set on specific events that occur before
1850, but demand an acquaintance with earlier developments
so as to have an historical point of view on twentieth cen-
tury issues. The chief examiner selects 4 of the 10
content-themes offered by the curricula. The school will
additionally select one of the major geographical areas for
a study in depth. The candidate, with the guidance of his
institution, will select a special subject for detailed
study, from a special recommended list.
This researcher has placed the recurrent content-
themes of the International Baccalaureate Examination under
10 proposed content-themes offered by the curricula, and
additionally, under the 5 major geographical areas. A list
of world leaders whose personal impact affected history is
further gleaned from the examinations.
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.
1 * The_Establ ishment and Wnr-v r^•F T^i__ . .
The role of the League of NationsThe creation of the United Nations
between the League and the U Nhe European Economic Community: its suDran;^^- i r. icharacteristics ^ pranational
U.N. military intervention: its usesInternational Courts: inf lueni- 1 pi i
Achievements and fru^trationfo? anv •agencies of the U.N. or the LeagL specialized
The Development of Technoloqlral Culture
impact on world culturesTechnology and social normshe family in a technocratic societyUrban life and the individual
Communism and the individual
modernization.
Technology as a social influence
loplng^^untri:;
^ * East/West relations after 1945
The end of the Cold War
The spread of European Communism
American Isolationism: its assumptionsChinese Communism
Soviet-Peking relations
The significance of the Third World in the East/West
conflict of ideologies or of
conflict
Russia and the U.S.
interests?
Role of the U.N. in East/West conflictWhat has detente accomplished?
Why has Russian/American rivalry not yet erupted into
a full-scale war?
^ * Nationalism and Neo-Nationalism
European Nationalism
African Nationalism: how it is different from Asian andLatin American
Indian Nationalism
Separatism
Neo-nationalism and Modernization
German Nationalism and its extremes
Arab Nationalism
Chinese Nationalism
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of the Inter-w.K
Peace and its economic consequencesEconomic crises in Europe
The depression and its consequencesMarxism and the world economic crisisThe New Deal— its weaknessespe International Labour OrganizationEconomics dictates Politics
ThI crises
Religion and Politics
religion in India's independence
eligious wars in Northern Ireland, Cyprus, the Middle
Communism as the enemy of religion
The impact of religion on modernization
chinger
of 1906: political and social
The Iranian Revolution of 1979
^ Rise and Rule of Single-Party Dictatorships
Fascism in Europe
Dictatorships in the new African states
The differences between European and African dic-tatorships
Single-party government in the U.S.S.R.
Mussolini as social leader
Hitler as social leader
Can Mrs. Gandhi's emergency powers be justified?
8 • The Causes, Practices and Effects of War
World War I and Colonial Africa
The impact of media on modern psychological warfare
The effects of the Cold War
Religious Wars: have they changed?
Ideological Wars: their characteristics
The American Civil War: causes and effects
Expansion
The threat of nuclear warfare
U.S. involvement in S.E. Asia: causes and consequences
Angola: causes of the civil war
Decolonization and the Rise of New Nations
Third World choices: Democracy vs. Communism vs.
Dictatorship
The significance of overseas colonies
9 .
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10
11
The new dictatorships; Latin AmericaThe non-violence movement
j-he dependency syndrome
The new dictatorships: Africa
revolution: Latin AmericaThe Mexican Revolution of 1910
Spanish-American independence
Causes of the Ethiopian Revolution
of Developing Are..
U.N.E.S.C.O.
Technology and development
Cities in Third World development
Lite-style changes: Westernization orIndustrialization?
The impact of media on growth
Multi-national businesses: their significanceReligion and modernization
Communism in Latin America
Women in Latin American politics
Independent India: the problems of growthWomen in Asian politics
The difficulties of independence
Africa
African Partition: social consequences
African Nationalism; different from Asian and LatinAmerican?
Rhodesia: why its late development?
Modernization in independent Africa
Apartheid in South Africa: explain its social effectsCauses of the Ethiopian Revolution
Organization of African unity: its achievements andfailures
Portuguese Colonialism
Western Democracy: its failure in Africa
U.N.; the African bloc
French Colonial policy
British Colonial policy
Negr itude
Militarism in Africa
Dutch Colonial policy
Angola; causes of the civil war
Political alliances in Africa: benefits and obstacles
12. The Americas
The power of the modern
American Policy towards
1930 as a turning point
American Presidency
Latin America: 1898-1921
for Latin America
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F.D.R. and the New Deal
relations since 1960: the major
Reform and Revolution in Latin America
and the New Frontier
L.B.J, and the New Society
Nationalism and Alexander HamiltonDemocracy and Thomas Jefferson
^\is?orf°" American West: its significance in
^^%ociairlraiL^®^° political, not
Colonial rule in the Caribbean
U.S. territorial ambitions in Latin Americaatm American choice: Revolution or Dictatorship-?Fascism on the American continent
Differences between North American slavery andCaribbean slavery
Marxism on the American continent
Civil Rights: its effects nationally and inter-
nationally
Canadian Discontent: causes and resultsSexism in Latin America
The Mexican Revolution of 1910
The development of U.S. political partiesWhy didn't the Spanish colonies unite themselves into asingle nation?
pe Frontier as an historical factor: U.S. or CanadaEconomic expansion and American Foreign Policv1890-1932
U.S. intervention in World War I: why then?
Communism in Latin America: Cuba or Chile
McCarthyism: feature of American life
Energy Crisis: Repercussions in Latin America
1 3 . Europe
Turkey: 'the sick man of Europe'
Poland— a survivor
Industrialization
The Catholic Church: in Germany and France
Russia: why was social reform not possible before 1914?
The new Europe
Leninism
Spanish Civil War: crux of European conflict
E.E.C.: European Idealism?
Post War European Decision Patterns
World War II: Why 1939?
French Revolution: causes and forces
Russian Revolution: causes and forces
Internal policy of France: 1880-1930
Internal policy of Britain: 1880-1930
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Internal policy of Tsarist Rus
N.A.T.O.: its promis
Explain the cause of
es and fears
wars from European twentieth cen-tury history
The alliance system
Europe's role in the slave trade
Russian foreign policy after 1945
14 . East Asia
Social change in India
Islam as a revolutionary force
Modern Japanese industry and economy
Anglo-Chinese relations in the 19th century
Russo-Japanese rivalry
Immigration to Australia
Social concepts in Asia: effects on governing nations
olonial governing policies: abuses and consequences
Japanese development: industrial advancement with tra-ditional culture
Change in Ch inese-European relations in Tao Kuang's
reign
Australia & New Zealand: experiments in democracy and
social welfare
Sepoy Mutiny: political results
Hindu-Muslim conflicts in India
U.S. reactions to the Chinese Civil War
End of colonialism in Asia: difference in styles
Western influences in East Asian life
Buddhism as a social influence
Gandhi and the Non-Violence Movement
Chinese nationalism
U.S. imperialism
Malaysian independence: why its ease?
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Japanese imperialism
French imperialism
Indo-Russian alignment: contributing factors
15. West Asia
Crimean War: effect on the Ottoman EmpireBritish and French roles in the Middle EastNasserism and Arab unity
Arab-Israeli War of 1948: dimensions of theOil: Its political impact on Saudi Arabia
causes of revolution in the Middle EastThe Palestinians: problems and solutionsIslam: impact on the emergent Middle EastU.S.
-Russian influence in the Middle East
conflict
Individuals in History
Bolivar
Charles de Gaulle
Andrew Jackson
F. D.R.
John F. Kennedy
Lyndon B. Johnson
Mussolini
Adolf Hitler
Napoleon Bonaparte
Keynes
Durkheim
Karl Marx
Jawahrlal Nehru
Lenin
Stalin
Adenaeur and Brandt
Indira Gandhi
Thomas Jefferson
Alexander Hamilton
Mahatma Gandhi
Kruschev and Breschnev
Woodrow Wilson
Joseph McCarthy
Emperor Tao Kuang
Sun Yat-Sen
Reza Shah Pahlavi
Gamal Abdul Nasser
Kwame Nkrumah
Joshua Nkombo
Haille Selassie
Mao-Tse Tung
Sukarno
Fidel Castro
Camillo Torres
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Che Guevara
Kemal Ataturk
Ibn Saud
Bismarck
Albert Lutuli
David Livingstone
Chief Ofafemi Awolowo of Nigeria
Mohammed Bed Bella of Algeria
Sekou Towe of Guinea
Antonio Augustinho of Angola
Ayotollah Ruhollah Khomeini
Empress Tzu-Hsu
Winston Churchill
San Martin
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It is immediately and visually apparent that many more
content-themes are examined than are taught by the
curricula. The World Literature Examination is now cate-
gorized in the same method.
Recurrent content-themes in World Literature
. Within the
field of World Literature the International Baccalaureate
has experienced the difficulty of agreeing on basic
emotion-oriented, social-based concepts and suggesting
curricula frameworks for their learning. This is clearly
seen by the weak suggestions made in the curricula and even
more dramatically in the recurrent content-themes in the
World Literature Examination.
The content-themes offered are extremely general, and the
form of the examination is simply that the student examine
the content-theme in the light of the particular literature
he or she has studied.
There is no attempt to evaluate frameworks of thought, emo-
tional commonalities or literary styles. Under the cloak of
generality the following content-themes recur:
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World Literature Examination Thempc;
1 .
2 .
3 .
4
.
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10
.
11
.
12
.
13 .
14
.
15
.
16
.
17
.
18
.
19
.
20
.
21
.
22
.
23
.
24
.
25
.
26
.
27
.
28
.
29
.
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34
.
35
.
36 .
37
.
38 .
39 .
Lyricism
Realism
Social Commentary
Se 1 f“Knowledge
Philosophy in Literature
Symbolism
Literature as
Youth gaining
Universalism
Satire
Drama as an International Literary Form
Th^M^ International Literary Forme Novel as an International Literary FormLiterature as Crisis-Expression
Family Relationships
Trag i-comedy
Characteristics of Epic Poetry
Literature as Moral Expression
Valid Historical EvidenceThe Absurd
Century Literary InnovationsChildhood
Destiny
Power
Lonel iness
Alienation
The Varieties of Love
Idealism
War
Death
Jealousy
Literary Freedom
World Literature: justification
Urban Literature
Culture-Shock in Literature
International Literature: Translation vs. Orginal
Inter-Racial Experences
Inter-Generational Experiences
Colonialism in Literature
Literature as Political Expression
Psychology in Literature
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The Discrepancies
This section seeks to compare the International
Baccalaureate Curricula and the International Baccalaureate
Examination in the two selected disciplines of World History
and World Literature. The purpose of the comparison is to
detect the extent of the discrepancies between the curricula
being taught and the examination for what is
being tested
.
The search for the discrepancies will use two
processes. The first process matches the stated objectives
of the World History and World Literature curricula with the
specific examination questions of one given year. Tables 1
and 2 display this matching. Any strengths and weaknesses
that can be deduced from the results of this matching are
reported. The second process compares the suggested content
themes of the curricula with the tested content themes of
the examination. Tables 3-30 display this matching. Each
of the selected disciplines is treated separately, but in a
parallel manner. The data are compiled and the results
tabulated. A summative statement of the strengths and
weaknesses that derive from the data will be reported.
Process 1. This process seeks to compare the International
Baccalaureate curricula and examination by matching the
stated objectives of each of the selected disciplines with
the specific examination questions of one given year. The
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year selected is
used throughout
is being tested
1977, so as to be consistent with examples
this study. It seeks to determine if what
is indeed congruent with what is intended to
be taught.
In other words. the match hopes to discover the fre-
quency of application of the stated obiectives in the given
examination, and additionally to discover if there are pat-
terns of questions that cannot be linked with the stated
curricula objectives, hence suggesting that there is certain
knowledge being tested that is not being taught. The
matching of curricula objectives with examination questions
is a time-honored and reliable procedure that establishes
the mutual validity of curriculum and examination.
The process used was a simple one. First, the
stated objectives of each discipline were listed. Then each
objective was compared to each question for applicability.
The number of questions that were applicable to each objec-
tive was noted. The results are presented in a tabular
form. It is to be kept in mind that some of the objectives
are extremely general in nature. In these cases the degree
of generality allows all questions to be matched. If con-
tent were isolated, the degree of specificity of content
makes the matching difficult. Tables 1 and 2 show the data
resulting from this process.
The data show that all of the stated objectives in
each discipline are indeed applied in the examination. This
TABLE 1
World History Stated Objectives Number ofApplicable Questions
The development of an understanding ofthe nature of historical evidence 20
The development of the capacity to mar-
shal facts & evaluate evidence to dis-
cuss issues from a historical point of
view 40
The development of the capacity to re-
adjust historical views in the light of
new evidence or new interpretations of
familiar evidence 40
The acquisition of a sufficient body of
historical knowledge within the topics
or periods studied to provide a respec-
table basis for all of the above 35
The development of a sense of his-
torical continuity 35
The ability to support their positions
in discussion 162
The ability to express themselves
logically and lucidly 162
TABLE 2
World Literature Stated Objectives
Number of
Applicable Questions
The development of a practical ease in
the style & art of creative & discur-
sive writing 15
The ability to appreciate literary
works 9
The sharpening of critical facul-
ties so as to engage in a variety of
cultural viewpoints and literary
styles 11
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IS a strength of both the curricula and the examination.
However, the frequency of application indicates an issue of
mbalance between the curricula and the examination. The
imbalance is largely the absence of virtually any affective
dimensions in the curricula which appear nevertheless in the
exam. Further, the patterns of questions indicate a speci-
ficity of knowledge that is at odds with the generality of
the curricula objectives.
Implications of the data
. The data imply both strengths and
weaknesses. The extremely general dimensions of the curri-
cula are helpful in permitting curriculum development auto-
nomy for the separate schools to develop individually, using
local resources for their learning. This is a distinct
strength, to be duly appreciated in a day when the parame-
ters of learning are generally inflexible. The assumption,
however, is that the curriculum development capacity in all
its complexity is present in all schools to match the rigor
called for by the examination. In practice, then, this
becomes a weakness.
There is a tangible need to rethink and restate the
objectives of the curricula to the following ends: first, to
ensure a manageable degree of autonomy to each school;
second, to reflect regional environmental resources and
interests; third, to offer increased guarantee of certain
substantive curricula standards; and fourth, to offer
increased guarantees of certain substantive curricula
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standards
.
It IS possible that a team of curricula workers need
to be part of the International Baccalaureate program, just
as there are teams of examiners in each discipline already
who ensure the quality of the examination. This team could
provide the impetus in curriculum development and ensure the
simultaneous growth of affective and cognitive objectives as
the examination attends to both. It would also provide
direction in developing a more specific curriculum without
sacrificing the strength of the autonomy that the schools
who are in the International Baccalaureate program value so
highly.
The last chapter will take up these concerns in
greater detail and establish a base for improvement.
Process 2 . The second process by which the International
Baccalaureate curriculum and examination are compared is
specific and content oriented. It is a comparison of the
content themes of the examination with those of the
curriculum. This is done first for World History and then
for World Literature. The data is presented in the form of
tables
.
The discrepancies—World History . As stated previously, the
discrepancies between the stated curriculum and the examina-
tion are determined first by listing the content themes in
the World History curriculum. See Section 3 of this chapter
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for an acconnt of the content themes in the World History
curriculum. Next, the content themes included in the exami-
nation were identified. See Section 4 of this chapter for a
reporting of the examination content themes. Third, the
theme statements from both data sources are matched by
building a simple grid that shows comparison between the
themes for the curriculum and the examination. Any examina-
tion themes that are not included in the curriculum are also
Identified as content being examined but not proposed for
teaching
.
The present nature of the stated World History
curriculum must be taken into account when making the com-
parison that leads to the determination of discrepancies.
It IS important to report that a critique of the curriculum
revealed that what the International Baccalaureate offered
as curricula in World History were general proposed themes,
no actual written curricula that was complete with
instructional objectives, simple learning opportunities and
suggested evaluation procedures. Nevertheless, this study
adopts the general proposed content themes offered by the
curricula materials in order to pursue a comparison of what
is being taught, against what is being tested.
Following is a comparison between the curriculum
themes and the examination themes. Because the curricula
themes are more general, there are a number of specific exa-
mination themes that match. In other words, there are
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numerous examination themes that fit each general proposed
curricula theme. The grids will show direct and indirect
relationships. A direct relationship is one in which the
content themes teach and test primarily political history,
with no more than a layperson's awareness of other
disciplines. A direct relationship also requires only a
basic knowledge of phenomena and events before the mid-
eighteenth century. An indirect relationship is one where a
certain scholarship in other disciplines is required to
effectively understand the political implications of the
given content theme. An indirect relationship also assumes
awareness of phenomena and events before the mid-eighteenth
century
.
A judgement is then applied to the results. They
are judged by four terms. Strong is applied when close to
three-quarters of the total themes in the table have a
direct relationship. Satisfactory is applied when close to
half the themes have a direct relation. Minimal is applied
when the number of themes with a direct relation falls below
half the total. Weak is applied when the number of themes
with a direct relation falls below a quarter of the total.
The data for Proposed Curriculum Theme #1 (Table 3)
show that indeed there are five themes that relate directly,
and two that match indirectly. It can be concluded that the
exam.ination gives strong consideration to this stated curri-
cula theme.
CURRICULA
CONTENT-THEME
#1
Establishment
and
Work
of
International
Organizations
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TABLE 3
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Role of the League of Nations
•
Creation of the United Nations •
Differences between the U.N.
~
and the League
•
E.E.C. its Supranational
Characteristics 0
U.N. military intervention:
its uses
•
International Courts:
Influential or Impotent? •
Achievements and Frustrations
of any of the specialized
agencies of the U.N. or the
League 0
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The aata fo. Proposed Curriculum Theme #2 (Table 4
,show thst thoiTG Gr*P 4-uten themes that are indirectly related,
an none that are directly matched. it can be concluded
that the match between the examination and the curriculum is
weak
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #3 (Table 5) show thatindeed there are se^ examination themes that match
directly, and four that match indirectly. it may be
concluded that the match between the curriculum and examina-
tion IS satisfa^, because the number of indirect matches
has doubled.
The data for Curriculum Theme
of the examination content themes
have an indirect relationship. i
tne match between the curriculum and
strong
.
#4 (Table 6) show that
match directly, and
t can be concluded that
the examination is
The data for Curriculum Theme #5 (Table 7) show that
iliiie Of the examination content themes match indirectly, and
that^ are directly matched. It can be concluded that
the match between the examination and the curriculum is
weak
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #6 (Table 8) show that
live examination themes have an indirect match, and none
show a direct match. It can be concluded that the match
between the examination and the curriculum is weak.
The data for Curriculum Theme #7 (Table 9) show that
CURRICULA
CONTENT-THEME
#2
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Technology
— Impact on world
cultures
0
Technology and Development 0
Technology and Social Norms 0
The Family in a Technocratic
Society
0
Urban Life and the Individual 0
Communism and the Individual 0
Life-Style Changes: Westerniza-
tion or Industrialization 0
Media: its Impact and Uses 0
Technology as a Social Influence 0
Children's Welfare: Problems in
Developing & Developed Countries 0
CURRICULA
CONTENT-THEME
#3
East-West
Relations
after
1945
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TABLE 5
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
The Effects of the Cold War •
The End of the Cold War
•
The Spread of European Communism 0
American Isolationism:
its Assumptions
•
Chinese Communism 0
Soviet-Peking Relations •
The Significance of the Third
World in the East-West Conflict 0
Russia and the U.S.: conflict
of ideologies or of interest? 0
Role of the U.N. in the East-
West Conflict
•
What has detente accomplished? •
Why has Russian-American rivalry
not yet erupted into a full-
scale war? •
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#4
Nationalism
and
Neo-Nationalism
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TABLE 6
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEME DIRECT INDIRECT
European Nationalism 0
African Nationalism: how is it
different from Asian and Latin
American Nationalism?
•
Indian Nationalism
•
Separatism t
Neo-Nationalism and
Modernization 0
German Nationalism and its
extremes
•
Arab Nationalism
•
Chinese Nationalism •
CURRICULA
CONTENT
THEME
#5
Economic
Problems
of
the
Inter-War
Period
TABLE 7
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Peace and its Economic
Consequences
0
Economic Crises in Europe 0
The Depression and its
Consequences 0
Marxism and the World Economic
Crisis 0
The New Deal--its weaknesses 0
The International Labour
Organization 0
Economics dictates Politics 0
The Effect of National Solu-
tions to International Crises 0
The Five-Year Plans of the
U.S.S.R. 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#7
The
Rise
and
Rule
of
Single-
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#6
Party
Dictatorships
Religion
and
Politics
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TABLE 8
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
The Role of Religion in India's
Independence
0
Religious Wars in Northern Ire-
land, Cyprus and the Middle East 0
Communism as the Enemy of
Religion
0
The Impact of Modernization
on Religion 0
The Iranian Revolution of 1979
as an Islamic Revolution 0
TABLE 9
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Fascism in Europe •
Dictatorship in the New African
States
•
The Differences between European
and African Dictatorships •
1
Single-Party Government in the
1
U . S . S . R. t
Mussoline as Social Leader 0
Hitler as Social Leader 0
Can Mrs. Gandhi's Emergency
Powers be justified? 0
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examination themes have
an indirect relationship. it
match between the curriculum
satisfactory
.
a direct match, and three show
may be concluded that the
and the examination is
The data for Curriculum Theme #8 (Table 10) show
that seven examination themes have a direct match, and three
have an indirect relation. It can be concluded that the
match between the curriculum and the examination is
satisfactory
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #9 (Table 11) show
that seven of the examination themes have a direct
relationship, and three have an indirect match. It can be
concluded that the match between the curriculum and the exa-
mination is satisfactory
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #10 (Table 12) show
that eleven examination themes have an indirect match, and
only one has a direct match. It can be concluded that the
match between the curriculum and the examination is a wea)c
one
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #11 (Table 13) show
that twelve examination themes have a direct match, and
eight have an indirect relation. It can be concluded that
the match between the curriculum and the examination is
minimal
,
because the number of indirect matches prohibits
understanding the concepts and the geographical area as a
whole
.
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#8
The
Causes,
Practices
and
Effects
of
War
172
TABLE 10
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT
1
1
INDIRECT
World War I and Colonial Africa t
The impact of Media on Modern
Psychological Warfare 0
The Effects of the Cold War •
Religious Wars: Have they
changed? 0
Ideological Wars:
Their Characteristics 0
The American Civil War:
Causes and Effects •
Expansion •
The Threat of Nuclear Warfare •
U.S. Involvement in S.E. Asia:
Causes and Consequences •
Angola: Causes of the
Civil War •
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Third World Choices:
Democracy or Communism 0
The Significance of Overseas
Colonies 0
The New Dictatorships:
Latin America
•
The Non-Violence Movement •
The Dependency Syndrome 0
The New Dictatorships : Africa •
Reform and Revolution in
Latin America •
The Mexican Revolution of 1910 •
Causes of the Ethiopian
Revolution •
Spanish-American Independence •
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#10
174
TABLE 12
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
U.N.E.S.C.O.
•
Technology and Development 0
cities in Third World Development 0
Life-Style changes: Westerniza-
tion or Industrialization? 0
The Impact of Media on Growth 0
Multi-National Businesses:
their Significance 0
Religion and Modernization 0
Communism in Latin America 0
Women in Latin American
politics 0
Women in Asian Politics 0
Independent India:
The Problems of Growth 0 i
The difficulties of
Independence 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#11
175
TABLE 13
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT indirect
Rhodesia: Why its late
development
•
African Partition:
Social Consequences
0
African Nationalism: How Dif-
ferent from Asian and Latin
American nationalism?
0
Modernization in Independent
Africa
0
Apartheid in Africa:
Social Consequences 0
Causes of the Ethiopian
Revolution t
Organization of African Unity:
Achievements and Failures •
Portuguese Colonialism 0
Christianity in Africa 0
Islam in Africa 0
Education in Africa 0
Western Democracy:
Its Failure in Africa t
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#11
176
TABLE 13 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
U.N. : The African Bloc
•
Colonial Policy: Morocco 0
British Colonial Policy 0
1
Negritude
0
Militarism in Africa
•
Angola: Causes of the
Civil War
•
Political Alliances in Africa:
Benefits and Obstacles
European Economics and Slave
Trade 0
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The data for Curriculum Theme #12 (Table 14) show
that fou rteen examination themes have a direct match, and
indirect relation. it can be concluded that
the match between the curriculum and examination is minimal
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #13 (Table 15) show
that fifteen examination themes have a direct match, and
twenty-three have an indirect relation. It can be concluded
that the match between the curriculum and the examination is
minimal
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #14 (Table 16) show
that nine examination themes have a direct match, and fif-
teen have an indirect relation. It can be concluded that
the match between the curriculum and the examination is
minimal
.
The data for Curriculum Theme #15 (Table 17) show
f examination themes have a direct match, and five
themes have an indirect relation. It can be concluded that
the match between the curriculum and the examination is
minimal
.
The following grid (Table 18) shows a match between
a list of individuals in history, gleaned from all sections
of the examinations. Since there is no proposed curriculum
theme under which these may be considered, they are con-
sidered on their own. Since these individuals were asked to
be considered in the examination, and since they were never
mentioned in the curriculum, they can only be concluded to
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#12
The
Americas
TABLE 14
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Power of the Modern American
Presidency
•
American Policy towards Latin
America: 1898-1921
•
1930 as a turning point for
Latin America
•
F.D.R. and the New Deal
•
U.S.
-Latin America Relations
since 1960: the Major Problems •
Reform and Revolution in
Latin America
0
J.F.K. and the New Frontier
•
L.B.J. and the Great Society t
Colonial Rule in the Caribbean 0
Nationalism and Alexander
Hamilton t
Democracy and Jefferson
•
I The Expansion of the American 1
West: its significance in
History 0
The Development of U.S.
Political Parties
•
Why didn't the Spanish Colonies
Unite themselves into a single
1 nation?
1
0
Immigration as a historical
factor: U.S. or Canada 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#12
179
TABLE 14 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT indirect
The Frontier as a historical
factor: U.S. or Canada
0
Economic Expansion and U.S.
Foreign Policy: 1890-1932 0
U.S. Intervention in World
War I: why Then?
•
Communism in Latin America:
Cuba
0 ‘
McCarthyism: A feature of
American life
0
Energy Crisis: Repercussions
in Latin America 0
U.S. Territorial Ambitions on
Latin America 0
Latin American Choice:
Revolution or Dictatorship? 0
Racism on the American Continent 0
1
Differences between N. American
slavery and Caribbean slavery
1
1
°
i
Marxism on the American
Continent
1
1
1
1
0 1
Civil Rights: its effects na-
tionally and internationally
°
i
Canadian Discontent:
Causes and Results •
1
Sexism in Latin America
-4
The Mexican Revolution of 1910 t 1
1
Revolution of 1810 in Latin
America: Political or Social •
—
i
i
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#13
180
TABLE 15
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Turkey: 'the sick man of
Europe
'
•
Poland--a survivor
•
Industrialization 0
The Catholic Church:
in Germany and France 0
Russia: Why was Social Reform
not possible before 1914? 0
The New Europe 0
Leninism 0
Spanish Civil War:
Crux of European Conflict •
E.E.C.: European Idealism? 0
Post War European Decision
Patterns
•
World War II: Why 1939? •
French Revolution:
Causes and Forces 0
Russian Revolution:
Causes and Forces 0
Internal Policy of France:
1880-1930 •
Internal Policy of Britain:
1880-1930 •
Internal Policy of Tsarist
Russia: the 19th century •
1
Unification of Germany and
Italy: the Delay t
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TABLE 15 Continued
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT
— ^
INDIRECT i
Darwinism and its influence on
European History
— 1
0
Religious Revivals and their
Influence 0
Liberalism and its Influence 0
Colonial Policies and Styles
of the British 0
Colonial Policies and Styles
of the French 0
Colonial Policies and Styles
of the Dutch 0
Colonial Policies and Styles
of the Portuguese 0
Colonial Policies and Styles
of the Spanish 0
Romanticism and its Influence
on European History 0
Treaty of Versailles:
repercussions •
American Depression:
Effects on Europe •
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#13
182
TABLE 15 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES
—
DIRECT INDIRECT
Do Nations Self-Destruct?
Austria-Hungary
0
Europe of the Six-Seven-Nine
•
Freud: His Place in History 0
World War I:
Who were the Victors?
•
Fascism
0
Socialism
0
N.A.T.O.: Its Promises and
Fears
•
Explain the Causes of Wars
from European Twentieth
Century History 0
The Alliance System 0
Europe's Role in the Slave Trade 0
1
,Russian Foreign Policy after 1945 •
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#14
East
Asia
183
TABLE 16
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT indirect
Social Change in India 0
Islam as a Revolutionary Force 0
Modern Japanese Industry and
Economy
0
Anglo-Chinese Relations in
the 19th century
•
Russo-Japanese Rivalry t
Immigration to Australia 0
Social Concepts in Asia:
Effects on Governing Nations 0
Colonial Governing Policies:
Abuses and Consequences 0
Japanese Development: Indus-
trial Advancement with Tradi-
tional Culture 0
Change in Chinese-European
relations in Tao-Kuang's Reign •
!
Australia & New Zealand:
; Experiments in Democracy
and Social Welfare 0
Sepoy Mutiny:
Political Results •
Hindu-Muslim Conflicts in
India 0
U.S. Reactions to the Chinese
Civil War •
End of Colonialism in Asia:
Difference in Styles 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#14
East
Asia
184
TABLE 16 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Western Influences on East
Asian Life
0
Buddhism as a Social Influence 0
Gandhi and the Non-Violent
Movement
0
Chinese Nationalism 0
U.S. Imperialism t
Malaysian Independance
:
why its Ease?
•
Japanese Imperialism
•
French Imperialism
•
Indo-Russian Alignment;
Contributing Factors 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT
THEME
#15
West
Asia
185
TABLE 17
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Crimean War: Effect on the
Ottoman Empire
•
British and French Roles in
the Middle East t
Nasserism and Arab Unity 0
Arab-Israeli War of 1948:
dimensions of the conflict 0
Oil* its political impact on
Saudi Arabia
Causes of Revolution in the
Middle East 0
The Palestinians: Problems
and Solutions 0
Islam: impact on the Emergent
Middle East 0
U.S. -Russian Inflience in the
Middle East •
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TABLE 18
INDIVIDUALS IN HISTORY DIRECT INDIRECT
Bolivar
0
Charles de Gaulle 0
Andrew Jackson
0
F.D.R.
0
John F. Kennedy
H—
Lyndon B. Johnson 0
Mussolini 0
Adolf Hitler 0
Napoleon Bonaparte
——
0
Keynes 0
Durkheim 0
Karl Marx 0
Jawahrlal Nehru 0
Lenin 0
Stalin 0
Adenaeur and Bradt 0
Indira Gandhi 0
Thomas Jefferson 0
Alexander Hamilton 0
Mahatma Gandhi 0
Kruschev and Breschnev 0
Woodrow Wilson 0
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TABLE 18 Continued
INDIVIDUALS IN HISTORY DIRECT INDIRECT
Joseph McCarthy 0
Emperor Tao Kuang 0
Sun Yat-Sen 0
Reza Shah Pahlavi 0
Carnal Abdul Nasser 0
Kwarae Nkrumah 0
Joshua Nkombo 0
Haille Selassie 0
Mao-Tse Tung 0
Sukarno 0
Fidel Castro 0
Camillo Torres 0
Che guevera 0
Kemal Ataturk 0
Ibn Saud 0
Bismarck 0
Albert Lutuli 0
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have an indirect match.
Further, the data show that for World History, the
following content themes are considered in the examination,
but are not included in the curricula.
examination seems to go beyond the curriculum in the
following
:
In other words, the
1
2
3
4
,
5
,
6 ,
7
.
8.
9
.
10
.
11
.
12
.
13
.
14
.
15
.
The End of the Nation-State
Terrorism as an International PhenomenonThe Ecological Crisis
Female Emancipation: Problems of Developinq &Developed Countries
The Revolt of the Young
The Possibility of a 'World Culture'
Racial Societies: Problems and
Opportunities
The Cultural Emergence of the East
Partition as an Historical Solution
The Nature of Valid Historical Evidence
Racial Extermination
The Third World and the U.N.
Do Empires Self-Destruct?
The World Economic Revolution: O.P.E.C.
Ethnocentrism: Political Repercussions
In closing, the data show that all of the curricula
themes are considered in the examination. Yet, only two
have a strong match, three have a satisfactory match, five
are minimal, and five are weak. Further, the data show that
for World History the examination considers fourteen content
themes that are not included in the curriculum.
Let us now consider in the same way the discrepan-
cies between the World Literature curriculum and
examination
.
The discrepancies—World Literature . The discrepancies are
determined by first listing the content themes in the World
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Literature curriculum. See Section 3 of this chapter for an
account of the curricula themes. Next, the content themes
Identified in the examination were listed. See Section 4 of
this chapter for a list of the examination themes. Third,
the theme statements from both data sources are matched by
building a grid that shows comparison between the themes for
the curricula and the examination. A list of examination
themes that are so general as to apply to all of the curri-
culum is additionally included.
A direct relationship indicates a close match bet-
ween the content theme of the curriculum and the examination
in literary concept An indirect relationship indicates
only a very general connection and no immediate mutual
applicability of literary concepts
Again, it is important to point out that although
the research is designed so that parallel consideration is
given to both World History and World Literature, the curri-
culum themes of the latter are extremely general. They con-
sist mostly of one word titles. On the other hand, the
content themes of the exam in History are more descriptive
and more specific.
A cursory glance at the data seems to suggest that
the W’orld Literature examination needs to be more detailed
in order to indeed test what they intended to test about the
competencies of students (see Tables 19-30). The data show
that
:
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression 0
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression t
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence 0
The Absurd 0
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#1
The
Middle
East
—
Conscience
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TABLE 19 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
0
The Varieties of Love 0
Alienation
0
Idealism
0
War
0
Jealousy
0
Literary Freedom 0
Death
0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature 0
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences
1
0
Colonialism in Literature 0
Literature as Political
Expression 0
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny 0
TABLE 20
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature
^
0
Symbolism
0
Literature as Social Commentary •
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire
0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
—
j
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression ' 0
Literature as Valid Historial
Evidence
1
•
The Absurd
|
0
Twentieth Century Literary I
Innovations
j
0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#2
India
—
Independence
and
the
Merging
of
Cultures
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TABLE 20 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
•
The Varieties of Love 0
Alienation
0
Idealism
0
War
0
Jealousy
0
Literary Freedom t
Death
0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature
:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences •
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature •
Literature as Political
Expression t
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#3
China
&
Japan
—
None
Offered
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table 21
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
1
Lyricism 1
0
j
Realism
0
1
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism
0
1
Literature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism
0
Satire
0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression 0
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression 0
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence 0
The Absurd 0
Twentiety Century Literary
Innovations 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#3
China
&
Japan
—
None
Offered
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TABLE 21 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
0
The Varieties of Love 0
Alienation
0
Idealism
0
War
0
Jealousy 0
Literary Freedom 0
Death 0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature
—
0
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature 0
Literature as Political
Expression 0
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny
1 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#4
Africa
—
Racial
Alienation
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TABLE 22
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary •
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression •
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence •
The Absurd 0
Twentienth Century Literary
Innovations 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#4
Africa
—
Racial
Alienation
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TABLE 22 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
•
The Varieties of Love 0
Alienation
•
Idealism 0
War 0
Jealousy 0
Literary Freedom
•
Death 0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences •
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature •
Literature as Political
Expression •
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#5
Latin
America
—
None
Offered
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TABLE 23
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEME DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
^^terature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression 0
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression 0
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence 0
The Absurd 0
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#5
Latin
America
—
None
Offered
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TABLE 23 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEME DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
0
The Varieties of Love 0
Alienation 0
Idealism 0
War 0
Jealousy 0
Literary Freedom 0
Death 0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature 0
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature 0
Literature as Political
Expression 0
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#6
North
American
—
None
Offered
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TABLE 24
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism
0
Literature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form
1 —
0
j
Poetry as an International
j
Literary Form 0
' The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression 0
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy
1
0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression 0
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence 0
The Absurd 0
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#6
North
America
—
None
Offered
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TABLE 24 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
0
The Varieties of Love 0
Alienation
0
Idealism
0
War
0
Jealousy
0
Literary Freedom 0
Death
0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature 0
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature 0
Literature as Political
Expression 0
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#7
Europe:
Classical
Antiquity
Destiny,
Heroism,
Morality,
Love,
Power
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TABLE 25
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form NA NA
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
Family Relationships •
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism •
Literature as Moral Expression •
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence •
The Absurd 0
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations NA NA
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#7
Europe:
Classical
Antiquity
Destiny,
Heroism,
Morality,
Love,
Power
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TABLE 25 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
0
Power
•
The Varieties of Love
•
Alienation
0
Idealism
0
War
0
Jealousy
•
Literary Freedom 0
Death
•
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature 0
Literature as Political
Expression
•
Psychology in Literature 0
Loneliness 0
Destiny
•
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary •
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form NA NA
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
j
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression •
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence t
1
The Absurd 0
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations NA NA
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#8
Europe:
The
Middle
Ages
Society,
Morality,
Religion
and
Sexuality,
Freedom
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TABLE 26 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood 0
Power 0
The Varieties of Love •
Alienation
•
Idealism 0
War 0
Jealousy
•
Literary Freedom •
Death 0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature NA NA
Literature as Political
Expression •
Psychology in Literature •
Loneliness •
Destiny 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#9
Europe:
Renaissance
—
The
Individual,
Ambition
Cowardice,
Morals,
Romantic
Love
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TABLE 27
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism 0
Realism 0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary •
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
1
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0 !
i
1
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
1
1
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism •
j
Literature as Moral Expression •
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence •
1
i
The Absurd 0 i
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations NA NA
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#9
Europe:
Renaissance
—
The
Individual,
Ambition,
Cowardice,
Morals,
Romantic
Love
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TABLE 27 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
•
Power
•
The Varieties of Love
•
'
( Alienation
•
Idealism
•
War
0
Jealousy
•
Literary Freedom
•
Death
•
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature
:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences
—
f
0
Colonialism in Literature NA NA
Literature as Political
Expression
•
Psychology in Literature •
Loneliness
•
Destiny
—
—
•
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#10
Europe:
The
17th
and
18th
Centu
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism 0
Realism 0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire •
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy •
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression 0
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence •
The Absurd 0
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations NA NA
-
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#10
Europe:
The
17th
and
18th
Centu
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TABLE 28 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT indirect
Childhood
•
Power —
0
The Varieties of Love
•
Alienation
•
Idealism
0
War
0
Jealousy
•
Literary Freedom
•
Death
0
World Literature: Justification 0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original 0
Inter-Racial Experiences 0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
j
Colonialism in Literature 0
Literature as Political
Expression 0
Psychology in Literature •
Loneliness
•
Destiny 0
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#11
Europe:
19th
Century
The
Individual,
Social
Norms,
Fate
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TABLE 29
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
Realism
0
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism 0
Literature as Social Commentary •
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form 0
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
Family Relationships 0
Tragi-Comedy 0
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression 0
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence •
The Absurd
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations NA NA
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#11
Europe;
19th
Century
The
Individual,
Social
Norms,
Fate
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TABLE 29 Continued
RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Childhood
•
Power
•
The Varieties of Love
•
Alienation
•
Idealism
•
War
0
Jealousy
•
Literary Freedom 0
Death
•
World Literature: Justification
1
0
Urban Literature 0
Culture-Shock in Literature •
International Literature:
Translation vs. Original
1
0 !
1 i
Inter-Racial Experiences
-1
0
Inter-Generational Experiences 0
Colonialism in Literature
°
i
Literature as Political
Expression
i
0 i
Psychology in Literature •
j
Loneliness •
1
Destiny •
i
CURRICULUM
CONTENT-THEME
#12
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RELATED EXAMINATION
CONTENT-THEMES DIRECT INDIRECT
Lyricism
0
1
Realism
0 ^
Philosophy in Literature 0
Symbolism
0
Literature as Social Commentary 0
Youth gaining Self-Knowledge 0
Universalism 0
Satire 0
Drama as an International
Literary Form 0
Poetry as an International
Literary Form 0
The Novel as an International
Literary Form
1
i
0 !
Literature as Crisis-Expression •
1
Family Relationships •
'
Tragi-Comedy
0
j
Characteristics of Heroism 0
Literature as Moral Expression •
1
Literature as Valid Historical
Evidence •
1
The Absurd •
1
Twentieth Century Literary
Innovations •
!
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Content Theme #1—The Middle East has theme that
matches directly and thirty-eight themes that have an
indirect relationship. It may be concluded that the match
between the curriculum and the examination is weak.
Content Theme #2— India has nine themes that have a
direct match and thirty that have an indirect relationship.
It may be concluded that the match between curriculum and
examination is minimal
.
Content Theme #3 China and Japan has thirty— nine
themes with an indirect relation and none with a direct
match. It may be concluded that the match between curricu-
lum and examination is a weak one.
Content Theme #4—Africa has eleven themes that
match directly and twenty-eight with only an indirect
relation. It can be concluded that the match between curri-
culum and examination is minimal .
Content theme #5— Latin America: none of the themes
have a direct match, and thirty-nine have an indirect
relation. It can be concluded that the match between the
curriculum and the examination is weak .
Content theme #6—North Amierica: none of the themes
have a direct relation and thirty-nine have an indirect one.
It is to be concluded that the match between curriculum and
examination is weak .
Content theme #7— Europe: Classical Antiquity has
twelve themes with a direct match and twenty-five with an
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indirect relation. it is to be concluded that the match
between curriculum and examination is weak
.
Content theme #8— Europe: Middle Ages: eight of the
themes have a direct match and twenty-four have an indirect
relation. it m.ay be concluded that the match between curri-
culum and examination is minimal
.
Content theme #9--Europe: Renaissance: there are
eighteen themes with a direct match and nineteen with an
indirect relation. It may be concluded that the match bet-
ween curriculum and examination is satisfactory
, since more
than a third have direct matches.
Content theme #10— Europe: 17th and 18th Centuries:
there are twelve themes with a direct match, and twenty-six
with an indirect relation. It is to be concluded that the
match between curriculum and examination is minimal.
Content theme #11— Europe: 19th Century: there are
fourteen themes with a direct relation, and twenty four with
an indirect relation. It can be concluded that the match
between the curriculum and the examination is satisfactory.
Content theme #12— Europe: Contemporary Period has
nineteen themes that directly matched and twenty that are
indirectly matched. It may be concluded that the curriculum
and the examination are satisfactorily matched.
Further, the data show that the following list of
examination themes are so general that they may be applied
to any of the curriculum content themes:
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Lyricism
Realism
Philosophy in Literature
Symbolism
Youth Gaining Self-Knowledge
Uni versal ism
Drama as an International Literary Form
Poetry as an International Literary Form
Novel as an International L iterary" Form
War
World Literature: Justification
Urban Literature
International Literature: Translation vs. Original
In closing, the data show that in World Literature
there is no strong match between the curriculum and the
examination. There are only three that have a satisfactory
match, and five with a minimal match. It is also clear that
the four weak matches are in non-European areas of content.
The overall match is not because the themes are systemati-
cally related, but rather because they are so very general
that they can match almost anything. The curricula has
clearly not absorbed the responsibility of being detailed
enough to suggest what they intend to be taught. The next
section details the implications of the data.
A summative statement about strengths and weaknesses . The
implications drawn from the discrepancies identified through
the comparison of curriculum and examination content themes
are reported. First, the implications that are common to
both disciplines are stated. Second, further implications
that are special to each discipline are separately
described. The implications are intended to show strengths
that need to be maintained and weaknesses that need to be
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corrected for the curriculum and examination in both
selected academic disciplines.
ihere are four major implications that are common to
both disciplines. The primary implication, and one that
pervades both curricula and examination, is the premise of
an inter-disciplinary background of conceptual knowledge and
skills. The International Baccalaureate Examination assumes
familiarity with several disciplines and their related
ills. ihe disciplines assumied as given background are:
Geography
Social Anthropology
Cultural Anthropology
Comparative Religion
Political Science
Archeology
Environmental Studies
Philosophy (inc. Psychology)
Future Studies
Economics
This assumption by both the curriculum and the exa-
mination is a strength. However, the failure of the curri-
cula to support this assumption is a weakness.
The second, and closely related implication is that
sll of the assumed inter-disciplinary concepts are on an
international scale . This implies depth rather than
magnitude. This assumption by the examination is in keeping
v;ith the ideology of the program, and is a strength.
However, the failure of the curricula to adequately support
this assumption is a weakness.
The third implication derives from the other two,
namely that the International Baccalaureate curricula and
examination assumes a complementary set of affective objec -
tives that give direction to the learning. The assumption
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by both the
The failure
curricula
.
curricula and the examination is
to substantiate it is a weakness
a strength,
of the
The final implication is that the ideology pf ^he
iglg£aati£n^j_ c^calaureate program is largely upheld hv the
examination, but i s_l^tgely
,
unsupported by the cnrr'cnl,.
The above four major implications are common to both
disciplines. Further, there are special implications as
they apply to each discipline. The implications are stated
in terms of assumptions made about the learner. An examina-
tion of the various discrepancies between the curriculum and
the examination in World History proffers the following
assumptions about the student's background of substantive
knowledge before he embarks on the International
Baccalaureate.
It is assumed that he has knowledge ofprocesses and concepts that have their
ages before 1750.
historical
roots in the
It IS assumed that these concepts and processes havebeen developed in some continuous manner, providingthe learner with a sense of chronology.
It IS assumed that earlier historical periods havebeen examined in sufficient depth so as to enable
the learner to place events and facts in a validhistorical context.
It is assumed that these learnings were undertaken
in the major cultural areas of the world, so as todevelop international rather than national or
regional viewpoints
It is assumed that these areas were
moments of parti cular importance to
tlie awareness of these areas is not
isolation
.
selected at
them, so that
developed in
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It is assumed that the learner has an acquaintance
'^ith individuals of historic significance and
j^n flue nee in order to provide diverse opportunities
to develop criteria for judgment of individuals inhistory.
It is assumed that the historical skills needed to
express all of the above orally and in writing havebeen in development for several years before this
program is undertaken.
Let us now consider the special implications derived
from an analysis of the discrepancies in World Literature.
It is assumed that the learner has mastery of the
primary language
,
both oral and written
,
to be able
to comprehend and express complex and unfamiliar
concepts
.
It is assumed that the learner has a certain fami-
liarity with the elements of given universal emo-
tional concepts
,
so as to recognize them in
unfamiliar settings.
It is assumed that the learner is acquainted with a
sufficient body of world history and world affairs
to proceed with literary processes in international
literature
.
It is assumed that the learner has an awareness of
various literary processes to apply to the world
literature
It is assumed that the learner has a degree of fami-
liarity with a diversity of cultural norms
,
so as to
observe them in a possibly complex pattern.
It is assumed that the learner has been developing a
multinational viewpoint for several years before
undertaking the International Baccalaureate program,
so as to allow for a fairly balanced sense of
j udgment
It is assumed that the learner is at ease with a
variety of linguistic and literary criteria that
develop a critical faculty.
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Summary
It is well to recap what the purpose and accomplish-
ments of this chapter were. A detailed and close analysis
of the two disciplines of World History and World Literature
was undertaken. The purpose of this analysis was to compare
the curricula for what is being taught with the examination
for what is being tested. The method chosen was a com-
parison of tangible content themes of both the curricula and
the examination. First, the organization of the curricula
and a listing of the curricula content themes was presented.
This was done for each discipline. Second, the organization
of the examination and the breakdown of examination content
themes was presented, again for each discipline. Third, a
comparison of the content themes was undertaken for each
discipline. The comparison was made through a series of
grids. Criteria for comparison were set up, and results of
the discrepancies tabulated. Finally, the implications
derived from the discrepancies were reported in a summative
statement. Some of the implications were applicable to both
disciplines. Others were peculiar to either World History
or World Literature. Some of the implications were
strengths that were to be maintained, and others were
weaknesses to be corrected. The major conclusion drawn from
the findings is that while the International Baccalaureate
examination largely upheld the ideology of the program, the
curricula did not support it. A rationale for building
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suitable curricula is clearly needed.
The next chapter seeks to provide this rationale for
curriculum development in World History and World
Literature
CHAPTER IV
A DESIGN FOR DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL CURRICULA
Introduction
The analysis of the data in the last chapter
indicated a distinct need for the improvement of curricula
for the International Baccalaureate program. This chapter
seeks to undertake the creation of a systematic design for
curriculum decision making that is likely to correct
deficiencies in the existing I.B. curriculum. The steps
for creating the design are as follows. The first step is
a review of three classical designs. The purpose is to
identify elements helpful to sound curriculum decision-
making, and particularly applicable to international
curriculum.
The second is to propose a design for making curri-
culum decisions for the International Baccalaureate program.
This design should capitalize on the strengths of proven
designs responsive to the particular problems that the
International Baccalaureate curriculum faces at the present
time. The problems have been detected in the discrepancies
between curricula and examination, and in the strengths and
weaknesses of the curricula detailed in Chapter III.
The third is to offer an explanation of the dynamics
222
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design
.
Review of Curriculum Designs
Three curriculum designs will be examined. They
are the designs of Ralph Tyler (1949), Hilda Taba (1962),
and John Goodlad (1966). The reasons for their selection
IS two-fold. First, the research revealed that these three
curriculum theorists have been closely involved with the
International Baccalaureate program. Ralph Tyler indeed
has been involved from its earliest days. He was influen-
tial in its development from a dream and a hope into a
program accepted by schools all over the world. Hilda Taba
was a consultant in the planning of the World History
curriculum. John Goodlad has co-authored Towards a Mankind
School for UNESCO, one of the books used in the ideology of
the International Baccalaureate. He also participated in
UNESCO's committee on International Educational
Equivalences, the findings of which were reported in Chapter
I. Second, this researcher's approach to curriculum deve-
lopment has a conceptual-practical base; in other words, a
classical curriculum theory base. In selecting designs that
formulated such an approach, Tyler, Taba and Goodlad emerged
as the outstanding contributors to the classical approach in
curriculum design. Third, these three curriculum designs
have been most commonly used by schools and have withstood
the vagaries of curriculum fashion and the tests of time.
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Process
. The analysis of the designs will follow a chrono-
logical order starting with Tyler, proceeding to Taba and
concluding with Goodlad. The choice of the chronological
method is less for the sake of chronology and more because
this is the main pattern of development of curriculum theory
from which all subsidiary patterns have stemmed. The order
selected shows each curriculum theorist developing upon the
work of those who went before. Each analysis will present
the chief concepts around which his or her theory of curri-
culum has developed. Each analysis will also present a
graphic model of the curriculum design being examined, so
that ideas can be illustrated in a concrete manner.
Ralph Tyler . When Tyler entered the field of curriculum
development, it was a confused babel of objectives. His
chief contribution was to return the focus of curriculum
theory to the main aims of education. He voiced them in
the form of four procedural questions:
1. What educational purposes does the school
seek to attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided
that are likely to attain these purposes?
3. How can these educational experiences be
effectively organized?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes
are being attained?^
Each educational situation in answering these
questions would formulate the steps of the curriculum
development process peculiar to itself. His fear of
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educators not being able to see the trees for the leaves
is apparent from his caution in the use and separation of
objectives. 2 He does not view educational objectives as
ends in themselves but as "criteria by which materials are
selected, content is outlined, instructional procedures are
developed and tests and examinations are prepared. "3
He further introduced the then radical notion that
the sources for the creation of educational objectives
include all bodies who feel the effects of the aforesaid
objectives. "No single source of information is adequate
to provide a basis for wise and comprehensive decisions
about the objectives of the school.
He suggests three main sources. They are the
Learner, the Society, the Disciplines as channels of
knowledge. Using the data provided by these three sources,
Tyler again subjects the educational objectives derived
therefrom to a further and dual testing. He commends
strongly that the school select its primary educational
objectives, keeping in mind two screens or filters. These
are first, the philosophy of values that the school, society
and learner agree upon. If there are major conflicts in
this area the curriculum development process cannot continue
until they are resolved. Second, that which he calls the
psychology of learning and which includes knowledge of such
elements as expectations of time, condition and outcomes.
3
Thus the school would have checked and rechecked
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Its own aspirations, and would have weeded out any unsuit-
able objectives. Therefore, to answer Tyler's first ques-
tion, the school should be going through the above processes,
coming up with a few highly important and entirely feasible
objectives
.
The second question is: What educational experiences
can be provided that are likely to attain these purposes?
While the answer will vary according to the type of objec-
tive, It should always be mindful of the following general
principles
:
* continuity of major curriculum elements
—
i.e., recurring and continuing learning
experiences
* sequence as a developmental factor— i.e.,
successively higher levels of treatment with
each learning experience
* integration as a unifying factor in the
organization of learning experiences.^
The third question is really addressed to the effi-
cient and total use of the learning opportunities selected.
The practicality of this step in the curriculum development
Process is one that translates effective planning into
effective instruction/effective learning. The following
criteria aid the decisions of curriculum organizations.
* for a given objective to be attained, a
student must have experiences that give him
an opportunity to practice the kind of
behavior implied by the objective
* that the student obtain satisfaction from
carrying on the kind of behavior implied by
the objective
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learning experience be appropriateto the student's abilities ^ P^^opn
that a wide range of learning experiences beemployed to achieve the same objective
a learning experience might bring about
several outcomes.^
When these decisions are applied, instruction and
learning take place. it is now time to apply the fourth
question; How can we determine whether these purposes are
being attained? In actuality, the many filters and checks
that the curriculum process has so far undergone is an
on-going and formative evaluation process. Therefore this
second step of the evaluation procedure is to note "in what
respects the curriculum is effective and what respects it
needs improvement ." 8 To be kept in mind is that the
evaluation of the curriculum takes place vicariously through
the evaluation of the student. The information provided by
the evaluation is used to improve the ability of the
learning experiences to accomplish the desired objectives.
Tyler has not presented a graphic model of his
curriculum process. Several other scholars have interpreted
his rationale into conceptual designs. Figure 4 shows a
popular conception. A reinterpretation of the design
occurred when this researcher noted that the popular concep-
tion implied that the two stages of objectives were uncon-
nected except distantly, and that the evaluation process had
an impact upon the specific educational purposes but not
upon the original and primary educational purposes. This
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V 1
Figure 4. Tyler's rationale as illustrated by
Helen Roberts.
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implies a contradiction in terms. An even more intense
study resulted in an interview arranged with Ralph Tyler at
the Center for Curriculum Studies at the University of
Massachusetts on October 22nd, 1980. The following clarifi-
cations were made. First, the specific objectives are
extensions of the general objectives highlighting one aspect
for immediate attention. However, the specific objectives
always incorporate the larger dimensions of the main educa-
tional purposes of the school or program. Second, the eva-
luation necessarily has immediate impact on the specific
objective but with resulting repercussions on the general
objectives of the school or program, with these clarifica-
tions this researcher offers Figure 5 as a conceptual
reinterpretation of Tyler's rationale.
jj_ilda Taba . It is clear from Hilda Taba's work that she
built upon much that was established already by Tyler. Her
chief contribution is the creation of a conceptual model
that fits the classical mold of curriculum development
theory. Her conceptual framework arises out of the
following six questions. The answers provide the
procedural steps of curriculum development.
1. What is curriculum: what does it include
and what differences are there between the
issues of a curriculum and those of a
teaching method?
2. What are the chief elements of the curriculum
and what principles govern the decisions
regarding their selection and the roles that
they play in the total curriculum?
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EVALUATION ORC7ANI ZATION
Figure 5. Tyler's rationale as illustrated by
Manjula Salomon.
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elemen^ran/^h among thesements d their supporting princioles hc^
principlL apply in
'
establishing these relationships?
4. What problems and issues are involved inorganizing a curriculum and what criteria
about^n tt making decisionspa erns and methods of organizing it?
5. What is the relationship of a curriculumpattern or a design to the practical andadministrative conditions under which itfunctions?
6. What is the order of making curriculumdecisions and how does one move from oneto the other?^
She defines curriculum design thus:
An effective design makes clear what the bases ofthe selection and the emphases on the various ele-ments are, as well as the sources from which thesecriteria are derived. It should, furthermore,distinguish which criteria apply to which element. 10
Next, she prescribes the necessary elements of an effective
curriculum design as criteria for selection, processes of
selection, objectives, content, learning experiences,
organization and evaluat ion .
H
She strengthened Tyler's list of necessary curricula
elements by adding criteria for selection, and processes of
selection. This corrects Tyler's slightly prescriptive
design by offering a rationale that places a responsibility
on the curriculum development process that is contained in
itself. She suggests these steps:
Step 1: Diagnosis of Needs
Step 2: Formulation of Objectives
Step 3: Selection of Content
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Step 4: Organization of Content
Step 5: Selection of Learning Experiences
Step 6; Determination of what to evaluate and
of the ways and means of doing it.l2
Later in her work, she inverts Steps 1 and 2.
Thus, Diagnosis of Needs should be a continuous and on-
going part of curriculum development and instruction,
operating at several levels from the whole program to an
individual need. 13 Diagnoses may be made through a variety
of formal and informal techniques and the discoveries
thereof lead to the formulation of objectives, which is the
next step.
She proposes the sources from which educational
objectives are to be drawn. They are social and cultural
requirements, knowledge of the learner and of learning
theory, unique contribution of the disciplines.!^ She
further stipulates that educational objectives be expressed
in behavioral terms, since "curricula are designed so that
students may learn. "13
In the third step she enlarges on Tyler's vision,
by incorporating content with the experience through which
it is learned. The selection of content and learning
experiences should be based on what the diagnosis indicates.
The selection of content and learning experiences should be
rational, have significance for the learner and for society,
and be appropriate to the learner's needs and abilities.
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The selection should also provide for a variety of the
objectives decided upon in Step 2.
The fourth step is the organization of the content
and learning experiences. They are to be ordered with
regard to sequence, continuity and integration. That is,
the order of exposition of content and the order of learning
and discovery should be based on a rationale. It should
progress to greater complexity and sophistication and
should relate one to the other as needed. A focal point or
center of organization will give direction to the curriculum
development process.
The final step is to evaluate the outcomes of the
curriculum. In other words, evaluation is the assessment of
the behavioral changes that the educational objectives
sought to achieve. Since change is on-going, the evaluation
is also on-going. Evaluation can use any systematic means
of data collection. The data are then used for correcting
or improving the organization, learning experiences and con-
tent in order to better achieve the ob jectives
.
In this sense of evaluation, Taba does not provide
for a possible refinement of learning objectives. Neither
does her design reflect the use of evaluation for reviewing
the major educational purposes or objectives. Figure 6
describes her plan for curriculum development.
John Goodlad . Goodlad's work in 1966 builds upon the
curriculum work of Tyler and Taba, by stressing further the
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Figure 6. Taba's Comprehensive Schematic Model.
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need for 'rationality' in curriculum development. He
advocated "a conceptual system that provides a bridge
between curriculum theory and specific pract ice . " 17 He
puts forward the following steps for the creation of a
conceptual system:
the levels of decision
fror?he'?lar^er to remoteness
decis?onrand"s°b curriculuma sions an sub-decisions at each level
decision to
of the system'
to
^f®"tif ication of appropriate data sourcesbe consulted for each type of decision
fofdecision1?J8°'
authority and responsibility
From this conceptual system derives the curriculum
development process that will be actually implemented. The
first step now is to determine the levels of decision making
that would take place throughout the curriculum development
process. They are made at the ideological level, the
societal level, the institutional level and the instruc-
tional level. These decisions concern educational aims
deriving from learner values, societal values and institu-
tional values. Thus the decision-making process leads from
the general to the specific, in the second step. In the
third step educational aims are sharpened into educational
objectives, with both behavioral and substantive elements.
Learning opportunities are selected appropriate to the
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atta.n^ent of the objectives. Vhese leatntn, oppottunities
are not the experiences that occur at the instructional
level in Tyler's rationale, but the larger learning oppor-
tunities that have been decided upon at the institutional
level. The philosophy of institution would provide criteria
for their selection. The learner's entry point into the
curriculum development process is with the organizing
centers. The organizing centers are the specific learning
opportunities by which the learner seeks to attain the
objectives. The disciplines offer and receive input at
every level of decision-making, but the experiential or
learner level receives limited attention. Finally, he
regards evaluation as a check on the curriculum planning
process itself—a clear departure from Tyler and Taba.
Figure 7 illustrates his conceptual system for curriculum
planning . 19
In 1979 Goodlad put forward a revised conceptual
model. 20 The model is greatly changed from the original,
proving at least that the field of curriculum theory is
yet fluid. The most startling change is the visual one of
moving away from the generally accepted linear conceptions
of curriculum models to a circular configuration of
elements. Figure 3 illustrates the changes. Goodlad offers
the following explanation of the three major changes:
. . . it has been brought to my attention that there
was a static rather than a dynamic place for stu-dents or learners in the initial conception.
. .
In recent years, also, several of that diverse group
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Figure 7. Goodlad's Conceptual System (1966).
DATA
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Figure 8. Goodlad's Conceptual System revised (1979).
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of curr iculumists who sometimes refpr 4-k
Uon'trSnf increase^ft
raerelfnassiv^ L"*"
Potential generators and not
Responding to these^’anS other^nf iSe^cL^"fhave
thr°:rl^na^? I^re^^erle^^ial^r^T
level in the conceptual system. ThirredSSer the^
dra^r^tJZntr'^^^""" “nceptuaufat i^n but
de::Lplt:rttd =
The second major modification pertains to the
Lvfap ^
way of disposing of them simply by statinq all va?,ie
HiE'Hrlrrl-
ient
included values or theit tqtLa-
of theE t milieu out of which come allf ese expressions of interest which affect
^ avoidance behaviour-
avoidance of a more precise delineation of the role
f i
depiction is a more accura-
ptetentft!”2lP""" one previously
These changes in Goodlad's thinking, although
uncertainly offered, yet reflect a m.ajor attitudinal change
in the classical mode of curricula theory. They reflect
really that curriculum is a dynamic entity, serving a
dynamic group of participants.
C^ommonalities of the designs
. The three selected designs
have these commonalities:
* They all pursue curriculum development from
the rational or scientific approach
* They all perceive their function as
primarily organizational
* They all establish educational objectives
as the desirables
* They all describe various important elements
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to be considered in curriculum decision making
*
^vL'eiem^ntr -^^-ction of the
They all depict this interrelation as linearin nature (Goodlad’s reinterpretation 1^!
I?^hL If?ecrd
this conceptualization.
concentilnro? the curriculumeptions of this investigator.)
Further, these common elements of curriculum may
be identified:
Data Sources— Learner, Society,
Disciplines, Ideology
Institution
,
Objectives
—General
,
Substantive
Specific, Behavioral,
Learning Opportunities—Learning theories
processes. Instructional approaches,frameworks
, learning
structural
Organization—Needs/Demands
, Goals/Aims,
Resources/Constraints
Evaluation—of learner-product, of curriculum-
process
A Des ign For Developing International Curriculum
The curriculum design generated in this section,
albeit conceptual, is intended to be of practical use in
closing the discrepancies between the International
Baccalaureate curricula and the examination. The design
provides a legitimate and sensitive frame for international
curriculum development, that will move ideas to practice
as Assum.pt ions
,
Elements and Criteria for Organization.
First, a rationale for the design is presented. Next, a
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design for developing internal
Third, an explanation of the
ional curriculum is offered.
working dynamics of the desi
is advanced.
gn
The international base of the
design is established through the assumptions of inter-
national education. Chapter II leads to such a listing of
assumptions. Assumptions about the practical content-base
are suggested by the implications of the discrepancies.
Chapter III provides this accounting. The primary base of
the design is of curricula elements appropriate to the posi-
tion taken by the International Baccalaureate. This con-
sideration of elements is accomplished by analyzing three
different curricula models Identified through previous
research as being of potential value to rational curriculum
development. Finally, a set of criteria for organization of
the elements is listed. These criteria are intended to
foster practical application of the design.
The following assumptions will guide the selection
of curricula elements for international curriculum
development
.
Assumptions from International Education
.
* International Education is aimed at the
individual in the human species
International Education is a social education
that prepares the learner for multi-national
human interaction
* International Education is not accomplished
by clinical study of the nations and peoples
of the world
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International Education discipline-bound
andc^ust indeed be interdisciplinary in
'
* International Education does not ignorenational needs and perspectives but placesthem against an international system
International Education seeks to influence
social attitudes and create social climates
* International Education develops cross-
cultural abilities
International Education develops futuristic
attitudes
International Education is essentially
optimistic in its nature
^sumptions f rom the strengths and weaknesses of
the I.B. program
.
* A degree of autonomy is desirable for the
various schools to develop individually
* However, curricula support is needed within
the system of autonomy
Curriculum development includes re-establishing,
if called for, the primary educational
objectives
* Affective objectives must be included to
balance the highly cognitive nature of
the program
* The curricula must envision multiple levels
of skills and attitudes
* The curricula should by the nature of the
ideology be inter-disciplinary in its
instructional/learning approaches
* The curricula decisions should be envisioned
on an international plane
Organization of the elements . The following criteria
are applied in the organizing of the above elements into a
ynamic design for international curriculum development.
* The design should not be prescriptive but
anl^^i^ilbhi^^^^ inaLid:;i?^J
‘
It^sf^era? points
channels for entry
*
product"^"
suggest process as well as
* the design should allow for evaluation ofIts earliest steps, and not merely itsfinal step
With the above assumptions, elements, and organizational
criteria as guiding factors, the following design for
developing international curricula is put forward. A
graphic illustration is complimented by an explanation oi
how the design works.
flee ted elements of the design for international
curri c^ulum development
. The elements of this design for
international curriculum development are of two types,
following are product-oriented:
Data sources; Learner
,
Society
, School
Objectives: General
, Specific
Learning Opportunities: Learning/Instruct ional
Approaches
,
Learning Activities
, Disciplines
Evaluation: Pract icum (summative and formative)
These product elements interact through the following
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process-oriented elements:
°iaiiaiiin2, s^creer^. Selecting
, Employing
.
ggllligrtinq . Evaluating
The Lea^ is certainly internationally-minded at
least in intention, without this intention none of the
Planned learnings could be achieved. But he or she might
additionally be multi-racial and have few national
instincts, by dint of not having lived for more than two
years in any country. The Socie^ is international by
virtue of its having come together from different parts of
the world to develop a mutual project such as the society
formed by the United Nations. Often, their commonalities
are idealistic. But just as often their commonalities are
commercial, such as the international societies that grow
around the oil-fields of the Middle East. The School is
international by intent. Most usually, it is itself in the
process of changing identity.
The Sc reens are a check on the curriculum develop-
ment process that are applied in a formative manner. The
Ideological screens are provided by the learner and the
society. The school concentrates the data from the learner
and the society into an essence of Philosophy that is more
readily applicable to the objectives. The other facet of
the school’s screening process that renders the objectives
into a further purity is the learning theory promulgated
by the institution and/or program. This monitors the objec-
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tives as they apply to the learning abilities of the
Students. This design adopts Tyler's termi i^ ^ inology and callsthis screen the Psychology of the learner.
There are two levels of Oblectii^.
^hey are not
exclusive of each other; the Sgeci^ objectives are relati-
vely simple in character. Yet thev •n y are dimensions of the
General ob'ier’t'it/oo p~j_l •es. Both incorporate substantive and beha-
vioral elements.
This design considers laming Opportunity., to be
not one experience, e.g., a book, but to be comprised of
three parts. m other words, the learning opportunity in
this design is a carefully selected instructional/learning
approach or methodology which cultivates concepts and skills
through given experiences or activities. The selected
instructional/learning approach offered in the learning
opportunities has been distilled from what is considered
superior among several different national Theories of
Learning
.
The Disciplines are the content ground in which
this learning process takes place. They are the product
aspect of the learning opportunity. They are also the
tangible aspect of evaluation.
Evaluation is two-fold in purpose. The attainment
of the objective is assessed in tangible form by conversion
of the desired behaviors to contemporary and modern
situations. The degree of success of the curriculum deve-
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lopment process can also be
the learner's achi
assessed vicariously through
evement of the objectives.
Figure 9 offers a design for developing inter-
national curriculum.
The promise of this design is that leatnet and
society are not totally divorced entities, with opposing
goals and conflicting interests They r . premise is that the
learner grows through societvg y, becomes society— that society
produces learner, is cre^^t^^H Kw ^ea ed by learner. if learner con-
tinned to he only learner all his life, there is no prohle..
But learner is always part of society and at a given age or
Moment becomes an active part of society. if this is not
so, then something went terribly wrong and the common pur-
pose of all is to make intergrowth of learner and society
possible. The central part of the design will illustrate
this mutual growth / tated in terms of general educational
objectives
.
Learner ^ General Objectives <- > Society
Out of their common need they have created an insti-
tution called the School—worth much or little, as the case
may be. 22 The school is the organizing center for the
data the two primary data sources provide (Learner and
Society). Some of the data it clarifies and communicates
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International School
(Organizing Center)
Figure 9. A design for developing International Curricula.
might be:
* the needs they have of each other
* the demands they make of each other
* the resources they provide each other with
* the constraints they place upon each other
With this clarification and communication are formed
the General Objectives that learner and society will require
for mutual growth. They reflect the general educational
purposes of the school. The school that offers general
Objectives that cater to the learner alone (as if that were
his only role for all of his life) would do as little ser-
vice as the school that caters to the stipulations of
society alone. 23
A second illustration with a further part of the
design (see next page).
The continuous check that should be kept on the
curriculum development process begins here by screening the
general objectives for appropriateness. if learner and
society are the data sources, they should logically be
providing the screens. The moving force in the learner are
his goals. The learner moves toward his goals. Society is
guided by its values. These, then— the goals of the learner
and the values of society— should provide most effective
screens for their own general objectives. Nor should the
learner's goals be totally distinct from the values of
society. They should and would, if the school clarified
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School
Society
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needs well, be parallel and complementary to each
other
.
The screens placed upon the objectives by the
school-the organizing center-are complementary to those of
the learner and society. The perspective and the check they
place on the objectives is two-fold. They ensure that the
Objectives reflect the philosophy of the program in a manner
that IS not limited to lip service. They further ensure
that the selected objectives, both general and specific, are
appropriate to the learner's abilities. That is, the
psychology of the learner is of paramount importance in the
consideration of objectives. The screening process should
guide the school in selecting specific objectives that are
as accurate as possible, as relevant as possible. A further
illustration (see next page).
These are the specific objectives offered by the
school. Once a school has selected its specific objectives
It then comes up against the various instructional/learning
approaches it may take to achieve the mutual growth of
learner and society.
There are several very strong stands taken. The
"process-oriented" as opposed to the "academic-heritage-
oriented as opposed to the "social-relevance-oriented" as
opposed to the "personal-growth-oriented" and so on.
The weakness of any single one of these stands is
simply in that it separates the dat a sources. It separates
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Learner
Objectives
Society
252
the learner's needs from the needs of society. it
the wealth of context from the learner's
separates
resources, and so
on
.
One extreme does not amend another extreme. Society
and learner both benefit from "process" as well as "content"
as well as from "social relevance" as well as from "personal
growth." The list goes on.
A school that has arrived at its specific objectives
through the careful processes of clarification and com-
munication and screening will have little trouble achieving
a balance and a diversity in the learning opportunities it
offers. The learning opportunities, as said earlier, are
not a single step process. Hence, the reading of a book or
the viewing of a film is not considered a learning oppor-
tunity in the design. The definition of what constitutes a
learning opportunity is far broader. A learning opportunity
in this design incorporates methodologies and approaches
which generate concepts and develop skills through various
experiences or activities.
The disciplines are offered as a tangible content-
ground that is common to both the learning and the eva-
luation processes. The evaluation realizes the learner's
attainment of the objective, by his ability to reconvert
concepts in terms of an analogous situation. It is referred
to as practicum, to reflect its relevance to the learner's
and society's own needs in their own times. The broken
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lines indicate the choices offered by the evaluation. if
the data generated by the evaluation is satisfactory, the
cycle Of learning turns to the next specific objective.
Thus the Objectives grow in a developmental sequence of
complexity. if the data generated from the evaluation is
not satisfactory, the evaluation process reapplies to the
learning opportunity and would continue backwards to the
restatement of the specific objectives, a redefining of
screens, and, if so radical an amendment be necessary, even
to the reconsideration of the general educational objectives
that constitute the framework of the program. The eva-
luation then is not merely that of the learner but of all
the elements and steps of this design. Therefore, the basic
assumption of this design is that all steps are open to
change. This is indicated by all arrows flowing in two
directions
.
A final illustration (see next page).
In closing this section, the following criteria
which were suggested earlier for creating the design are
reapplied. The ways in which the design satisfies the
criteria are addressed.
* Appropriate elements
The design contains the basic elements necessary
for curriculum development. The primary data sources
are the learner and the society. The third data source
differs from the other two in its function as
Specific
Objectives
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organizing center. The screens reflect the ideologies
Of the three data sources.
The Objectives are two-fold. One is general and
reflective of the larger program. The specific
objectives are divisions of the general objectives.
There are two other major elements— learning
opportunities and evaluation. Both employ the
disciplines for their purposes.
Inter-relation of the elements
Several process-oriented elements show the inter-
relation of the product elements. They are: organizing,
screening, selecting, offering, employing, converting,
evaluating. The inter-relationships have a two-way
flow.
* Process and product
The above explanations fulfill this criteria. The
elements are of two natures—product-oriented and
process-oriented. They are interdependent in their
workings
.
* Entry at several points
This allows for a diversity of needs from various
participants in the curriculum development process,
e.g., a teacher being supervised might be interested
and seek entry at the learning opportunities step.
Witness the number of learners who discovered
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internationalism on U.N Dav Ar^ ^ •u iN. u y. n administrator
accounting to a school boata „ight enter at evaluation,
so she may present impressive results.
Since the various international schools require a
certain degree of autonomy this design does not attempt to
be comprehensive or prescriptive. it is merely suggestive-
to Offer guidelines without dictation. This has been done
by keeping the elements minimal, and the inter-relations
simple. The various channels for entry allow any part to
be utilized. Details have not been considered, although
they might be added with ease.
The evaluation process leads forward and backward.
Backwards, it does not merely reselect specific objectives.
If a truly radical change is indicated by the data, the
data sources might have to reconsider their general
objectives. Arrows flowing in two directions allow for
this
.
Conclusion
This chapter has moved to the creation of a design
for curriculum decision making intended for use in inter-
national schools. The chapter opened with a review of three
classical designs. Elements helpful to sound decision-
making and particularly sensitive to international curricula
were identified. Next, a rationale for organization of the
design was established in the form of assumptions and
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criteria. with the above
.eiaelines a aesi,n tor aevelopin,
international curricula was aavancea. it was co.ple.entea
by a aetailea account of the working ayna.ics of the aesign.
The chapter closes by applying the criteria set up
earlier for the organization of a aesign to this aesign.
The purpose was to check if the aesign satisfiea the
criteria. But no theoretical design can impress the par-
ticipants in a classroom situation, whether it be in New
York or Bangkok. The final test is the application of the
design to practical curriculum development. This is under-
taken in the next chapter.
Vchapter
APPLICATION OF THE DESIGN
Introduction
The problem of moving from theory to praxis is
basically one of interpretation. A good theory allows the
praxis to develop it into a better theory. Therefore, to
demonstrate the practical nature of this curriculum design.
It IS applied to the closing of one selected discrepancy
between the International Baccalaureate Curricula and its
Examination
.
The application of the design will follow two
formats. The first will be graphic, using the visual pat-
tern of the design itself. This is essentially how curricL
lum planners will view the decision-making process. It
offers sufficient details, but the design format allows the
whole to be contemplated. Next, the application of the
design will be presented in module format. This is the for
mat most useful and familiar to teachers and those who deve
lop classroom materials.
The discrepancy that is going to be corrected is
Parti tion as an Historical Solution
. The concept of
partition is not included in the World Historv curriculum,
but the examination tests knowledge of this major concept
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in several modern and contemporary situations.
specifically, the reasons for selection of this discrepancy
are
:
* It is a major historical concept
*
decent situations in
It assumes a background of developedhistorical concepts ^
It involves multiple levels of historical
understanding ^^-ucic i
It requires for its total learning
corresponding skills in several otherdisciplines
* It assumes global attitudes in that itoffers situational choice
It is not referred to in the curriculum
It appears regularly in the examination
It has the following complementary themein the World Literature examination:
Literatu re as Valid Historical Evidence
Before this design is applied to practical curricu-
lum development, this investigator would like to put forward
certain ideas that have developed out of research aimed spe-
cifically at children's international learning patterns.
The purpose of this miniature review is to determine the
age-levels that are appropriate for applying the design to
correct the selected discrepancy. The purpose is also to
guide the choice and ordering of suitable learning oppor-
tunities to develop the necessary concepts and skills.
The conclusions about childrens' international
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learning patterns have been compiled over the last thirty
years. The ideas are clearly incomplete bat even as such
provide much guidance. They range from Jean Piaget's study
Of the development of the child's sense of national identity
to the Purdue Research Foundation's study of the
adolescent's orientation to the United Nations. But the
basic assumptions to be made about the learner before the
process of international socialization is begun are these:
* The intermediate grades are unique in that they
represent a time before too many stereotypically
rigid perspectives dominate children's views of the
world, and yet a time in which cognitive development
IS sufficiently advanced to make a diversity of
viewpoints accessible.
Children s international learning is cumulative.
What children learn about the world at one age
builds upon and is influenced by what they have
learned previously. For example, what children
learn about war and peace at age fifteen is
grounded in and shaped by what was learned at age
twelve. Through a continuing process of cumulative
learning a political-self that is international in
character is developed.
The middle years allow an interdisciplinary
approach, because the disciplines are sufficiently
distinct and yet not rigidly so., e.g.,
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geographical and historical concepts in the
stricter sense of the terras can be mastered
(including time-orientation). Political and
economic ideas are forming and much depends on
What is first introduced.
Each child has an individual orientation to the
world. Teaching for international socialization
should allow for this.
Mass media is the most powerful influence in
their international learning (especially television).
With these given assumptions, the design is applied
to closing the selected discrepancy.
Application of the Design in Graphic Format
The design is applied to closing the selected
discrepancy in sections. A first illustration (see next
page)
.
Some of the data that the international learner and
the international society channel to the international
school are suggested in the above diagram. The organizing
center processes the various data and several general objec-
tives can be derived. To close the selected discrepancy,
one general objective that treats this discrepancy has been
selected for attention.
This stated general objective for closing the
discrepancy demands familiarity with several disciplines.
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cannot begin in the high school years. The psychologi-
cal theories about children's international learning pre-
sented in the previous section dictate that the introduction
to various disciplines ™ust begin at about Grade 7. Skills
and concepts start their development now, and the inter-
national orientation must be established along with the
development of these skills and concepts. Piaget even holds
that an adolescent grasps ideas singly and that it is an
educational cruelty thrust upon him, all at once at about
age sixteen. Thus a series of learning opportunities is
called for, developing cyclically around each other, over a
period of several years.
Therefore, the curriculum planners using this design
will understand that to close the selected discrepancy bet-
ween the curriculum and the examination a cyclic decision-
making process evolving over several years would need to be
employed. This cycle begins by deriving a series of speci-
fic objectives which will over four years achieve an early,
cumulative, balanced and yet individual set of learnings that
will culminate in the attainment of the general objective.
But before these specific objectives can be derived, the
general objectives are screened for appropriateness. The
screens come from the learner, the society, and the school
—
which provides yet another check on the process.
A specific objective is developed for each year and
the design applied. The basic assumption is that the evalu-
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at.on each year justifies continuing. if the evaluation
indicates a need not to continue, the design can be traced
back to reapply the screens, reformulate the general
Objectives, and even if necessary reassess the data sources.
The screen supplied by the learner is a reflection
of his goals. The screen supplied by the society is a
reflection of its values. The school supplies two screens,
one arises out of the particular research done on students'
international learning patterns, which provides the most
relevant feedback on the psychological development of the
student. This is termed Psychology in the design and is an
additional factor in whichever learning theory that the
school espouses. The second screen is provided by the
ideology of international socialization that seeks to
influence through education. It pervades the fabric of the
International Baccalaureate program. In this design it is
called Philosophy. A part of the design illustrates (see
next page )
.
From the application of the screens, the following
specific objectives emerge;
1. To analyze inter-nation conflict, its
elements and complexity
2. To be able to trace basic conflict
patterns through the investigation of
two social systems
3. To comprehend the nature of Revolution
4. To be able to formulate the alternatives
open to minorities
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Goals
to understand and ap-
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The following pages apply the design to the attain-
ment Of the specific objectives. Suitable learning oppor-
tunrtres are described and relevant evaluation practices are
determined. The learning opportunity and the evaluation
practices are pursued through the common ground of the
disciplines, world History in the case of this study.
The learning opportunity embraces the instructional/
learning approach and the specific learning activities
provided. The evaluation is always a practicum, when it is
summation The learning opportunity can duly adjust
itself, if adjustment is indicated. The broken lines of
the specific objective indicate a choice-a going-forward
to the next specific objective and the steps to its
fulfillment, or, if the total evaluation indicates
otherwise, a retracting to any of the elements of the
design
.
Application of Design: Module Format
The application of the design thus far provided a
general guide for substance. It was primarily aimed at
curriculum planners with the purpose of enabling the viewer
to comprehend the whole.
Now, the general direction this gave is applied to
stated curriculum that a teacher might use. This is not
meant to be a set of lesson plans but a sample of how the
curriculum might work in the classroom. Hence there are no
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ti.e specifications, as these „oni. have to he inaiviauaii,
deciaed. A learning activity, as described here, n,ight
take one session or several. This is left, therefore, to
be developed into lesson plans with omissions or additions
as seen fit.
A change in learner behavior is clearly not effected
- one experience. It is in a series of experiences of some
variety presented over several years that distinct changes
in behavior are observed. Tyler points out that "in order
for educational experiences to produce a cumulative effect,
they must be so organized as to reinforce each other."
The following grid shows the cumulative pattern in
which the learnings are expected to reinforce each other.
Before this design is applied in a teaching module
format, it is moot to reiterate the reasons for the selec-
tion of this particular discrepancy. The selected discre-
Partition as an Historical Solution
It is a major historical concept
It can be applied to several situations inrecent times
* It assumes a background of developedhistorical concepts
It involves multiple levels of historical
understanding
* It requires for its total learning
corresponding skills in several otherdisciplines
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table 31
CUMULATIVE PATTERN OF INTERNATIONAL LEARNINGS
General Objective: To understand the concepts of inter-nation conflict and conflict reso!^tion
Grade Mastered
7 8 9 10
#1. To analyze inter-nation conflict.
Its elements and complexity •
#2. To be able to trace basic con-flict patterns through the
investigation of two social
systems
•
#3. To comprehend the nature of
revolution •
#4. To be able to formulate the al-
ternatives open to minorities •
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global attitudes in that itoffers situational choice
* It is not referred to in the curriculum
* It appears regularly in the examination
as Valid Historical Evidenr^
The modules follow this format:
1- general Obiective
-This remains constant for each
module, as learning progresses through four years in
order to achieve the general objective.
2- Specific 0b1ec^-Each grade seeks its own specific
objective, the cumulative effect of which learnings
develop the general objective.
££e-requisite Ent ry Behaviors
— In Grade 7 these are
listed. Thereafter, the expectation is that the
modules that preceded have been internalized.
jSgy Concepts to be Acqu ired
— are listed at the
start so as to be emphasized.
5. Ba^sic Skills—These refer primarily to the general
educational skills, rather than to specific historical
literary or related skills.
Learn ing Opportunity
— It has been stated in the
previous section of this chapter that learning
opportunity comprises the instruct ional/learning
approach
,
the learning activities
, and the content
ground the experiences take place in.
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The instructional/learning approach is Inter -
and them^. The criteria for this choice are
based on Tyler's simple maxim that "all learnings, to be
most efficient, should be so organized as to reinforce each
other." The thematic dimension is the unifying factor in
the organization of the curriculum. It is the commonality
by which the several disciplines might contribute to the
total learning experience. It is also the commonality which
is basic to human experiencel , albeit growing more complex
and sophisticated in modern times.
Each learning opportunity, therefore, comprises
jjg^tntng Activities. These are numbered for chrono-
logy and distinction. All learning activities come in two
parts. One is for a group learning experience, the other
for an individual learning experience. They may overlap or
be used separately. This was arranged thus to respect the
knowledge that each child has an individual orientation to
the world and it may express itself in several ways.
Enrichment readings are also suggested for those students
who are moving ahead.
7 . The evaluation is
Several points at
suggested through
by the symbol (E)
is always in the
to a contemporary
both formative and summative.
which evaluation may be made are
the modules. These are designated
throughout. The final evaluation
form of reapplying historical concepts
situation and drawing conclusions.
The content area the summative
is always historical.
evaluation takes place
in
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Zg^£hl''^g Module; 7th Grad(
A. General^blecti^-to analyze inter-nation conflict,
its elements and complexity
Specifi^_Obiectiy^
understand the concepts
of inter-nation conflict and conflict resolution
C
. Entry Behaviors
The learner should have basic historic, geographic
and linguistic concepts and skills. Some examples might be
- ability to read a time-line
- ability to read a simple physical map
basic literacy and verbalization skills
D. Key Concepts To Be Acquired
- elements of conflict
- causes of conflict
- individuals in conflict
K • Basic Skills to be Acquired
reading comprehension so as to select relevantinformat ion
- writing to report facts
- writing a simple narrative
library skills: note-taking, judging sources
without reading
F. Learning Opportunities
The approach is interdisciplinary and thematic.
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The theme is conflict Tf wiii
,, ,
“ the various disciplines
rough Which the complete learning experience is offered.
It IS not arbitrarily selected but arises out of the
specific objectives this grade level aims at achieving.
The enabling objectives, i.e., those objectives
surround the attaining of the specific objective, are
directly related to the inter-disciplinary approach. Thus,
they are as follows:
Literature
Ute'ra^rre'"
“""" expressing conflict in
to derive general truth from fiction
Archeology
to use primary sources
- to discern the Important from the unimportant
to relate the past using revealed data
’
evidence nature of historical
Ph i losophy
~ to state one's values
to state values that are not one's own
to derive statements of values from literaturefrom action
Rel ig ion
to see religion as an institutionalizing
of values
to cite the main characteristics of Pantheism
Psychology
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to detect the elements of conflict in iown life '-^nrii one's
to detect the elements of conflict- inSI nations the learner is not involved in
- to deduce i£ a given conflict is avoidable or not
The learning activities in which the several
disciplines participate are as follows. Each activity has
both a group strategy and an individual strategy. The
disciplines employed in each activity are pointed out and
points at Which a formative evaluation might take place are
demarcated
.
Learning Activity #1;
Group
To comprehend the causes and elements
of conflict (Psychology/Literature)
The teacher would need to introduce the concept of
conflict, but might start with 'fight.' A round robin
discussion analysis of a fight in the playground might
be used to introduce causes and elements of fights.
As the progress of the fight gets reported, the teacher
puts on the board the main elements such as jealousy,
peer pressure, moment of hostility. She asks what if
It's not over? if they keep fighting each other? The
students differentiate between having one fight and
having real cause to keep fighting. The latter is
worthy of a new, weighty word 'conflict.'
Individual
They might want to write about the worst fight
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they've ever been
bad
.
(E) Was it a fight or
Learning Activity #2;
Group
in. It needn't be physical to be
a conflict?
To personalize the emotions in a
conflict situation (Literature) to
realize what influences change
Group reading of the play "Conflict" from the
anthology Conf^. Then mark five positions on the
floor: positively right, somewhat right, uncertain,
somewhat wrong, positively wrong. Have students take
their stands on their position on the hero's action.
Volunteers can explain their position. Others can be
free to move as their positions change.
I nd ividual
Read several poems and short stories. Pick the one
most like your own conflict and write one paper
explaining your choice.
gaming Activity #3 ; To compare the physical structure of
Athens and Sparta (Archeology)
Group
In little groups have them read parts of several
simple texts on archeological findings, and make notes
on physical outlines of each city-state.
Individual
279
May do additional work in libraries or museums.
(E) Either individually or in little groups, the students
recreate the two city-states. This can be inm writing
sketch or modela i, as simple or as elaborate as they
wish
.
iS^niiniActivi^: TO learn physical and political
features of Greece.
The method advocated here is to offer generalities
of geographical development. There are several good
animated filmstrips that show the general conditions of
mountain formation, etc. if filmstrips are not
available, offer the generalities yourself.
(E) From the generalities have them fill in blank maps of
Greece. Now put up a large tourism map and let them
point out the features they just predicted. Correct
inconsistencies
.
Learning Activity #5; To understand the values and
institutions of Athens and Sparta
(Literature, Religion, Philosophy)
Group
Introduce a cartoon representation of the Pantheon,
that briefly describes their development.
I nd i vidual
Each student assumes a mythological character and
all about himself or herself.
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*
..II .. . o„.k
made into a spectacular pageant. Speeches had
best be written.
Group
A group discussion of values arising out of the
myths
.
(E) List on board the Greek virtues. Compare their
importance today.
Individual
Read "Theras: An Athenian Boy", c.D. Snedaflar,
Norton Press, 1965. Compare Athenian and Spartan
lives and values (Theras is captured by the Spartans).
(E) Write a short essay on whether you would rather be an
Athenian or a Spartan and why.
turning Activity # 6= To understand the sequence of the
Athens-Sparta conflict (History)
Group
Form two sides (Athenian and Spartan) and do
research in small groups on its version of the conflict.
Evidence must be written on large pieces of paper in
categories such as numbers of men, horses, fighting
style, heroes, etc. A certain secrecy is maintained
during the research, although if there is a natural spy
in the room h© can play a spy role.
(E) Presentation of a forum where each side presents its
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version.
Conclude
Defectors and alliances can play their
with a simple picking out of the element
part
.
s of
this conflict.
Individual
Select an individual from a list
portray and study their roles.
(E) Their impact on groups
Enrichment readings: The Iliad of Homer.
that they wish to
ed
. R. Latimore,
Stanford Press.
C
. Final Evaluation
Teacher shows "The Middle East: Background
Conflict," two film strips (one Arab, one Israeli)
presents background of Arab-Israeli conflict. The
mended methodology is to prepare versions from nat
for
• Teacher
recom-
ional
histories
.
Group Evaluation
In a group discussion pick the elements of conflict
and list them on the board. Have they changed from the
first list they made?
Individual Evaluation
The Arab-Israeli conflict. Do you think it is
unavoidable?
The teaching module for Grade 7 provided learning
activities for several disciplines from the humanities.
The purpose was to provide a view of how the organization
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°£ several disciplines ™ight wor. in the classroom. The
view rs limited as none of the 'scientific, or 'artistic
discrplines are introduced. m the modules that follow a
further limitation is introduced so as to keep within the
parameters of this study. The enabling objectives of
several humanities' disciplines will be offered, but this
investigator will limit herself to learning activities and
evaluations of two disciplines-World Literature and World
History. The growing sophistication of the concepts and
skills being learned makes this a task for team planning.
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ZeacMng Module; 8th GradP
A.
B.
L_Otjecjt^ to understand the concepts of inter-
nation conflict and conflict resolution
5El£i£i^-2blectu^^^ b,
alternative
conflict patterns through the investigation of two
social systems
C
.
Entry Behaviors
The concepts and skills attained through Specific
Objective #1, and through the enabling objectives co.ple-
menting it.
D
.
Key Concepts
alternative patterns of social development
alternative patterns of social conflict
- growing complexity of interdependence
E • Basic Skills
reading/viewing/listening comprehension fromsecondary sources so as to judge dependability
- writing to link facts
writing to draw a conclusion from facts
library skills; learning to acknowledge sources(avoiding plagiarism)
thinking: classification from the specific to thegeneral
E
.
Learning Opportunities
The instructional/learning approach is inter-
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disciplinary and thematic,
in social development. The
various disciplines through
opportunity is offered. it
objective this grade level
objectives are as follows:
Anthropology
The theme is conflict patterns
theme is intended to unite the
which the complete learning
arises out of the specific
seeks to achieve. The enabling
to
of
discern that all
the individual to
culture is the adjustment
his environment
to realize how
through religio
among others
humans preserve their values
us, political and legal systems
r
to deduce that institutions
as well as dischord
can give security
- to understand that 'race'
' culture
'
is different from
Political Science
to know the basic types of systems societyfunctions by
to understand the inter-relation of these
systems
to discern that systems are preserved throughinstitutions ^
to comprehend that socialization preservesthe systems
Ph i losophy
- to understand that humans develop new needs
as others are satisfied, e.g., Maslow's theory
Geography
- to pick out the characteristics of the three
main ecological terrains
to envision living conditions in each
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I^arninq Activii-v in. ..To study the elements of conflict
in Medieval England
Group
The characteristics of feudalism are picked out by
Showing the making of a knight, a monk, a manorial lord
and a burgher. There are several good posters that
show these attractively, or you could easily make them
up yourself. Several smaller charts are pinned under
each of these characters with headings like religion,
social order, work and play.
Individual
Can research a character of particular interest to
themselves and fill in the charts underneath.
(E) Each group presents its life in a feudal society.
learning Activity «2: To personalise manorialism and to
relate it to feudalism
Group
Have the group prepare for a medieval tournament.
Individual
Each person draws or selects a role and makes a
(E) formal presentation on his or her role in this society
learn ing Activity #3 ; To realize the adjustments of
individuals to society
Group
Group listening to a recording of excerpts from
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Chaucer's
"Introduction to the Canterbury Tales,"
either con^ercial or
.ade by the teacher ana her
friends. Discussion on the conflicts arising.
(E) List their causes: social, ideological, etc.
Individual
Chooses one of Chaucer's characters and studies
. his or her speech in depth.
(E) Writes a short piece on whom of the company she/he
likes or dislikes strongly, with reasons.
a viti^. To study the pattern of conflict in
the Peasants' Revolt
Group
In small groups, create a set of population charts
Showing the effects of the Black Death. Use primary
sources
.
(E) Predict the pattern of conflict.
Individual
Read related excerpts from Samuel Pepy
' s diary to
develop a sense of the effect of disasters on society.
Learning Activity #5; J-O find that many cultures suffer
the same patterns of conflict
Group
Teacher selects five pieces from the
Literature anthology "Walkabout" by John
Stanford Press, 1970.
World
Marshall
,
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- Showing indiviauais in conflict against society
- sections of society in conflict with each other
- whole societies in conflict
conflict situation that evolves into change
conflict situation that explodes into violence
hist these conflict-patterns on the board. The teacher
can read each piece aloud and ash for a judgment as to
(E) which category it fits in.
Individual
Each student may further select and classify other
(E) pieces from the anthology into conflict patterns.
i^i^Hlini^ctivit^ TO study the elements of conflict in
the Medieval Middle East
Group
Using primary archeological sources,
reconstruct Jerusalem just before Islam. There are
several good filmstrips that show digs. They may do
this in small groups.
(E) With the data from the research, fill in four wall
charts on the structure of the city: governance,
religion, economic and social life.
Individual
Might want to read parts of The Source by James
M ichener
.
I e^arning Activity #7 ; To compare the ideological differences
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between the three great Middle Eastern
i^eligions
Group
Break the class into three groups. They may not
Choose their own religion. Each group presents its
major ideologies and critics.
(E) The other two groups point out what is likely to cause
conflict with them.
Individual
Not recommended at this age level.
Learning Activity #8
:
lo personalize the conflicts of an
individual in a medieval structure
Individual
Reading of "Memed, My Hawk" by Yashar Kemal, Pocket
Books, New York, 1961.
Group
Brainstorm' session of the pattern of conflict
(E) in Memed
' s life.
Individual
essay. on "What am I prepared to die for?"
Learning Activity #9: To study the pattern of conflict in
the expansion of Islam
Group
A film strip showing "The Expansion of Islam." A
visual presentation is best for as sweeping a survey as
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this. Class discussion in three religious groups they
(E) had worked in before stating their position.
Individual
(E) A short statement on whether the film was biased
or fair, giving evidence. The student should state what
religious group she or he belonged to. Recommended:
. "Islam", McGraw-Hill Film Division.
Enrichment Readings
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court- by Mark
Twain. "Watermelons, Walnuts and the Wisdom of Allah", New
York, Parents Magazine Press, 1967.
G
. Final Evaluation
Using the "World Press Review" which gives original
national articles in translation, trace the conflict pattern
developing between the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. Is there
more than one? (World Press Review. Stanley Foundation, Box
915, Farmingdale, New York 11737)
Group
They can do this in two groups, with each making
a presentation.
Individual
An essay on "Will there be a direct military
confrontation?"
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T^gcjling Module; 9l-h Grad(
A.
understand the concepts of
inter-nation conflict and conflict resolution
B. Specific Objective # 3— to
Revolution
comprehend the nature of
C
. Entry Behaviors
The concepts and
Objectives #1 and #2 and
surrounding them.
skills attained through Specific
through the enabling objectives
D. Key Concepts
- the pattern of revolution
- the interrelation of revolution and independence
~ individuals in revolt
causes and effects of revolution
E • Basic Skills
using facts to develop a generalization
- writing analytically
generalizing from facts
library skills: learning to judge different
viewpoints in materials
“ learning to detect biased writing
- compiling a bibliography
Learning Opportunities
The instructional/learning approach is inter—
F.
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disciplinary and thematic,
effects of Revolution. The
various disciplines through
opportunity is offered. it
objective this grade level
objectives are as follows:
Philosophy
The theme is the causes and
theme is intended to unify the
which the complete learning
arises out of the specific
seeks to achieve. The enabling
insUtu?ions“"^"
dependence and repulsion
Psychology
to analyze the elements of heroism
to examine the impact of ideology ontemperament
behfvIor°'’ iddgment of human
Political Science
be
the
able to distinguish the characterist
chief political ideologies
ics
Economics
'
on
to comprehend the Impact of economics
world affairs
to examine economic revolutions and their
social effects
Religion
to examine if religion is particularly
influenced by individuals
to examine the interrelation between freedom
and religion
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Learninq Activif^/a vitiMU. To analyze the impact of individuals
in revolution.
I nd i vidual
A comparative study of individuals who played an
important part in revolution. They are eclectically
selected, but are representative of major ideological
Philosophies. The teacher might compile her own list.
A few examples might be: Henry VIII, Bolivar, Mao Tse
Tung, Cromwell, Nyerere, Marx and Mahatma Gandhi.
The individual student should attempt to understand the
character of the historical figure, using primary
sources as well as secondary, i.e., biography, writings
and autobiographies.
Group
Presentation of the individual research either in
writings or verbally. The group then generalizes on the
role of individuals in Revolution. This can be done in
smaller groups with a time limit to aid compromise and
sharpen debate. Teacher compiles the decisions onto a
wall chart.
learning Activity #2; To develop criteria for judgment of
human behaviors (particularly
leadership) through fiction
Individual
May choose one each of several books set in
revolutionary times. Some examples are: A Tale of Two
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G
by Dickens; Doctor Zhivnnn
. by
^iahth_Hoon, by Sansan, Harper and Row
Cruz
, by Feuntes,
3^Ml!2g_Fall Apart
, by Achebe,
Heinemann Ltd., New York, 1959.
roup
Pasternak
;
, New York, 1965;
Farrar, Straus &
Astor-Honor for
In a group decide the protagonist
.akes an
impact. The importance of the time Th<=. iLiie £
. he importance of
the loc^. could it have been the sa.e at another
(E) time, in another place, with another individual?
Learning Activity # 3 ; To deduce the theoretical causes and
triumphs of revolution from three
documents. To trace the development
of 'civil liberties'
Group
In three small groups, the students examine
The English Bill of Civil Rights
The American Declaration of Independence
The French Constitution of 1791
Each group then attempts to trace what it was that was
being rectified by the documents. The teacher might
compile them into a wall chart, for later reference.
Individual
Complex work is not recommended at this stage. But
a 'Constitution for the Classroom' might be individually
devised
.
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Learni ng Activitv * 4 * 'T'r^To trace the patterns of revolution
in two major revolutions: Part 1—
the American Revolution
Group
The group watches two film strips on the American
Revolution; one from the colonial perspective, the
other from the British perspective. Recommended are:
"The American Revolution: Part 1, The Cause of Liberty,"
and "Part 2, The Impossible War," from Learning
Corporations of America.
(E) Trace the pattern of the revolution, using historical
causations as criteria for judgment. Reco^ended is
a historical causation checklist by Carl G. Gustavson,
in "A Preface to History." But the teacher might
create her/his own to suit class needs.
Learning Activity #4;
Group
To trace the patterns of revolution
in two major revolutions: Part 2
the French Revolution
The students are divided into five French socio-
economic groups: royalty, clergy, nobility, bourgeoisie,
and peasants. The teacher compiles the events and facts
of the revolution into a decision tree. Each group
makes its decisions step by step. As each decision is
reached, the effects of the decision produce the next
set of limbs of the decision tree.
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Individual
May take individual rol
(E) Apply the same historical
French Revolution.
es and decide accordingly.
causation checklist to the
Learning Activitv i To study through different literary
approaches one of the effects of
revolution
Individual
Reading of George Orwell’s Animal Farm .
Group
(E) Discussion of the possible effects of the revoluti
through Orwell’s allegory.
Individual
(E) A short essay on "Is revolution the ultimate
betrayal?"
Enrichment Readings
"Foreigner" by Nahid Rachlin, Norton
New York, 1979.
"Through Middle Eastern Eyes" by Robert Pea
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975)
G • Final Evaluation
Group
Using news reports from the West and Iran, the
group should be able to trace the steps of the
revolution of 1979 according to the historical
on
,
and Company
rson
Iranian
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causation checklist.
Individual
Might, if they feel particularly brave,
forecast outcomes.
W] sh to
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loth Grade
A.
B.
unae.stana the concepts ot
inter-nation conflict and conflict resolution
Spec ific Obiective #4 to be able to formulate the
alternatives open to minorities
^ • Entry Behaviors
The concepts and
Objectives #1, #2 and # 3
,
surrounding them.
skills attained through Specific
and through the enabling objectives
^ • Key Concepts
~ the role of minorities
” the alternatives open to a
^'^Iti
— racial society
the theory and practice of
multicultural
,
historical partition
E. Basic Skills
- analyzing theories
formulating hypotheses
- researching relevantly and accurately
F- Learning Opportunities
The instructional/learning approach is inter-
disciplinary and thematic. The theme is the choices of
minorities in a society. The theme is intended to unify
the various disciplines through which the complete learning
opportunity is offered. It arises out of the specific
298
objective this grade level seeks tc k-achieve. The enabling
objectives are as follows: ^
Religion
- to understand the impact of religion on culture
to understand thp nco •
as a political weapon- hol'^wars'^
teligion
Economics
'
colonTaUsr'^ economic effects of
interdependence*^^
iriagnitude of modern economic
Soc iology
- to examine the alternative settlement/development patterns of minorities
’
socianzatiSn P^^^^^ses of political
to analyze migration patterns
Cultural Anthropology
culturr"'""*' difference between race and
to realize the several types of minorities
to examine the premises of white supremacy
Lea rning Activ
_it^-to develop an awareness of both
majority and minority dilemmas in a
two-culture situation
Group
The Culture Contact Game. One of the most effective
simulation games, showing the hopes and fears of both
sides. They have to effect the terms of a compromise.
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Learning Activity #2-
Group
to understand that the American Civil
War was realized by a multiple
causation, and not a simple causation
Divide the students into four groups
Douglas, Breckenridge, Lincoln and Ball,
issues important to their own cause and
supporting
They research
list them as a
chart
.
Individual
Those so motivated may wish to specially research
the four main characters.
Group
They may also trace the main events of the Civil
War, in a number of ways, as excellent materials
abound. Recommended: The Blue and the Grey , edited by
Henry Steele Commager. It is told through eye witness
accounts of both sides.
(E) Examine the Gettysburg address as a future
anthropologist might. What kind of situation would you
reconstruct from the document?
Learning Activity #3: To develop criteria for judging
history through literature
Individual
Reading of two books.
- The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman, by
Ernest J. Gaines
300
by Harriet Beecher Stowe
Group
Develop the reasons tor the high popularity of
historical fiction in a brainstorming session.
Formulate the ideas into one or two criteria for
judgment of literature as historical evidence.
TO comprehend that Indian Independence
and Partition occurred through
multiple causation, and not a single
causation
Group
Dividing into the Hingu Congress, the Muslim League
and the British, each group researches issues and events
important to their own cause.
(E) They meet in a forum and discuss outcomes. Every 15
minutes is equivalent to 10,000 deaths. This is to
create the sense of the pressure of time.
Individual
(E) Might wish to take on particular roles, such as
Gandhi, Jinnah, Mountbatten, Nehru.
Learning Activity #5 ; To use literature to judge historical
events
Individual
Reading of The Jewel in the Crown
, by Paul Scott,
William Morrow, New York, 1968; and Silk and Steel
, by
301
Stephen Alter ^F^r-r-av c*.( ar ar, Straus, Giroux, New York, 1980).
Group
-bin» session of the eviaence of literature.
The criteria should be developed from Joyce Carol Oates's
statement that literature is valid historical evidence.
(Psychology Today
^ September 1974)
Enrichment Readings
Beloved Country by Alan Paton, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1950.
Too Late the Phalarope by Alan Paton, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1953.
Through African Eyes
_
by Leon Clark, Praeger-Holt
Series, New York, 1970.
G
. Final Evaluation
Group
Using the U.N. Declaration of Human Rights as a
checklist, students examine the apartheid law, showing
the social gap between the races in South Africa. This
is best done in small groups.
Individual
Using U.N. statistics, students build a grid
showing the economic inequalities of the situation.
Group
South Africa: Is Partition a viable political/
(E) economic/social solution? The students could divide
into three groups and generate a framework for partition
302
that would satisfy both groups.
Individual
Defend or attack your government's stand on South
Africa.
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With this sample curriculum that develops over four
grade levels, the discrepancy between curriculum and exami-
nation is Closed. in his last two years, which are devoted
to the international Baccalaureate program, the student may
consider in depth the idea of "Partition as an historical
solution." He or she might, for example, apply the accumu-
lated learnings of the past four years to the study of the
partition of Palestine, which continues to demand world
attention. Or he might study in depth a similar situation
in his own region.
Alongside the historical development to close the
discrepancy, there has been a literary development that clo-
ses the gap between curriculum and examination in regard to
the content-theme "Literature as valid historical evidence."
It is fitting here to give a brief apologia for the World
Literature curriculum.
There are several excellent frameworks for deve-
loping World Literature curricula, with bases ranging from
theme-oriented to area-oriented. This study develops the
sample curriculum in World Literature on the base that it
exemplifies the history. This includes, therefore, a thema-
tic approach as well for each grade level. it also applies
to World Literature the same criteria it did to World
History in selecting areas and periods. The question that
most puzzles teachers struggling to develop a World
Literature curriculum is "What do you leave out?" or "How do
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you justify selecting nation X anr^ ic.. •y di:io d leaving out nation Y?"
This framework approaches the problem through the World
History. in other words, the theme is studied in those
parts of the world where it occurs most forcefully and
therefore at those times that are of most importance to the
area
.
It must here be pointed out that the sample
curriculum, while closing the selected discrepancies, also
developed a broad range of concepts and skills that could
be applied to closing a great many other discrepancies.
A study of the enabling objectives at each grade level in
fact reveals this. It reveals further the tremendous need
for truly Interdisciplinary curriculum development in these
grades. But this is among the subjects of the next chapter
and it will suffice to mention it here.
Summary
This chapter has been devoted to applying the curri-
culum design generated in this study to creating a sample
curriculum. it has sought to establish that the design can
be used to develop practical curriculum that can be used in
the classroom. It has also sought to establish that the
design may be used to close the discrepancies between the
International Baccalaureate curriculum and examination.
This has been done in two steps. First, the appli-
cation of the design to closing the selected discrepancy was
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done ,rap.icau, on a ™o.e general level, ca„,i„,
design
,ou.
.he purpose o. this was so that
e developmental sequence of the whole may be readily seenby the curriculum planners Nevf
• the application of thedesign to Closing the specific discrepancy was done in a
teaching module form that could be used by teachers in the
Classroom. This was done at four grade levels,
.t each
grade level, the specific objective was preferred, the
general objective being sought was reiterated, enabling
Objectives categorized and concepts and skills enumerated.
Next, the learning opportunity offered the theme and several
learning activities for both world history and world
literature. The learning activities systematically offered
individual and group work. Points at which formative eva-
luation might prove valuable were highlighted and enrichment
readings were suggested. Each grade had also a summative
evaluation
.
The detail that has been undertaken in this chapter
has been primarily to stress that teachers can use this
design to make continuing curriculum decisions. This design
was intended not to be prescriptive, but to be internalized
by the teacher to aid in wise decision-making on a day-to-
day basis. So that teachers understand curriculum develop-
ment is a dynamic process. It will be through this internal
realization that the discrepancies will also be eliminated
and not reappear.
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It
.3 Clear that this design is a very modest
e.tnning.
.he nert chapter pets torward see recoeen-
^-ons as to how it ™ey he hest exploited hy teachers and
o her curriculun, decision-makers to improve the
ween the International Baccalaureate curricul
examination.
match bet-
um and
CHAPTER V I
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduct inn
This fi
the study. in
ITe cornm©ndetions
^iidpter summar:
addition, it puts forward importar
that were generated by the preset
ings of
work.
^mmary of the SfnHy
The purpose of this study, briefly stated, was todevelop a curriculum design that would link the rationale
Of the International Baccalaureate program to practical
curriculum development in international schools, or in
schools With an international Intent. The study was both
conceptual and practical in nature.
Four major objectives gave di section to this study;
To review the
given rise to
Curricula and
philosophy and history that hasthe International Baccalaureate
Examination
Tn content-themes that are inhereni-i the International Baccalaureate Curricu^^
gaps ^harexist'be? identify conceptualy pfa cn t exis between what is beinaWhat IS presently being taught, in wLl^Literature and World History
and
To create a conceptual model thatthe Identified gaps and link thethe International Baccalaureate Cpractical curriculum development
would close
rationale of
urricula to
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To satisfy the first objective, an extensive review
of the literature was conducted. it covered the development
of the phenomenon of Internationalism, its effects on educa-
tion and culminated in the creation of the International
Baccalaureate program. The basic assumptions of inter-
national education were thus derived, to give a foundation
to the awareness of international socialization that is
behind this study.
The second objective caused the review of literature
to develop another branch. This second part of the review
of literature was intensive in nature. An investigation of
all curricula materials and of all examination materials of
the years from 1970 to 1980 was conducted. This was limited
to two disciplines—World History and World Literature.
This was done in order to identify the discrepancies that
existed between the curricula and the examination. The
curricula information and the examination questions were
restated in terms of content-themes
. Each curricula
content-theme was matched to the related examination
content-theme
,
in each selected discipline. Fifteen
recurrent content-themes were identified in the World
History Curriculum. These were matched against two hundred
and eight recurrent content-themes in the World History
Examination. Twelve major content areas were identified in
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the world Literature Curriculum. They were matched against
thrrty-nine recurrent content-themes in the World Literature
Examination. Both sets of content-themes were of an extre-
^ely general nature. These matchings were graphically pre-
sented in the form of tables. Fifteen tables show the
discrepancies in World History and twelve tables show the
discrepancies in World Literature. Two processes were uti-
lized in detecting the discrepancies. The first process
matches the stated objectives of the World History and the
World Literature Curricula with the specific examination
questions of one given year. Tables 1 and 2 display this
matching. This process seeks to discover if what is being
tested is Indeed congruent with what is being taught. The
second process, which matches the content-themes as
described above, seeks to detect the extent of the
discrepancies. Tables 3-30 show these matchings.
The data from the tables are compiled and classified
into four categories, indicating the degree of closeness
between curriculum and examination. The implications of
these findings reported in a statement about strengths and
weaknesses. Four major implications that were common to
both disciplines, and seven major implications for each of
the two disciplines, were presented.
To fulfill the third objective that guided this
work, a conceptual design for creating international curri-
culum that would close the identified gaps was generated.
Three bases were established for th
design.
e development of the
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The implications arising from the discrepancies
provided the practical content-base of the design. The
rnational base of the design was established by the
assumptions derived from the first part of the review of
literature. The primary base of the design is composed of
curricula elements appropriate to the International
Baccalaureate program. This was arrived at by analyzing
three different curriculum designs, identified through
previous study as being of porential value to this work.
Criteria for organizing these elements into a design were
set up.
A curriculum design for developing international
curriculum was advanced, and an explanation of the dynamics
of the design was offered.
The fourth objective sought to demonstrate the
practical nature of this design. It was applied to one
selected discrepancy in World History in order to close the
gap between curricula and examination. The selected discre-
pancy was matched to a complementary one in World
Literature. A rationale for this selection was proffered.
The design was applied, and a sample curriculum that spanned
grades 7-10 in World History and World Literature was
presented. This was done in two formats. First, it was
developed in a general graphic manner useful to curriculum
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planners. Npvf 14- ,,
' developed in the form of specific
teaching modules so that teachers could use it in a
Classroom.
.he design was applied to the discrepancy, end ageneral ohgective was derived. Pour specific ohgectives
selected, one for each grade level. Entry behaviors
were cited and concepts and skills established. Several
inter-disciplinary enabling objectives were described and
learning opportunities provided. The learning opportunities
embrace the instructional/learning approach chosen, the
learning activities themselves and the content areas that
the activities take place in ro4-k 4^P . B th formative and summative
evaluation situations are described.
The cumulative learnings take the student to the
point where he or she may consider the selected content-
theme with confidence. In the final section of this
chapter, several recommendations are put forward. The
recommendations are of seven types. They are categorized
under suitable headings.
Recommendations for Future Researchin International Educati^
Recommendations for improving the present research
, while
the above summary demonstrates the worth of this study in
a precise form, it will behoove this investigator to point
out that this design clearly called for an inter-disciplinary
curriculum, from the time the General Objective was
established. The inadequacy of preparing an inter-
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g y visible. A team of participants from various
disciplines should of necessii-x7 kce s ty be developing the
curriculum.
The design and the sample curriculum would show tobetter advantage if thp>r-o uhe e had been the bridge between them
° an outlined course framewor. tor World History and World
brterature. m the context ot an entire course, the place
Of the sample curriculum would be far more clearly seen
The scope ot that wor. is tremendous and remains a challenge
Despite these two major limitations, this study has
moved from the theoretical to the practical, from the
ideology to its implementation. Much lies ahead. The next
recommendations establish some areas that need exploration.
MSgglEIlgaUons for facul^ training in curricninm
^5-lop^. The quick-silver quality of the field of
international education does not allow the slower process
of filtering ideans and thoughts to be very useful.
Therefore the participants in decision-making, both at the
school and at the classroom levels, are to be involved in
planning and developing in detail all curriculum. It is
inescapable therefore that the faulty and administration of
the international schools and those schools that are deve-
loping international curriculums be given formal training in
curriculum development theory and practice.
The decision-making process goes on at different
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evels Of remoteness to the learner. Thus what is re.uireafor such a faculty is a common framewor. of curriculum
theory within the parameters of which the individual school
and the individual classroom can function with the degree
Of autonomy so vital to the ideology of internationalism.
Also required are the skills and training to develop
curriculum on a day to day basis exploiting the resources
Of the particular situation.
Most teachers are trained to teach. Very few
receive training to develop a dynamic curriculum. Vet most
pre-packaged curriculum is in disconnected sections with no
vision of the whole. And so that teachers may retain their
vision of the whole while they teach the parts, a formal
training in curriculum development that is particularly
appropriate to international curriculum is close to being
the crux of the solution.
The training has needs be done by an international
team of curriculum specialists. Several third world
countries such as Israel and India have highly functional
national centers of curriculum. How such a team might work
put forward in a later recommendation on administration.
Recommendations for improvement in the International
Baccalaureate Curricula
. The various international schools
are in a constant state of flux. They are a barometer of
world change and reflect it quickly and fairly accurately.
What is most crucial for curriculum development in such an
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atmosphere is the reeUsatioe that curriculum development
ts a dynamic process. That the participants be prepared to
reevaluate the process continually. That the participants
be aware of the changing character of them all
—chiefly
reflected in the school and use the design to check and
recheck their values and goals and objectives and even, if
necessary, the philosophy of the school.
The most easily identified example might be for the
school to renew its reasons for existence. The basic pur-
poses of its establishment might have changed, the race of
its Clientele might have altered. And if such is the case
then the very philosophy of the school must needs be
reexamined. This is a common recommendation made to
national schools. And the international schools are too
much the creatures of change to assume the immutability of
their doctrines.
A note to national schools that are developing
international curricula: while under the umbrella of the
national system, the very nature of the curriculum being
developed and incorporated, demands that the school make a
statement of its philosophy in this regard. Internation-
alism IS not a matter of location but a matter of attitude
Recommendations for teacher education in internationalism
Lee Anderson draws three facts about teaching and teaching
international education. Fact one is that it is easy to
teach about the world in ways in which the student takes a
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passive or mirror role. Conversely, it is very difficult to
teach about the world giving students an active role in
their learning. Fact two is that it is easy to teach about
the world in ways that make the world seem remote and
irrelevant. Conversely, it is harr^ i-o k uYf r IS n rd to teach about the world
in ways that transform the geographically removed, the
historically distant and the socially foreign in a manner
that generates curiosity, interest or concern. Fact three
IS that it is easy to reduce the students- own experiences
to the trivial. Conversely, it is very difficult to teach
about students- own experiences in ways that illuminate
those experiences and render them to cast their light on the
more distant world beyond them.l
These then should be the most immediate tasks of
Teacher Education. While the work of Chadwick Alger and Lee
Anderson are a beginning, teacher education for inter-
national learning needs research and planning that look in
three directions. First, attitudinal formation that causes
teachers to survey their own attitudes to peoples, cultures,
races and not learnt content, since this is the prime arena
of operation. Second, the training of teachers so that they
teach from an international rather than a national
perspective. This is not necessarily divorced from attitu-
des to content, and the teacher education program might
undertake it in combination for fullest effect. Third,
teacher education would need to provide strategies by which
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the learner is taught about the world in an active, personal
and relevant environment.
Appendix G will give a format for a training
workshop that sought to include the above three needs, that
was developed and used by this investigator and a colleague.
But one training workshop is only a start. Such programs
should be a routine part of the school's calendar, since
the nature of the learning requires the on-going retraining
of the teachers.
A note about faculty recruitment for international
schools: there are several recruitment agencies, chief of
which is International Schools Services (ISS), based in
Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A. None of these agencies take
any responsibility for screening or orienting the
candidates. ISS did at one time and gave it up.
Headmasters working under the stress of heavy turnovers
often fail to look for qualities beyond education and
experience. Here, we are in the area of the intangible and
the recruiting agencies might be performing a worthy task by
seeking criteria by which to judge the intangible.
A final note on teacher education. It must be
remembered that more often than not the teacher herself is
in the foreign situation. Striving to teach from an inter-
national perspective while suffering acute homesickness
might prove quite impossible. In-service training might
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then serve more than one need in off/ offering support to boththe person and the teacher.
Of intern...
In order to make these
recommendations, this investigator sought an interview
with Dr. Ralph Tyler.2 or. Tyler-s advice was sought as he
had personally been Involved in the sole attempt at
international educational administration at Granna, Sweden
in 1971. Two questions offered a challenge:
ow can a curriculum team be formed to workon international curriculum that would d^
n^tton'sr
"""
--1^
trir^^i^ren^^Ss?
This study had been conducted up to this point
with a view to remaining with the common realm of content.
But now the Achilles' heel must be examined. Third world
participation in the decision-making level is abysmally
low. Worst of all, morale is low among third world
teachers in international schools.
Out of the interview the following recommendations
were put forward.
* That the third world schools examine whetherhe International Baccalaureate program can beimproved from their perspective
That the International Baccalaureate program
examine whether it still be Euro-centric in
Its administration
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* That all
regional
does not
schools examine whether they have
or national needs that International!
serve sm
* That criteria for selecting a
examination committee of fair
be developed
curriculum and
representation
* That this body begins
world content areas,
in the curriculum are
its work with third
since the European areas
overworked
That this body deal with tangibles. An
example would be the developing of materialsfrom third world nations, so that a body ofthird world literature, for example, becomes
accessible to the decision-makers.
That criteria for judgment of educational
concepts be international at these meetings
and thereafter
Recommendations for an International Morality ethic
. In
many informal interviews this researcher has had while
carrying out this investigation with teachers, parents and
students there has been expressed that feeling that in
attempting to avoid a regional or religion-based morality,
the international schools had no advocated morality at all.
An example of this was the fact that very few of these stu-
dents or teachers, if any, were actively involved in alle-
viating human suffering, whatever its form.
It is time for these schools to develop a pattern
of social behavior that would work even outside the school.
The question to be answered really is: Is there an inter-
national morality? Should there be one?
Attitudes are caused by individuals. So it is an
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important question. it is bevonHD y d the scope of this work
but must swiftly be addressed.
The recommendations from the Report of the President's
Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies
published in November 1979, while they are tailored to
American needs and priorities and resources, have a
diversity and scholarship that predicts the educational
needs of the world's children with accuracy.
Two notes appear later in the report:
* A growing number of schools have adopted theInternational Baccalaureate and hence have
a strong language and international studies
curriculum
offering the International Baccalaureate
should serve as national models.
3
This present study has felt the sense of respon-
sibility leaning heavily upon the international schools. In
its endeavors to strengthen the curriculum, there has been
the hope that it would indeed prove a worthy model not
merely to any one nation but to them all.
Closing
It is perhaps no longer necessary to urge that
internationalism is a reality. What has become necessary
to urge is that the reality demands formal and active
preparation to function harmoniously. The end is termed
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international Socialization and International Education is
the natural means of its development. it goes on at all
times and in all places. However, the schools, both
international and those with an international intent, are
the most fruitful and productive places in which to prepare
people in their most formative years.
Within the school, the most potent Instrument for
learning is the curricula. its influence is direct and
pervasive. This study is centered on improving a curricula
that was purposefully designed to improve skills and
understanding for international socialization. Not only
does this study bring specific directions for improvement of
this curricula, within the parameters of this investigation,
also suggests directions on a wider scale for all for-
ward looking schools that have realized the significance of
a quality curricula that deals with the elements of inter-
national socialization.
This theory of curriculum for international sociali-
zation is not futuristic in the sense of being distant. It
is a long overdue attempt at creating an educational fra-
mework aimed at expanding the views of individuals to keep
pace with the diminishing of the planet. As Voyager 2 sends
its messages home to Earth, the vision perhaps should move
already to a preparation for inter-galactic socialization.
The vision sees people living harmoniously with other
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people, here on earth and possibly elsewhere.
The preparation ol yoeth for international livi„, ^3
not a Wholly new idea. Vet there is no other vision that is
more worthy or
.ore ti.ely. The development of inter-
national curricula is the primary step in preparing for an
international way of life, now and in the future.
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appendix a
CHRONOLOGICAL STATISTICAL OVERVIEW OF THEDEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL SYSTEM
a . Statistical Overview
19^7 — Post-war recovery.
.'lew lr*tematior.al ccnjtunities created new international
schccls.
j
Other schools tegan to seek an international philosophy.
International Schools Association was bom (annual meetings
from now on )
.
Search for funds.
Geneva was base.
CurriculuDi planning begun.
International Examination being considered.
1956 — International Schogls Services begun—to recruit teachers
for these schools.
19^2 — Pilot syllabuses implemented.
Funds from Interaatlonal Communities.
UKESCO contracts begun.
1963 — Twentieth Century Fund grant for International Baccalaureate
Examination development.
-965 — International Baccalaureate Office opened—to serve inter-
national schools and to administer the International
Baccalaureate Examination.
1967 — International Council of Foundation evaluated the program
in the pilot schools:
The United nations International School, New York
The United World College of the Atlantic, Wales
The International School of Geneva.
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15"C Extenaed pilot prcgr^Xie
—
II4
Fur.ds — Ford Fcundaticn
schools voluiiteered
.
Elcan-Ketterir.g
Fellcn Foundation
Kegeler
Dulvertcn
niESCO plt?dga
many others.
-976 - le countries pledge grants to the International Schools
Association.
1977 151 schools belong to ISA
schools took the International Baccalaureate
1966 seniors took the I.B. in 32 languages.
197C — The Decentralization has begun.
a. East Asian Regional Council of Overseas Schools.
b. International Baccalaureate Schools of North
America.
c. Latin American International Schools.
d. European Common Market Schools.
e. The African schools are not yet organized, but are
meeting this year in Nairobi.
From this overviev. it is clear that the international school system
growir.t *n staggering vays. It is a natural phenomenon that people unite
to gather their resources and define their mutual goals. It is equally natural
tnet they also decentralize vhen their numbers and resources grow enormcus.
H.e '.ecentraiizaticn is a s;.-rhol of the resource-wealth of the international
school system.
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appendix B
resolutions adopted by thp n m
IN ITS ^^ENERAL assembly27th SESSION (LEE ANDERSON)
niernaiional action for mitigation of storms
intrrn.iiional cooperation m ihe peaceful u.es of outer space
reparation tor an iniernanonal conference on principles governing iheuse by states ot ar.i.icial ear.l, satellites for direcr telelision Jr^ld
'’'fe^encT'
'he'convening of a world disarmament con-
Implemcn.alion of the result, of a Conference of Non-Nuclear- Weapon,
Question of general and complete disarmament
Question ot chemical and bacteriological warfare
Urgent need tor suspension of nuclear weapons tests
Iniplementation of ihe Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons InLatin America
Declaration ot the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace
'"’Secrr^"y‘‘"°"
^ Strengthening of International
Reservation of the sea bed and ocean floor under the high seas for peace-
ful purposes only, and the convening of a conference on the law ofthe sea
Effects of atomic radiation
The policies ot apartheid of the government of South Africa
Relief efforts for Palestine refugees
Review of efforts for peace-lceeping operations
Report of a special committee investigating the practices of the Israeligovernment affecting the human rights of people in the Arab terri-
tories occupied by Israel
Support for victims of colonialism and apartheid In Southern AfricaNonuse of force in international relations and the prohibition of the use
nuclear weapons
Situation in Ihe Middle East
Cooperation among slates in the field of the human environment
Special measures related to the particular needs of landlocked develop-
ing states
Establishment of a U N University
Institutional and financial arrangements for international environmental
cooperation
Criteria governing multilateral financing of housing and human settle-
meats
Establishment of an international fund or financial institution for human
settlements
Measures for protecting and enhancing the human environment
Problem of economic development and the environment
International prize for the most outstanding contribution in the field of
the human environment
Outflow of trained personnel from developing to developed states
Permanent sovereignly over natural resources in developing stales
Problem ot mass poverty and unemployment in developing countries
342
Sr.er '*7 °f 'he developing ,u.e.Lharier on economic rights and dullcs of stales
TJ!oo!Z mob.llza,.on of public opinion rela-live to problems of development
External debt servicing by developing countries
Multilateral trade negotiations
Program for the observance of the 25th anniversary of the UniversalUeclaralion of Human Rights
Exploitation of labor through illicit and clandestine trafficking
ApaMhrd'""°"
Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Protection of lournalists engaged in dangerous missions in areas of
armed conflict
Assistance to Sudanese refugees returning from abroad
Assistance in cases of natural disaster and other disaster situations
Irwcrnalional Women s Year
Capital Punishment
Assistance in narcotics control
Narcotic drugs
United Nations Program for Drug Abuse Control
Principles of international cooperation in the detection, arrest, extradi-
tion. and punishment of persons guilty of war crimes and crimes
against humanity
Crime prevention and control
Channels of communication with youth and youth international organi-
zations "
Implementation of the Declaration on the Promotion Among Youth of
liopll"
* ° Understanding Between
Increased employment and mobility of young people in the United
Nations
Status of the International Covenants on Human Rights
Freedom of information
Human rights and scientific and technological developments
Elimination of all forms of religious intolerance
United Nations conference for an international convention on adoption
control
United Nations Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in the Interna-
tional Sale of Goods
International conference of plenipotentiaries on the representation of
st.ites in their relations with international organizations
Need to consider suggestions regarding the review of the charter of the
United Nations
Respect for human rights in armed conflicts
Review of the role of the Iniernatiunai Court of justice
Measures to prevent international terrorism
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Quesiionj with respeci to steps being taken to eliminate colonialism in;
Territories under Portuguese administration
Southern Rhodesia
Papua New Guinea
Spanish Sahara
America Samoa
Activities 01 programs ot:
Internaiionai Atomic Energy Agency
United Nations Commissioner for Zambia
U N Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
U.N. Conference on Trade and Development
U N. Institute tor Training and Research.
. . ,
Source: David J. Finlay and Thomas Hovetc, Jr., 1975, pp. 291-293
appendix c
SELECTIVE CHRONOLOGY OF INCIDENTS OF
TERRORISM BETWEEN 1970 AND
(LEE ANDERSON)
INTERNATIONAL
1974
r- -.-IC ocLiwcn
'lonicwJcG'jnd'K.c'T^^^ ot(ijni»jiion hiijoed jn iirliner
T.o H.,o„„un
:t.:ztz:
o^/'^'c'dlf ruun, oil ^“p'iucT.ir',^V‘7''7«'r "=>>“>
Ihc L.bcfdi.on of p.lonnc wji ictpon'iiblc"''
^
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c;V"w,n?J[pi.dca^n'rAul':;,;'
rr.cc
.c,c no c.,.!u,r.
" ' T.l A»,.
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V.tnnc?.n°Romc Th.-'dr"'"'' '' E“"OPunm^Rom. . cv,oc wd. pl.ccd by members of .he tn.r.an L.bco-lien f (oni
Co^e.nmen, agreed .0 mec .he Udnappe,:' demands Me rele^ed o„ 8
Ij.wh 1970
‘ Gcneial in Sao Paulo. Drazil uas u-it,*/* h»
iheTtieL°ii\!!e pI,“one"s and^
'>iO''»PP«i>' demands included
beer la inri.eH h Tk ^
iuspension of the massive search »hich had
.u'rela a . ,e ' I
TPe li.aa,l.an Gov.rnmen. promp.ly
d t"o The h^f ' ' '•““'d mee. .he kidnappers
.rr;;":;:d m sie.
' 0'
- -"‘o-
kijra^u!i^rt°hv ^'k Dominican Republic u-as
Comnund a I 7.1^07 l "7'°“^’ ''"" RdClec.ion
The iidnanne . H ' .“a
‘ leeleciion of Prcudcni Baljiuer.
nen. avre^T
' i'*'bni)
-one prisoners be sei free. The Covern-m i y ed The Ai.achc uas released on 26 March
1 .
^*'''
*’’'''P‘‘-‘yan Tonsui in ihe border .own ol liucainuo
l.-uea7'nea 771
77"'"’’’ Liberation Armed Forces Theyinteaie to kdl him and 10 begin killinE .he manasers of .he American
buiincis ium» <• i«>w
mem '*cre noi released from prison The Covernmeni reUiicd ineir acmanuv
on 2i March. Ihe kidnappeis released the Consul, unharmed for humanitarian
leuSk-ns. Cut vowed to enecuic police and government officiaiSv
I' NUfCl. 1970 A right-wing terrorist group threatened to kill the Soviet
\rr.03ssaoof in Argentina and his family in rcpiisal lor the kidnapping of the
V.ragujyan Consul
7'
’larch 1970 Four members of a righi wing terrorist group attempted
c kijnap the Soviet Assistant Commercial Attache
:• Mjicn 19*’0 Nine members of Japan's United Red Aimy hijacked a
Japan \it Lines plane and ordered it to be flown to Pyongyang. North Korea
j. '.jfCh 19^0 Members of the Rebel Armed I'oiccs kidnapped the SVesi
German Ambassador to Guatemala The kidnappers threatened to execute
r.t Amcasiador unless the government released seventeen - later iwcniyfive
- rf.sar.crs T)ic Guatemalan Government refused to meet the demands. A last*
T.tiwie attempt at negotiations failed and on 5 Apiil the authorities received
-Ti nans mous phone call telling them where to find the Ambassador s body
! Acfu y rO The US Consul General eluded a kidnapping attempt m
Pario AllcEfc. braza
It \?tyl 1970 A braaUian VASP airliner vvas hijacked and ordered to be
P.cun to Cuba bs a ielt-v»ing urban guerrilla leader
i V'.;. i9'0 T^o Pjlcsunian Arabs but>t into the Israeli Embauy in
Awr.jun. Paraeuav . and snot and kdlcd the wite ol the Fust Secretary and
Sul.. cS.. 'AOundcd an En.cassy employee The assadanls were reported to be
ri o: Al I' aiah
^
^
«.MnVi.ylum. * »> P«'.on.
;-bcb by fc,C„i„ cmy Tb. bo..k,c.
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o...«k "7 7' Lianjppery dcmjnilco .lie telca.e ol foitvsr:—
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f,j<,
Oikii i TIic hi)jckct. ttquMicd poliiicil j.ylum in
rllLi Cc,m.„V/7‘'*" L.bcrM.on Army kidnappedo I Cdcraf .nun lechnicuni in Uuti.ia They buined the office. oi7n
fiiT. «;:,r:ho':r''7
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•"•o
, "wuh
lu.y »d .he .*0 f^chnician. le'i'e
.el^rin^^^Ard''""’'"'
22 July mo
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n7wn
.o'^alio iTc'vd'm 'Tf 7’“"
bein, held b7 ,he C,e 77
'
releaL Jhk n
Governmem The Creek Co.einmenl promised localk i c pn.oneu wiihin one month, and me fifty
-five paucniers and crew1 o'pe^Mml' c';».mci'c7S:.‘’f7,'=“
’’
iK T «'«'> in' Uruguay wa. kid.
hci77 h .rf
**' Lidnappen demanded ihai ISO Tupamatoi
ml p'r"eii‘d f r7,‘’ *»' Tupamarok
Wama,of7“ .he
"
I’any ,elca«d o?2^“ y^'rsn'''^
!“'!k”.!c 1 k
Tupamaro. ai.emp.cd to k.dnap ihe Second Secrcury
to the US J.mbauy in Montevideo, and also the Culiural Attache
7 Au|u>. 1970 An American afnculiurU aovuet in Uiufuay wa. kid-
napped by the Tupamaio. During hu exiendcd capti.iiy
.
ihc man juffered aheat, ailack. Me wai driven lo a hoipiul and releaud on 2 March I97f.
6 Sepiember 1970 Member, of the Popular From for the Libeiaiion offtle.iine hijaekcd three airliner, bound for Europe and divericd them lo the
Middle Ea.i. Two tircrafi were Oown lo a landing tinp u. the Jordanun
deicrL A louiili hijacking of an El A1 plane from Amiietdam wai foiled w hen
k Kcuriiy guard aboard the plane killed one of me hijacker, and wounded
knoihet Tlie hijacking, were announced lo be in reialu.ion lor American
tuppoM of l.raci and the American peace iniiiaiive. in me Middle Lj.i The
hijacker, demanded ihc leleaK of imptimned Arab guerrilla, in Swiuciland.
PtOvral Germany On 9 Sepiember llic lame group hiiacked
k BOAC VC 10 and <l.o had ii flown lo lire au.irip, bringing lire total numbei
of ho.iage. held in ihe dceii lo over 300 Negoiiaiion. were compli.aied by
the outbreak ol Fighimg between Jordanun iioop. and Palciiinun guettdij.
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onnu.med On 18 Ociobc, ihe body of ihe^
will, on Offcemcn, ,ho, hod been woiked oui eorlie,
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^
YeYrnr.Y'Y^*^!,
Airliner wai hiiackcd lo Djfhdad by Iranianlec ing Ihe rclcaie of iwenty onc pmoneri held in Iran
'
''YarYhYpaVYlan by^'' P Y"'''” *ai auau.nalcd in
* honorary Federal German Consul m San Sebasiian
acnievY.
"’"hPc'A of a Dasque nalionalis, party dedicated to
* independence lor the Basque proyinces m nonhern Spam Tlie kid-n-pp.r. warned ihai his fai. would depend on ,he semenc. giyen "o r.f.een
'Lr^he'cYns
'hP'Pcrin, a head of ihe pro.ineial police On 24 [X-cem-t o ul s^aj rrieaied unharmed,
°j*sr ^‘’"h
’
''"•’“‘Ado, to Uraad was kidnapped in Rio deJaneiro by leftist gueridlas The kidnappets demanded the release of s^«,y
I risoners. the broadcast of a re.olutionaty manifesto, and the immeduiepuoheaiion by the ptess of any oihet rebel communiques. After lenethy
nepoiiations. the Brazdian Go.einmeni agreed, on 14 January 197 1' to releasehe prisoners The Ambassador was released unharmed on 16 January.
*
I
B'l'uh Ambassadot in Uruguay vias kidnapped by
on 5Y n,?!n!" r' ‘“^"Appers demanded the release
^
1 0 prisoners. The Go.ernment refused to negotiate with the kidnappersn.e Ambassador was released on 9 September, ,ust three days alter 106 of thepfiiwnerj on the kidnappers liii escaped from jjil.
S January 1971 A bomb placed by members of Ihe Jewish Defense
-eague esploded in the Sonet culiutal olficcs in Wasningion. D C
mYY.’' ' o 1
Kashmir, naiionahsts h„aaed an Indian Air-o ptane to P.ikistan They demanded the release uf ilurtv-su prisoners held
•r. Kasi m.r Dv the Indun Co.crnmen. W^cn the Government re'e lujdemands, incv blew up the airliner.
10 Frbfu.jr> 1971 Two Croatian emigres seized control of ihc Yucoslav
t wHsulatc in Ooicborp. Sweden, in an unsiicccswul attempt to ransom itsOwu jpanii jof convieicd ictrurtsts held m Yueosljv jaiij
* M.dikit 1971 four .\mcrrcan servicemen ii.nioncd nc.ir Ankara were
•‘-.lapped h> lour members ot ihe Turkuh People's Lihcraiioii Army The
-'.prKrs.iennndeJ the publication oi a manilesto aiUckine Aincruan
^Mrcml.sn. m Turkey
,
and the p.i> mcni ol 400 oOO Turkish lira 1 he Turkish
«^w-vernr>ent uapiured one of ll.c kidnappers who div..ieeJ the names ot hii
-wcwiin lues li e kiJujp|>efs released the four airmen i.nnarmeJ on 0 March.
30 .Mareh l97I Si\ members of a Phil.ppme tefiisi itudcni oifanisaiion
hijacked a Philippine Airlines domestic lliyhi lo Peking. China
7 April l97l The Yugoslav Ambassador lo Sweden was assassinaicj
and iwo Yugoslav diplomats were wounded by Croatian letrorisis in Sioek
May 1 97 1 TJie Israeli Consul General in Istanbul was kidnapped by
membets of the Turkish People's Liberation Army The kidnappers demanded
the release of all eucrrillas being detained bv the Turkish Cosernmcni The
^vcrnmcni rejeeted the demand and launched a liouae*to housc search The
Consul s body was found, shot to death, m an apartment on 23 May
33 May l97l honorary Uniuh Consul in Rosano. Argentina, was
kidnap|>ed bv membets oi the People s Revolutionary .Army
29 May 1971 Busmie Naiiunuims aiicmpied to kidnap the French
Consul in San Sebastian, Spain, lie lesisicd and escaped.
24 August l97l A bomb placed by Al Fatah damaged a Jordanian
airliner in Madrid. Spam
28 November 1 97 | The Jordanian Prime Minister was assassinated in Cg> pt
by members ol Ulack September Tins was the first public mention of itic
group. A statement by the group said that the kiiling was in revenge for the
slaying of Palestinian guerrillas in the Jordan civil war in Sepiember 1970
15 December l97l Dlack September members attempted. unsuCLCSSiully. to
assatiinaic the Jordanian Ambassador m London.
16 January 1971 An American nurse was killed and several persons
wounded in a terrorist aitavk in Israeli-occupied Gaza.
26 January 1972 Croatian emigres claimed responsibility for bombme oi j
Slockholm to- Belgrade airliner which wrashed. kdling twenty >i\.
26 January 1972 The New York olficcs of Sol llurok. who manages touts
by Soviet performers, were lircbombed by members of the Jewish Defense
League.
23 February 1972 A bomb planted by the Irish Republican Army exploded
at Aldershot army baK in England, ktiiing seven and wounding live.
22 February 1972 A Lutthansa jci aulincr cn route from New Delhi to
Athens was hijacked by five Palestinian guemllas who described ihemsciscs
members ol the Organisation for Victims of Zionist Occupation' They
released the passengers and crew on 23 February Later, the Federal Goini-n
Covcinmcnt disclosed that it had paid 15 million in ransom for the release
Ol the hostages and airliner.
21 ktarch 1972 Tlic managing director of Fiat in Argentina was kidnapped
by members of the People's Revolutionary Army On 10 April police dis-
covered Ihc kidnaj'pcis' hidcoui The kidnappers executed the sicum just
bclote they w-ere captured.
27 March 197 2 Tlircc NATO radar technicians were kidnapped by
members of the Turkish Pi.oplc's Liberation Army. When their hideout was
surrounded, the three hostages wxre executed.
3 May 1972 I ouc Turkish students claiming to be members of the
Turkish People's Liberation Army hijacked a Turkish aiiliiiet to Uuleaiia.
ret A.iv w» hl.jckrt bVfou, r „
rcleau of 317 Paleiiinian M ^ they demanded the
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t.' Ce lljun
V lontf hijichtf cljiming lo be j membei of ihc black
iti:t j j w tticin Airlmei jet in me LniicJ Suicj and otdcicd iim Aijiers aiier colleuing S500.000 unsom
J-
Cioaiian eucmlui infiliiaicd inio Yufoilanj
.£,• a io»n of bueomok. Ihey allackcd and killed thiricen local lecurilv
..f> tiMk^rc the) were OeieajeO '
. .
.neld” Tlie pielideni of Ihe buenoi Aiiei branch of the Banco di
Nafpoi i icaajn^ luijjn bank. «as kidnapped by four armed men
a
. The Fuji Secictat) of Ihe S*eOiih Cmbaiiy m Boioix
Cwlk^'nCl.' . .a **ai )hoi lo Jeaih by unidcniiried gunmen
cluming 10 be jympaihiieri of Ihe Black
F.nineri lock over a Delta An Linei jci over Florida, direciinj the plane lo
\.iefia alter coiiecime S 1 million in ransom
ia;.i: 19': An od iiorafe faciliiy m Trieste. Italy. »ai set on fire by
D.a,. oeptemoer leiioiiiii. The Fire cauied an enimaied *7 mdlion dama|e
Aacui: 197: An El Al airliner was damaged by a bomb in its luceacc
.omnarimeiii shortly alter take off from Rome A new guerrilla group calling
Iiseil Njiionjaii Youth Croup for the Liberation of Palestine’ claimed creditl.-wrKsAfr^.-l '
. Auj^jst 1972 A Southern Yemen DC-6 airplane en route from Beirut
to Cairo uas hijacked by three armed men who uid they were members of a
,trour called the Cagles of National Unity’ The plane was flown to Benghati.
Lib>a. «.ncre me hijackers requested asylum.
.picmoef 1972 Eight Palesiinian guerrilUs broke inio the Israeli quarters
at the Olympic Carnes in Munich, killing two Israeli aihlcies and taking nine
others hosiace The guerrillas demanded ihe release of 200 rulcsiinuns im*
prisor^ed in Israel and sale passage for ihcmseives and ihcir hostages to another
country In a subsequent punfighl five of the terrorists and all nine of Ihe
host.ige> were killed Black September claimed respontibiiiiy for the attack.(On 21 I ebtuary 1973. Israel, in retaliation for Munich, raided refugee camps
•n Lebanon killing thirty -one. They also shot down a Libyan airliner that
sitjycd over Sinai, killing 107 aboard.)
S.Dtcmber 1972 A Dutch citizen, who headed the Philips Argentina
elecironic firm, was kidnapped by a Peronist urban guerrilla group
c
-
picmber 1972 Croatian emigres hijacked an SAS airlmer and ransomed
Its paucngeri for Croai.an icfrorists held m ^weduh uUs
19 Scpicmoer 1972 a letter-bomb mailed by Arab puerrtUas exploded and
killed a diplomat in the Israeli C inbauy in London In the ncM few days,
nearly fifty ktitr bombs addressed to officials in Israel and Israeli Lmbauiei
were inierccpicd throughout the world Ci|hi more leiier bombi were found
in the iifst halt ol October Black September claimed responsibthiy.
0 Okiobcr 1972 Palestinian students entered the Federal German consul-
ate in Algiers and held hosi.iges for about an hour, demanding release of three
A/ab terrorists held in Munich
Uiobci 197: Foul men hi|uckeJ • Tutkish jtrlmer to Bulgjiut. jnd
.nr.jivncJ lo blow It up along unit si\l>-nine passengets ifTuikcy bid not
rcicjkc lutivc ictiunsi piisuncts. icsioic ilic tight oi woiken to siiikc. and
reorcwoisc me univcrsiiics
7 No.embki 197: An lial.un indusinaliii was kidnapped in Buenos Atics
* No.embct 197’ Foul m.mbcis ol th. Aimed Communist League’ a
small gucttilla group in Mexico, hi,..eked a Mexican aitlintt Tliev demandedirms. the release of live imprisoned puernllas. a Government promise to drop
charges against two lutiiivcs uho joined them, and 1330.000 m ransom
10 November 1972 A Icllcr-bomb exploded when it was hem; opened by the
managing director of a diamond brokers’ firm in London. In ihc next few
days, fifiy-iwo more leiicr-bombv addressed to Jewish firms m Europe were
intercepted m Bombay and New Delhi, and iweniy more were inicrvepicd byBmish auihoriiies Swiss authorities intercepted an additional five
6 December 1972
unknown persons.
A Spanish industrialist in Argentina was kidnapped by
» uFewemoer lyii ihc Chief rcprcKnialive of Al fauh in Pans wav killed by
an explosion whicti destroyed his Pans apartment
10 December 1972 The managing ducctor of the British Vciicy mduvtnal
croup in Argentina was kidnapped by members ol tlie People’s Revolutionary
A/my
JO December 197’ The US Ciiibau> in Beirut, Lebanon, was hit b> two
rockets. Black September was suspected of the attack.
27 Decembei 197: An executive foi the Argeniinc subsidiaiy ol Intctnat.unol
Telephone and Telegraph was kidnapped
28 ^cember 1972 I our members of Black September took ovei the Israeli
Embassy in Bangk.uk. Tliuiland. and held six hostages for nineteen hours.
^ey demanded the release of iliirty-st\ Arab gucrnlUs imprisoned in Israel
Thai officuls and the Lgy ptian Ambasudor in Bangkok persuaded the
guerrillas lo release their hostages in return for safe conduct to f.gy pi
8 January 1973 A bomb exploded destroying the offices of the Jewish
Agency in Pam which arranges for the emigration of Jew* to Israel. Black
September claimed credit.
23 January 1973 Two Italian buuncssmen residing in Ethiopia were kid-
napped by members of the Entrcan Liberation rroni.
23 January 1973 Two armed gunmen and one woman kidnapped the US
Ambassador to Haiti, and held him liosiage along with the US Consul General
In return for the two hostages, the kidnappers demanded the release of thirty
prisoners and a ransom of S I million, in subsequent ncgoiuiions. they agreed
to accept the release of twelve prisoners and S 70.000 The kidnappers re-
leased their hostages after eighteen hours and fiew with the released pruoners
to Mexu'o
25 January 1973 A reprcsenlaiive of Al fauh was killed in a hotel in
Nieosta. Cyprus, by a iime-bomb. Palestmuns claimed that Israeli agents were
responsible.
26 January 197 3 Black September claimed responsibility fot Ihe assaskina-
lion of an Israeli tourist in Madrid. Spam, who they claimed was an Israeli
intelligence officer
27 January 1973 The Turkult Consul General and Vice-Consul m Los
Angelcv. California, were murdered by a man of Armenian origin in revenge
for Turkish attacks on Armemans in 1915
Owiouer 1972 A Lutihanva Boeing 727 en route to Ankara was taken
over Os tuo hijj.kers claiminii to be members of Black Sepicmber and was
ordered lu be fioun lo Munich The hijackers threatened to blow up the
plant unioj me 1 cdcul German Government released the three Black
Sepu muer icrtonsis cjpiured in the Munich attack.
vovemher 1972 Tlirec youth* bombed ihf french Consulate in Zaragoza.
Spam. Ijtaliy injuring the f rencli honorary Consul and slightly injuring two
others
0 .Nv>*cm0er 1972 A Icllcr-bomb exploded
wounding a po*i olhcc worker.
in a post office in Bombay, India.
20 February 1973 Tlitce Pakistani youths attacked the Indian High Com-
mission in London and held tuff members hostage, injuring some ol them
British police shot two of the gunmen and arrested the third, who said they
belonged to I group called ’Black December'. They had intended to take
hosuges u\ order to obtain an audience with Prime Mimsicr Indira GhanJi and
to demand the release of Pakistani prisoners-of-war.
I March 1973 Eight members of Black September took over the Saudi
Arabian Embassy in Khartoum and seized several hostages, including the US
Ambassador, the US Deputy Chief of .Mission, and the Belgian Charge Tlic
Jordanun Charge d'Affatres and Saudi Arabian Ambassador were also held
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Tht lenumii dcmjnjcd the iclejic oi iiu>
Siiun
Ocinii held in Jordan, all .Aiab women dalained in liracl.
bon ai the ii"ald/ ki**'''h°'
Kcnnedyi. and impmoned mem-
aiieo
^ Germany When ncpolialioni
on II, c
-n, W ' 'm "" and Ilic Uoljun Cliarpc
r , J/n ’ ’I"" 'lieu 10 baipain for laic paiiace
^
to ano , or coi.nrr-,
.
op. rh„ way ,e,cored They lurrcndo^ed on 3 Maroh
'ijui'i.ri'* blind for f' ?'"i 'Siniro' - oaiiyins ’30 American
ion In bo d ''•‘boor follouinp an esplo-no o D jfU rhcitf were no cjiujJUci.
''w'd'lil/nd! Tl, . I \“b ‘’“"’f*liii ^rod h> Iriil, Republican Army wa. behoved to be leiponiiblo
'*
r'•J',''r wil •’"‘'''‘’'nian lubieqnenlly branded by Cairo',
1 on o‘r I ; n
' >’"ivor' w.i, ,lior and killed on rliolu i r llic .Nioo.ia Palace Mold inCyproi Ulack So,..ember claimed roipori,,-
'r'ul'VinLL, II ^''u
""
'’•ihcl. 01 theIiionai UaiiK 01 Uoiion «ai kidnapped by Aipcniine (uerrilljt
"
^rnaimfoi Ca,tmanVTk^r“'^ “.“"'’''•Pal op«raiion.
^ won I
Company in Arpenlini. wai kidnapped on hi, way
Aipeniina*
'' Ainefican bu,ine,iman kidnapped in
^
''one .1
°f f^“*>le«a Tobacco Company
.
an Arcen-
du.iid'e :!\rom“c'in':::l:rAlT'"""
Tobacco company, „a. kidnapped
9 April 1 973 A proiip ol Arab pueriUla, blew oul ilic enirance lo a
rnTnl“u'oni'obT'c'’,“'‘''r“ 'ip-^pO- ,>"0 PKapedL L.- Ol m N P>i“'icd rliro.lphthe calol 01 the Mioo.ia airporl There the ,ueiiilla, enpaped in a cunlldi.
in l'ieVei"i°'
''='» wounded
operaiion
' wuh ihe
10 AprU 197 3 Iwacli commando,, m a raid on Beirut, killed «ventcen.
other,
* ““ Tale.iinian gucttilla leader,, and wounded wyeral
27 April 1973
I 'Allan employee of El AI Airline, w a,,hot and killed
’o''
Rnme Police arretted a Lcbaijev: citizen who
aid il.ai he wa»a mcmoci ol Dlack September and had been ordered to kill
e Italian becau^- he wa, an litacli
,py re,poniiblc lo, the kUling of an AlFjuli oMurjl rn Rome in October 1972. *
: May 197 3 '^ockei, were fired at the C’S Ambaiudor’i reaidencc in
ocirut
30 May 197]
I were kidnapped
a May 1973 Two Sonei doclor, working in Burma
by rebel Slun iribomcn.
M-> 197) Consul General in Cujdalj)ara uj> kidnapncJ bv
member, of Ihe I'eoplc', Rcvoluiionaty Armed Toree,' Tliey demanded ihe
esn rinn'
''"‘oner, held in Mc»ico. Ljiei, they a,kcd for a lan.om of
aau.uuu The Mexican Governmcni acceded lo all of the demand, and the
toia,ul i wile arranged for paymeni of the ran,oni He wa, freed unnaimed on
6 Ma>
IS M.iy 197 3 four member, of the T’eople , Reyoluliunary Army (Zero
oinri
, a ieltisl pu.riilla oipaniyation. hiiaeked a Venezuelan airline, plane and
ordered ii lo be ilown ro Mcmcu Cily The Iniaeker, demanded lire release of
leveniy
-mne (in,oner, held in Venezuela, a demand which ihe Venezuelan
Oovernmcni reieeied .Meciean offiei.il, penuadej ihc hiyiekeri nor lo dciroy
I e plane but rjiher to ily lu Cuba TTic hr,acker, accepied lire uifer and flew
ij llai.na
' 'Gy 197] Go.mien bcloneing lo Ihe People', Rcvolulionaiy Army
wounded an evevuli.e and anollier employ ce ul I orb Mold, Company
.
Aiceniiiij. one oi w hum laier died The orgaiinaiion lyiued a eommuniooe onjv iiaiine thai the viciiiii had been .'lol reyiiline a kidnapping ailempi
and warnine Ili .l ll.e k,dnj,.p,ne ol fold eceeume, we
company piij S l trii. non r msom
.<.oiilJ koniinuc uniesi the
'‘"’^nUed ,he
-cka^,c'orfory.KT"
",om The Colomoian Co,e-nm ni lei Vuetrill.ii and J’OO ooo
««p.ed 150.000 miiead and e.Tapcd 'T TH*•hd unhaim.d ra,„n,e„ and c„w weie nlel.cd
by gunmen belied i?b«rembe^'"o‘'f‘a ie^m^^ue,7d^^^
Acrow Sieel wa, bidnappeij'by'n'i'^nmcn Vcl^'* d"""' “'lUm',
P.OP1C , R..olu.iona,;:,ly^‘::
- H",. coTf:
.:ce'’'hT"'‘’^'‘:'
“a:;:,;“:n:7he^r ‘ o^f,.
lion, ih. kidnapper, asked fo, *75 mdhu“n
’'SEE—
"
™Va”i *"--
UOfury Army who denunded S3 million ransom.
“ U ptala La, k.dnaoDc^b Bank of Italy and Rrp .e
Reudi 1
*“<> pp<:d y gunmen believed lo be member, of ihe People ,Reyolulionary Army The kidnapper, demanded 12 mUlion in tanwm
-sMiUd in Pail, byrb:',j';'rn‘rcr'‘' »»'—
‘
^“.I,d,‘?d”d m "> 'Vashinpio,,. D C. wa,death ouiside hi, home Atab lertonsi, belicvrt lo be ,e,pon„ble.
^
^ yLILLVv dwK a fit.i Naiional Cly Bank of NewYork in Cordoba. Arfentioi. was kidnapped
'’!‘I‘d^'’L’ a aimed wuh a machine-eon
me.lnmdV'"
" '» ‘"P El Al Olfict, m AlliChA He wa,
^ vente Horn entering ihe ofnee by ihc crowd bullei-prooi iniic, glass door,lertor.,. rhen Red ro a nearby tro.el where he cornered sevim “os.awkNego.ra.ronk und.r.akcn by ihe Ambauador, of Lgypr, Lrbya. a^d Ha,
‘
The maL Ll''"'"!,'' I"
*'"'‘'’"3 The houape, were relea.cd unharmed
TL'riTo.Lc
' ol Oecupred
20 July 1973 a .apan Air Line, Bucinp 747 was seized by one Jjoaneveand ilwce Arab hr,acker, thorily aficr ii look off from Amiicidam A fifihhijaeke,. a woman icporied lo be a Uiin American, wa, killed
.hoiily afic,
«'nlojrd Th "h
' Band-grenade she wa, holding aecidcnially
exp ded. e ihice Aiab, identified Ibeznacl.c, ciher a, member, of ihe
‘Organisalion of Son, of Occupied Tetiiionei' oi the Mouni Carmel Marly r,'
The Japanese hijacker was tdcniiucd as a member of the Japanese Red Army
acting for the people of Palcsiino' The hijackers ordered the plane to
Lebanon where they were refused permission lo larsd Tl.ey finally landed m
Dubai. Ofricals at Japan Air Lines arrived there to negotiate, but the lujj..kers
rejected negotiations and Hew on to Ocnghaxi. Libya, where the passengers
were rclcaftrd and the aircrait destroyed with gienades and a bomb by the
hijackcre.
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mil '‘"'t' 'clidtnl m 0>lo. Noruj> was
- m.iuam «.nroMl,l’VA","s'h‘h‘"''‘ ? 'j^cnu «'cnic League or Uracli counier iertorist
''Irin'j r.lon passcnVcn^'-.h'/lr'^ .nach.nc-eun. and hand-ptnadcs
IdU-, surrcndcKd“ o c'
J
k IXrr'l
Smc.Jc iqujJ’ daimcd
, -SDunsih 'S'v«nil>
,n 1970
^ suburb where Jiracli planes bombed a school
''
urenciVor. and
'a'
o'
-npathuers
Man-hniw It c •*' London, Birmingham, and
Oiii -M -r-
* 'n'toibst 28 mote than (oil) bombs had exploded. Many
ui; om^ 'iril clleied'rB 1"!'?“'
f;:rb,:r:rarsi r.r;dT'ne‘,' bomb?'^‘'"'‘''-
'
cl^n Rr^ni
''
1
*^^ kmzcn and membci of Ihe mUilai) anli Casiio
rr.n
~H::V,an!l‘“"‘'
‘" ^
n“p.ul,'u!llas kidnlpp'eT"
^
^'n-'jnT''n t T"''^
Pjleiiinun eommandos bioke inio llie Saudi
-aslo^ n'^Ai'r* T Ocmanded 11 ,e ,e-
in Joidan Aflei luenD-ciehl hours ofesol.aiions in which a numbu, of Arab ambassudoii paiiicipaifd a, inlet
-lai.es, ihe commandos dropped this demand and asked for safe passaccOui . he counio The) agreed 10 release all but lour of the hosiajes and
allowed 10 board a Syrian airciafi whicn flew them 10 Kuwait On 7
rn^ii w. '“nsierred lo a Kuwo.ii plane
s-,<M
^ Riyadh. Saudi Arabia The commandos ihreaiened to throw the
ch In
° *'*^*^" Go.ernmenl helped them
•» the release of the Al f atah leader When Saudi Arabuh officuls
ImM?
aircraft was ordered to return to kuwaii On 8 September Iheita^s were released and the commandos surrendered. The live claimed tote members oi a group called Tumshmcni*
i S^icniber 1973 Italian miliiary police arresied five terrorisis when they
‘ ?y were planning to shoot down an El Al airliner at the Rome airport
rnmnes'^'''
'crrot.sis possessed two Soviet poriabk heat seekinf gtound-io-au
5 Stpicmber 1973 Two men and a woman were intuied seriously when
teitonsii exploded two bombs in King's Cross and Lusion railway stations in
London Al least ten other persons suffered lesser iniuriei in the explosions.
• Was believed that Ihe Irish Republican Army's Provisional urban |uemilas
lomc of liicir ulirj-niilitanis were behind ihe bombings.
o^r ep b"
r:i
’
'•'ornen. forced the plane to Hv l^^ T... . th mvludmg i*©
^
of Ihe hoiiajo they had ih“/au«d'’lo‘km'‘'''“''‘‘‘
^.hrh:;.i::/o.icom^a^roVch"^
po.iih^ arm. lo l.ia.l and ihai ihe Ncihc.land, Cuvciomcni
.harlcc m 0 , 1^
ih. ^ A !’ ""O ' 0‘c-i'cd Iinliuimcd on 27 Nu.cmbcrhijackcM
.uiiemlcrcd aliei fetimy a uie paiufc ,uaianicc lium Uuba.
6 Deccmbei 197} An Amtrican cxutuli.c will. Ihc Lx.von Conipani in
“"i
"" f'-oplc » Ru.olu nonary Arm)
. Tlic yuerrULfi^up dcmandeJ Ihai * 10 mUl.on food and mcd.unc be dmr.buicj 'ol
w\!'TsOO OoVrar, '"P'"''' klOnappcd in La Blala. Alftnuiu > aou.o o lanwrm way aikcd for Im lelcayc
”
t“cn"fw' %!ab
P'-'«o"' ff"" iioo ^ipliicn wee woundedwhe r,,c Ar jucrtUlai aiiackcj ihe M.Jdlc La.i-bound Pan Amci.can
nre hud.n'“"h‘nu'
Bomb, and mach.ne-fun
“• ^-"f «"i"f > On fire. The puerr.lla, .henMmmandeer^ a We.i German Lulil.anu a.rlincr to Allien, with a numboi
!he^ !
''1 ‘i'lOkkei, new lo Kuwait, whete they leleawid
^el t naimn*
''^‘‘anye foi fiee pa„aye' to an unknowndcjti ion Tlte urrorisis surrendered lo ihc Kuwait Government
18 ^oember I97J Two bomb, in car, and a paicci bomb exploded in
h?id.
B«kn repnul aiiack, tot the jailinp ot
Irisii Republican lerroristv.
27 ^cembci 1973 A I edcial Curnun mduyituloi who u al,o hi, coumiv',honorary Consul w^t kidnapped from his home in Ireland
29 December 1973 Tlic Diiccioi of Safrai Pcueeoi. a ,ub,iduix ol Peuecol
^Fiance, wa, kidnapped by icven aimed men in Bueno, Aire,. Aifcmiiia
^e kidnuppinf liu, been aiiribuied 10 Ihc Revolmionary Armed Toice,. but
the guerrilla group dented responstbility.
3 S-puniber 1973 A British executive of the Noblcza Tobacco Company in
Aracniir.j was kidnapped and held for ransom in Buenos Aircs
^ ^cpietnoci I 973 Three Jewish emigres en route irom the Soviet Union lo
sraci and .in Austrian customs ofiicial were scued h\ two armed Arabs who
w.jtmcd to he members of the Xugies of the Palestinian Revolution* The
-rronsts sci/cd their Hostages aboard a train, later commandeered a car, and
Jiobk- lo Ihc Vienna airport They demanded that Ihc Austrian Government
‘ k s. S.iionau Casilc. a transit camp for Jewish emigres operated by the
Jk MU
-^gwOC) The \usirian Ciuvernment agreed and the icrrorisis released
• e;: i.osijCcs end were tlown to Libya
^ emfiloyees ol the rrontino Goldmines in
^oioi ,w»w were kidnapped The kidnappers, believed lo have been members
Ji tr.c Liberaiion Army
.
sent a letter on 5 Ociober to the Iniernaiion-
- hr.n^ e joipjnN
-.men owns ihe mines, demand. ng $ 168.990 ransom
-•oL«r I9j Thchonoraiv bni ish Consul in Guadala/ara, Me xico, was
••lUnjpned hi terrorists wi.o demanded the release ol fifivone political
Pfisonc-s and S 300.0l)U r anson. The Mexican Government refused to release
P'iioncfs The Consul was rcuased unharmed on M Ociubct
31 December 1973 One ol Briuin', leading Zioni,i, wa, ,hol in hi, London
nun,ion. Tlie viciim wa, an honorary »ice-pie,ideni of ilie Ziom,i Tedcraiion
of Diiiain and pn^idcni of Joini Palciinian Appeal, winch colleci, fund, for
welfare in I,tad. The Popular Ftoni lor ihc Liberaiton of Patciine claimed
responsibdiiy
31 January 1974 Two Japanese belonging lo the radical Japanese Red
A/my and two Arabs of ihe Popular Front for the Liberation or Palestine ined
to blow up a ShcU refinery in Singapoic. then seized eight ho$i.aecs aboard a
ferryboat and threatened to kill themselves and the hostages unless ihe\ wwrc
given safe passage to an Arab country On 6 February, Five members took
over the Japanese Embassy in'Kuwaii. holding about twelve hosi.iges invludine
the Japanese Ambassador They demanded that the Japanese Goveintnvni
supply an aiiltner lo bring Itieu comrades irom Singapore to Kuwait The air*
bner carrying the four guerrillas from Singapore landed in Kuwait and. alter
picking up the other five who had released their hostages, went on to Kmcn
Aden, where it ariived on 6 February
2 February 1 974
^
TIucc members of a group called Moslem Intcrnationai
Coemllas seized a Greek freighter in the port of Karachi. I’akisian. and said
they would blow up the ship and kill two hostages urvlesi the Cuck Govern
ment freed two Arab leriorisis who had received the death sentence
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^ '
in-.'r>n'*j '/h
^ ^
-'^I'uunj bumD. jppjftnily contcjcd m j luii^jsc
l„.n Rcpub,' ° v'ml
"" '"*
’'H;E-s‘rvrr“'-
b-r. ? “ r-"'-
^ oulh tj( (he Lioerjhon oi Palejune. onaiiii
*
*11 k'jn I * in Meitnoiillo. Mc«ico
-oniuur, noo,
' "•’“"'I J300.000 wi. found on ih.
ui T?„:.Vo. in An,,,!^'l^'b'::'v:d‘•x^y f; £"h‘‘t7Td.f .1.1 1„„ on. p..on *bo .1.
dn!rnra ! ‘‘»‘«d An Amcncjn nunc wi. then.idnippcu by ihc lime p.oup on 27 Muy The lePeli plmn.d lo l,y ih.ee or
;".m:er:o:.r,r£;:'o*:r' .1
1
*
* inhi 'i Infoinuiton Service branch in Cor-
' E,,hieen people ».,« lulled ind imeen were wounded
budd ,r
Arab guerrUlii who iio.med i rei.dennU
LberiuoJo! Pil'.'i'i' ne‘’r •’opnlAt Fiom for iheUD rii.un oi ilei . . Oenetil Command, died m an exploiion ai ihe end of
o y ,i,d^
fo'ce. carncd ou.
raid were bu,Ted
* ""
CIJU - f *
'ni'et Arab lucitdlai belonymj to the Popular Demo-
n n 1 TT n
‘
'be border irom Lebanon
Two were kdled, one w., wounded. The three then enle.cd Ihe Istael. townOI Miilol wneie they killed three mote befoie leiitn, about ntncly lecnaeeri
iTdeT T ‘‘^T* O'monded Ihe releaie of iweniy-ihrec
mm , T" n'«°'“>‘“n> «ub»e<|uenlly bloke down andu ei eioie the deadline. Israeli lecuiiiy forces rushed Ihe school Thehree Atabi wete killed alon, with one Israeli soldier and twenty children
lOuTeTT'n planes struck tarpet. tnOuili rn Lebanon in tetaliaiion for ihe Mialot Lillinys
^
*Tr, ^
Ploced in a car exploded at London'i lleaihiowAiipoii iniiiiinc thiee perioni and damaying iTfly cars
iTni TiT . ’boi ilicit way into an Israeli scttle-i killing lliree women beloie they lhemiel.es wete kdled. They carried
ei iT I'^inn"'' ‘-'bP'Obon ol Paleiltne demanding the
kiipoii in 97:'”'
“P''"kA‘ kdfi.oi of Ihe attack at Lod
June i9 4 An unknown individual seratclied the leiteri TR.A* on theue OI one oi me wotIJT moil valuable masletpiceei. j Rubens pjinline in
uambiidgc t.ieil Uiiijin
"
T''’’'
* A bomb believed lo be plinieJ by the IRA Pioviiionils
vxpiodvd in Weitnmiitet Hall m London, iniuiing eleven people.
' A loieicn execulive oi Meieedes Uenj wai kidniiiped by
'.ib'i eueiiidai in Aigenlina
-"a'plr’.Teni budd.nriTNaT'iTyy" nT Tu'led fn“'"'«>»hi befoie they wete killed in a gun battle. **' ’•Podded
15 July 1 97*4 * lew k
Jemanded the release ol a"n imTmoTeT R^d'^tmT me ''b
u
“
«p3;;rp;:.T;o ;-
t
hy a bomb planted by ihe'^IRT."* Ci'oi Biiiain. were tniuieo
Source; Brian
.'i. Jenkins, 1975
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appendix d
documents used as guides by the committee
TO CREATE THE INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
CURRICULA AND EXAMINATION
5.
7.
WprJ-d Survey of Education
, vols. 1-4, 1966.
Universities, Methods ofs tablishing Equivalences Between Dpgrp>>^Q anSDiplomas (Paris : UNE.qrn^ i ^
^l d^ies on International Equivalenoes of Degrees
ence'"l%tf ~ ^^e GenerL Confer-e
, 13th session Resolution 1.252(b).)
Release, August 26, 1947. U.N. SecretariatLegal Department, New York.
^gching of the Purposes and Principles of the n .M. inMember States: Draft Resolution Snh^g^i^ted by Chile, Columbia, Mexico and Venezuela,
1947?''^A/c!3/l93.°^
General Assemblyr^H^ession
,
^^r Book of Education (London: Columbia Universities,iy64 ) .
Report on the Conference of Internationally MindedSchools
. Member Schools. Npw Vn-rV
^
1966
.
Report on the International Social Studies Conference.Geneva, International Schools Association, 1962.
10. Report of the Education Committee of the I.S.A.:
Curricula at the Secondary Level. Paris: UNESCO,
1953.
• The Coordination of Academic Standards and Criteria
Among International Schools . Paris: UNESCO, 1964.
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12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
Report on the Seminar on Teaching Modernin International Schools
Wal£s. Pans: UNESCO, 1964.
Languages
College
,
^ws Papers and Bulletins
. Nos.(1958-67). Geneva. 1-45 inclusive
Minutes of Official
(1951-67). Geneva.
Business meetings of I.S.A.
Pro fi les of 24 Schools of InternationalPans: UNESCO, 1962.
Character.
Theses of:
Purkis, R. Thesis on International Schools.
Ronsheim, S. Thesis on the International School ofGeneva. 1967.
Report on the Conference for Primary School Curricula.I.S.A. Pans: UNESCO, 1966 .
UNESCO contract to I.S.A. to study the possibilities
of an interchangeable curriculum between and amonginternational schools. 1963.
UNESCO contract to I.S.A. to study the possibilities
of exchanging Occident-Orient materials between inter-
national schools. 1964.
Report from the Policy Conference for International
Schools. UNESCO, 1967.
Report on the Mathematics/Physics Conference for
International Schools. UNESCO, 1967.
Report on Biology Conference for International Schools.
1967.
Report on the Physical Geography Conference for Inter-
national Schools. 1967.
Report on the Chemistry Conference for International
Schools. 1967.
Report on the Classics Conference for International
Schools. 1967.
Report of the Technical Committee for the I.B. (Com-
mission A), ed. M. Denaud: Formulae and Standards of
Curriculum 1966.
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27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
Report of the Technical Committee for the i rCommission (B)
. ed W n Haiio r, ^ I.B.
1966.
' Procedures for Testing,
Report on the Fine Arts Panel, 1968.
Report on the Theory of Knowledge Conference, 1968.
"StructSL^^gn-^"^
Technical Committee Commission (A)
CoSssion'(Br"i?n ® and Syllabuses of the Courses!”
Examination." Procedure of the
Report on the Economics Conference, 1968.
Report on the Psychology Conference, 1968.
Report on the Sociology/Anthropology Conference, 1968.
of^FuronL^'^M of Ministers of Education
tfon w?
Member States on Access to Higher Educa-i . Vienna: UNESCO, 1967.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF TESTING METHODS
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appendix f
INTERNATIONAL EQUIVALENCES REPORT:
COMPULSORY SUBJECTS
Argentina
Cameroon
Czechoslovakia
France
Philippines
USSR.
United Kingdom*
England and H^ales
United States
Spanish, one modem language, mathematics,
SICS, chemistry, biology), geography, history,
Hon, philosophy, PE.
science (phy-
civic instruc-
For W. Cameroon; See United Kingdom.
For E. Cameroon: See France (excluding sections B and E).
Czech/ Slovak, Russian, second modem language, psychol-
ogy and logic, philosophy, history, geography, mathematics
prXt,?„,’'pE'
8'olosyl. basic. o(
msiory, geography and civics (exi
technical option), one modem language, mathematics,
ence (physics, natural sciences),* PE.
Fihpino, English, science, mathematics,- history, character
education and right conduct, health and PE.
Russian, mathematics, history, social science,® geography ®
chemistry, biology, physics, astronomy,® one modem lan-
guage, PE and vocational training.
Combination of subjects varies as the GCE is a subject
examination. However, the spread of subjects must give
evidence of; *a broad general education’. ® This is usually
interpreted to mclude (at O or A level): English, one modem
language, one science, mathematics and one other subject.
English, mathematics, modem language, social studies,
science, health and PE, plus electives.
France. Sections A .ind B: sciences physiques studied in seconde and premiire.though not in the clusse icrminule.
SccUon C: sciences physiques in secuiide. premiere and lennmale. sciences
ntiiiirelles in lerminate.
Sectiori D: sciences physiques in seconde. premiere and lenninale. sciences
run lit dies in premiere and terniinale.
,
Section E: scu rices physiques in seconde. premiere and terminate.
Philippines. Maihemaiics studied uniil third year by all. May be studied in fourth
year as an elective subject.
USSR Social Science— uidied in >ear 10. though not in year 9.
Geographs— stiulied in je.ir '). though not in year 10
Astronomy— sUidieJ m year 10. though not in >ear 9
I nited Kingdom. The subiects listed in the table must have been studied either im-
mediaielv piior to the terminal phase or m the teiminal phase
Pupils usually sI>eclah^e in two or three Arts or Science subjects
tuily in the terminal phase itself
Compendium ol I'noersily Requirements for hirst Degree Courses in the UnitedKoicdoin I'lhH P ^
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MOTIVATION
:
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:
appendix g
CHECKLIST FOR GLOBAL AWARENESS
CHECKLIST FOR GLOBAL AWARENESS
Why are you doing ii ?
CO identify the universals in
human society
to understand the other culture
to convey the realities of
that culture
Hazards to check for:
--studying the other culture as
It relates to your own--"problem
or prospect" rationale
--using other cultures to "liven
up" the curriculum, thus emphasizing
differences between peoples
What will you do with it ?
by using people from the culture
or people who love it
by using materials written by
the people of that culture
Hazards to check for :
--no opportunities created for
people from that culture to
speak with the class
--materials all come from US or
British sources and stress
Western goals for the society
--materials give only the
sensational, Nat iona 1 Geographic
picture of the culture
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METHODS
:
CHECKLIST FOH GLOBAL AWARENESS
- 2 -
How will you do 1 t?
by presenting a variety of practical
and sensory experiences that integrate
the studies into the regular curriculum,
that present the culture in depth on
its own terms,
that offer differing opinions as a
matter of course,
that create a trusting tolerant
relationship between students and
teacher so that prejudices may be
shared
Hazards to check for
:
- focussing on headlines, menus, and
costumes (spotlight - food approach)
overlooking the dominant-subordinate
factor in inter-cultural encounters
and evaluating all institutions in
light of Western experience, not in
terms of what is workable for that
culture (patronizing approach)
--feeling that you have no prejudice
or insisting that everything is
wonderful in the other culture
(innocent approach)
— feeling that you can teach another
culture from your general knowledge
as a well-informed individual or
neglecting to keep up with new
resources and strategies if you
teach about another culture for a
number of years (wing-it approach)
TEST YOURSELF
PROBLEM I
Area Studies
A Kenyan school teacher has been told
to teach a unit on the United States
to his ninth grade class. He has
never been there and knows no one from
there. What is the minimum that he
must do to insure that the Kenyan
students have a balanced conception
of the United States?
PROBLEM II
History
How would
you teach
about
;
the slave trade in Liberia?
Queen Elizabeth in Ireland?
the discovery of the New World in the
Dominican Republic?
the annexation of Texas in Mexico?
the United States Revolution in
England?
the War of 1812 in Canada?
World War I in Germany?
the dropping of the second atomic
bomb in Japan?
the United Nations Security Council
veto in the Soviet Union?
President Kennedy's AID program
in Pakistan?
the New Deal in a black high school?
Andrew Jackson in a high school on an
Indian reservation?
ic) J.Z. Lippmann and M.B. Salomon,
Boston, 8 March 1980
Judith Zinsser Lippmann
UN. International School
2-5-50 East River Dri\e
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
Manjula Salomon
Centre for International
Educat ion
University of Massachusett
Amherst, MA 01003


